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Preface 
 
 
The International Information and Networking Centre for Intangible Cultural 
Heritage in the Asia-Pacific Region under the auspices of UNESCO (ICHCAP) has 
carried out various bilateral projects to safeguard intangible cultural heritage 
(ICH) with Member States in the region. These projects, in the Centre’s areas of 
specialisation—information and networking—have acted as stimulants to build 
ICH information and strengthen solidarity throughout the region.  
 
In this context, ICHCAP initiated the project Field Survey of the Intangible Cultural 
Heritage Safeguarding Efforts in the Asia-Pacific Region in 2009. The project aims 
to collect information on safeguarding systems and policies, ICH inventories, ICH-
related organisations, ICH lists, and pending issues regarding ICH safeguarding, 
and it aims to obtain a grasp on the current situation to discover appropriate 
measures to promote ICH safeguarding. Since 2009, the project has been carried 
out in over thirty Member States of the Asia-Pacific region. 
 
In 2013, ICHCAP worked in collaboration with experts and institutes from five 
countries—Turkey, Japan, India, the Federated States of Micronesia, and the 
Republic of Korea—to carry out the field survey project. The final report from the 
project will be used as a resource for states within the region to strengthen their 
understanding of ICH in other countries in the region. It will also serve as a 
resource that will help determine the particular needs and provide a direction for 
new cooperative projects for safeguarding ICH. 
 
In particular, researchers of the department of Intangible Cultural Heritage at the 
National Research Institute for Cultural Properties, Tokyo (NRICPT)—Mr Saito 
Hirotsugu, Ms Imaishi Migiwa, Ms Matsuyama Naoko, and Mr Sano Masaki—
cooperated with ICHCAP on the 2013 field survey in Japan. Owing to the team’s 
efforts, we now publish this report on the situation of Japan’s ICH safeguarding 
efforts. 
 
ICHCAP will continue this project over the next several years to cover all the 
Member States in the Asia-Pacific region. We would like to express our sincere 
gratitude to the organisations and individuals who worked together on this field 
survey project. 
 

 
Samuel Lee, Ph. D. 
Director-General 

International Information and Networking Centre  
for Intangible Cultural Heritage in the Asia-Pacific Region  

under the auspices of UNESCO  
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Introduction 
 
Asia and the Pacific region is an area rich with various elements of intangible 
cultural heritage. Intangible cultural heritage has been handed down from 
generation to generation and has contributed to the development of cultural 
diversity and the creativity of humanity. Intangible cultural heritage for social 
development is well recognised as it represents the evolvement of historical 
traditions and the cultural identity of a society embodied in creative expression. 
 
Over time, the form and substance of intangible cultural heritage has become 
vulnerable to deterioration. In particular, rapid social change and globalisation 
have made this situation even more pressing. Fortunately, there has recently 
been an increase in global awareness in relation to the value of intangible cultural 
heritage and its safeguarding. 
 
In this regard, ICHCAP has created a survey study plan to collect all the necessary 
information related to current safeguarding systems for intangible cultural 
heritage in the region. ICHCAP has been preparing this survey since 2008, and 
2013 is the fifth year of the implementation of this project. 
 
ICHCAP has collected relevant data from reports, workshop books, meeting 
resolutions, internet databases, etc. While the information is valuable, in many 
cases, the data is neither accurate, nor up to date. This is the reason ICHCAP has 
prepared a new survey to accumulate more current pertinent data. 
 
The field survey was carried out by respected researchers in each country. For 
this project, ICHCAP developed a questionnaire to guide the research teams 
conducting the field surveys in each country. The questionnaire encompassed 
topics pertaining to safeguarding the present system & policy; intangible cultural 
heritage inventory; information regarding relevant conferences, symposiums and 
workshops; national and local pending issues and urgent needs within the field of 
intangible cultural heritage safeguarding. 
 
Lastly, the information and data may be open to the public and ICHCAP will share 
necessary data with other Member States to support the implementation of the 
most effective and appropriate practices for the safeguarding of intangible 
cultural heritage. We expect the project will assist in strengthening regional 
capacity and solidarity as well as international cooperation for the safeguarding 
of ICH in the region.  
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Ⅰ. Safeguarding System & Policy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. National Law/Act 
 

A. Definition of intangible cultural heritage 
They are divided into three categories; 
1) Intangible Cultural Properties 

Stage arts, music, craft techniques, and other intangible cultural assets 
that possess high historic or artistic value to Japan 

2) Intangible Folk Cultural Properties 
Manners and customs related to food, clothing, and housing, to 
occupations, to religious faith, and annual events, etc. folk performing arts, 
folk skills 

3) Selected Conservation Techniques 
Techniques for the production of materials, restoration and conservation, 
necessary for the preservation of cultural properties 

 
B. Title of law 

Act on Protection of Cultural Properties (Act No. 214 of 1950) 
 
C.  Section/Division in charge 

Traditional Culture Division, Cultural Properties Department, The Agency for 
Cultural Affairs  

 
D. Year of establishment 

1950 
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E. Amendments 
It has been amended thirty seven times to date (as of September, 2013). 
Among these amendments, revisions of the law itself were made for seven 
times and the rest thirty times were the revision to relevant articles made 
according to the revision of other laws. (Please refer to Figure 1) 

 
Among the seven amendments to the law, Intangible Cultural Heritage related 
amendments were the below three articles; 

 
1) 29 May, 1954 [Third amendment]: Designation of Important Intangible 

Cultural Property and Recognition System of Skill Holder 
2) 1 July, 1975 [Fourth amendment]: Selection of Cultural Property 

Conservation Technique and Recognition System of Skill Holders and Skill 
Holding Groups 

3) 28 May, 2004 [Seventh amendment]: In the range of Intangible Folk 
Cultural Property, hitherto known manners and customs, folk performing 
arts, folk techniques were added. 6) Particular article(s) related to ICH: 
 

Please refer to the Article 2. Definition of Cultural Property (2), (3), Chapter IV. 
Intangible Cultural Property (Article 71~77), Chapter V. Folk Cultural 
Property (Article 78~91), and Chapter X. Protection of Preservation 
Techniques for Cultural Property (Article 147~152) of the Act on Protection of 
Cultural Properties. 

 
F. Responsible organization/department 

Traditional Culture Division, Cultural Properties Department, The Agency for 
Cultural Affairs 
 

G. Contact details 
* The person in charge will change every two to three years. Therefore, below  
H. information would be the contact details. 
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Figure 1 
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H. Information source 
Traditional Culture Division, Cultural Properties Department,  
The Agency for Cultural Affairs 
 
• Miyata Shigeyuki, Chief Senior Specialist for Cultural Properties 

Interview date: 15 May, 2013 etc. 
 

• Yoshida Junko, Senior Specialist for Cultural Properties 
Interview date: 11 July, 2013 etc.  
Tel: +81-3-6734-3104 or +81-3-5253-4111 ext.2866 
Fax: +81-3-6734-3820 

 
* Simply saying, issues related to Cultural Properties should be protected by 
the Law for the Protection of Cultural Property. However, in relation to 
below 2. Cultural Policy, and Chapter III.Relevant Organisations, if Intangible 
Cultural Heritage is included as part of Arts and Culture, Arts Promotion 
Basic Law, Japan Art Academy related Order of Culture, Award for Cultural 
Merit, Purple Ribbon Medal, and various types of conferment system can be 
included. Moreover, laws related to traditional industry for craft products, 
and also so-called “festival law” can be related from the tourism promotion 
and regional development point of view. 

 
 

2. Cultural Policy 
 

Below are the current national subsidiaries related to the safeguarding of 
intangible cultural heritage based on the Law for the Protection of Cultural 
Properties. 

 
A. Current National Subsidiaries 

Intangible Cultural Property related items 
1) Grant for Important Intangible Cultural Property holders (individual 

recognition) 
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It is granted to train transmitters by the individual recognition holders 
and to polish their own skills. Currently, 2 million JPY is provided to each 
holder every year and there are 116 recipients, total sum of 232 million 
JPY is subsidized. 

2) Grant for Important Intangible Cultural Property holding groups 
(a) Below projects organized by the group of holders, holding groups or  

the relevant local government of Important Intangible Cultural 
Properties are subsidized. 
Currently, total sum of 560 million JPY is subsidized every year for (a) 
and below (b). Both (a) and (b) can select needed project to practise. 
After the recognition, a certain amount of subsidies are provided every 
year. The amount differs from each group (As of 2012). 
• Seminar aimed for transmission, organizing training session and 

instructing practical skill 
• Recital of seminar achievement subjected to transmission project 
• Collecting and filing documents 
• Products analysis examination and appearance examination (craft 

techniques) based on the designation criteria 
• Technical research of the survey and seminar 
• Producing and ensuring raw materials and tools that is 

indispensable to the transmission 
• Fees for organising group activity (Ningyo Jyoruri Bunraku) 

(b) Subsidies for the group projects that are recognized to have knowledge 
and skills for the undesignated intangible cultural properties 
As a rule, a certain amount of subsidies are provided every year. The  
amount differs from each group. 
• Seminar aimed for transmission, organizing training session and 

instructing practical skill 
• Recital of seminar achievement subjected to transmission project 
• Technical research of the surveys and seminars 
• Producing and ensuring raw materials and tools that is 

indispensable to the transmission 
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3)  Subsidiary for public display of Important Intangible Cultural 
Property 
Public performance (related to Performing Arts) by the group of holders 
of Important Intangible Cultural Property and for the traditional crafts 
exhibition (craft techniques) are subsidized. Currently, total sum of 46 
million JPY is subsidized annually for the traditional performing arts, 
Nohgaku and Kumiodori performance, and for the traditional 
craftsmanship “Traditional Crafts Exhibition” (except in Tokyo). (As of 
2012) 

 
Intangible Folk Cultural Property related items 

1) Subsidies for research project on Intangible Folk Cultural Property 
The surveys conducted by the local government are subsidized, as well as 
for publishing survey report. In principal, survey should be conducted 
with undesignated (as national) Intangible Folk Cultural Properties. Upon 
receiving request and assessment of necessity and possibility of 
realization, total sum of 30 million JPY is subsidized every year. (As of 
2012) 

2) Subsidies for the transmission of Important Intangible Folk Cultural 
Property 
Upon receiving request and assessment of necessity and possibility of 
realization, total sum of 70 million JPY is subsidized every year for the 
below (a) and (b). (As of 2012) Holding groups can select needed project 
from both (a) and (b). 
(a) The project related to Important Intangible Folk Cultural Property 

It is subsidized to the project organized by the local government in the 
region as follows; renovation of the facility, repair and purchase of new 
tools, facility and tools disaster recovery, training of transmitters, on-
site public performance 

(b) The project related to undesignated (as national) Intangible Folk  
 Cultural Property 
It is subsidized to the project organized by the local government in the 
region as follows; public display project, to hold transmission 
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class/training session/recital, and making and publishing 
documentation record/audio and visual documentation. 

 
Items related to Cultural Property Conservation Techniques 

1) Subsidiary for the skill holders of Selected Conservation Techniques 
After the recognition, a certain amount of subsidiary is provided to the 
skill holders of Selected Conservation Techniques for the purpose of 
training transmitter, polish their own skills, and for making and publishing 
record. Currently, JPY 1.1 million is provided to each holder every year 
and there are 54 recipients, total sum of 59 million JPY is subsidized. (As 
of 2012) 

2) Subsidiary for the skill holding group of Selected Conservation 
Techniques 

Currently, total sum of 255 million JPY is subsidized for below (a) and (b). 
(As of 2012) 

 
(a) It is subsidized to the project conducted by the skill holding groups of 

Selected Conservation Techniques; training of transmitter, seminar 
recital, making and publishing record, and ensuring raw materials and 
tools. Each group can select needed project for the implementation. 
After the recognition, a certain amount of subsidiary is provided to the 
groups every year. The amount differs from each group. 

(b) The group projects, such as training transmitter, seminar recital, 
polishing the skill, ensuring raw materials and tools, which are 
recognized to have knowledge and skills for the unselected (as national) 
Cultural Property Conservation Techniques is subsidized. Each group 
can select needed project for the implementation. 
In principal, a certain amount of subsidiary is subsidized every year. 
The subsidiary amount differs from each group. 

 
B. Background and development of subsidiary 

1)  The Law for the Protection of Cultural Properties enacted in 1950 intended 
to protect intangible cultural heritage as Intangible Cultural Property. It 
was in 1952 when the grant for transmission of Intangible Cultural 
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Property started based on the Law for the Protection of Cultural Properties. 
At first, it was intended to subsidize only for those important and at risk of 
disappearance. The subsidized category were for traditional stage 
performance among Intangible Cultural Properties, folk performing arts 
and traditional craft techniques, and the grant was given to the performer, 
the group of technicians, and the local government where it is located. The 
granted projects were training transmitters, to ensure necessary tools, and 
research and making record. This has not been changed fundamentally 
henceforth. However, when looking at the examples of traditional craft 
techniques of Intangible Cultural Properties, it can be considered as various 
conservation techniques were included at that time. 

2) The Law amended in 1954 was to determine the element according to their 
importance, not by the risk of disappearance, and the first designation of 
the Important Intangible Cultural Property and the recognition of holder 
were made in 1955. The grant project for the various types of intangible 
cultural heritage continued as well as to those newly designated Intangible 
Cultural Properties group of holders. Also, the grant for Important 
Intangible Cultural Property holders (individual recognition), so called 
living national treasure, has started in 1964.  
As for the Folk Performing Arts domain, it was not designated as Important 
Intangible Cultural Property, but was designated as Performing Arts of 
Intangible Cultural Property and subsidiary was rather more focused on 
providing to those transmission and public display from around 1970. The 
field of Manners and Customs, such as annual events and festivals, were 
not included in the category of Intangible Cultural Property then. However, 
the research and publication of report were conducted by the expert from 
around 1957 as it was considered as intangible folk document.  
In terms of traditional conservation techniques, it was not easy to be 
ascribed as so-called artistic activity, and therefore even though the 
techniques are important, it was not designated as Important Intangible 
Cultural Property. 

3)  By the amendment of the Law in 1975, system of Important Intangible Folk 
Cultural Property designation, selection of Selected Conservation 
Techniques, and recognition of holders and holding groups began. Prior to 
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that, Folk Performing Arts, which was classified as Performing Arts of 
Intangible Cultural Property and Intangible Folk Materials such as annual 
events and festivals were both categorized as Folk Cultural Property to 
designate important elements. By doing so, subsidiary for the preservation 
became more active.  
For the traditional conservation techniques, subsidiary became more 
active after evaluating them from the point of necessity to preserve the 
Cultural Property and select the element and recognize holders and 
holding groups, rather than as Intangible Cultural Property itself. 

4) As for the recent development, subsidiary and support towards 
undesignated and unselected (as national) intangible cultural heritage 
transmission have attracted attention. For example, subsidies for 
transmission on above Intangible Cultural Property- 2)(b) undesignated 
Intangible Cultural Property, as well as Cultural Property Conservation 
Techniques- 2)(b) unselected Cultural Property Conservation Techniques, 
began in 2011.  
In the same year, subsidiary system for public display of local traditional 
events and performing arts, training transmitters, and repair and purchase 
of tools also began. However this is not mentioned above, as budget falls 
under the Promotion of Arts and Culture, and not as Cultural Property 
Preservation. Each 47 prefectures in Japan would have to apply by 
integrating total plan, and the budget of 2.42 billion JPY has currently 
ensured for this. (As of 2012) 
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II. Intangible Cultural Heritage Inventory 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. National Inventory 
 
A.  Inventory Information 

There are three national inventories;  
1) Important Intangible Cultural Properties, 
2) Important Intangible Folk Cultural Properties,  
3) Selected Conservation Techniques 

*For the details, see Annex.B-1 
*Database of the inventories is also available in the following website;  

http://kunishitei.bunka.go.jp/bsys/index_pc.asp 
 

In addition to the national inventories, 47 Prefectures, and approximately 
1,740 Shi-Cho-Son (市町村, Cities, Towns, Villages) has their own inventories. 
These inventories are made according to the national Law for the Protection 
of Cultural Properties. The numbers of the designated properties of 
prefectures and Shi-Cho-Son are as follows (as of May 2013); 

 

Categories Prefecture 
Shi-Cho-

Son 
Total 

Number 

Intangible Cultural Property 171 483 654 

Intangible Folk Cultural  

Property 

1,628 6,245 7,873 

Selected Conservation  

Techniques 

34 25 59 

*General outlines of some local properties can be found in the following 
website;  

http://kunishitei.bunka.go.jp/bsys/index_pc.asp
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http://bunka.nii.ac.jp/jp/region/index.html 
However, these inventories are individually managed by each prefecture, 
namely Shi-Cho-Son, and therefore national government does not grasp the 
whole situation. Thus, below is the information regarding national inventory. 

 
B.  Designated Heritage 

 
B.1)  Categories 

 
(1) Intangible Cultural Property 

Intangible Cultural Property under the Law for the Protection of Cultural  
Property, is defined as “drama, music, craft techniques, and other intangible 
cultural products, which possess a high historical or artistic value for Japan.”  

Two fields among Intangible Cultural Property are;  
i) performing arts  
ii) craft techniques  

The following are the examples of Important Intangible Cultural Properties 
among above mentioned fields. 

 
i) Performing Arts 
-Gagaku（雅楽）Gagaku refers to music and dance that came to Japan from 
China and Korea around the Nara Period (710-793 AD), and to music and 
dance which developed in Japan based on those, as well as to ancient music of 
Japan. Gagaku has been performed chiefly at ceremonies at court or at shrines 
and temples. 
 
-Nohgaku（能楽）Nohgaku flourished in the Muromachi Period (1392-1573). 
It consists of a combination of Noh，which expresses dramatic content 
through highly condensed and formalized movements to the accompaniment 
of flutes sand drums, and humorous Kyogen plays. 
 
-Ningyo-Johruri Bunraku（人形浄瑠璃文楽）Ningyo-Johruri Bundaku, which 
flourished in the 18th century，grew out of an older tradition of puppet 
theatre. The gidayu-bushi story teller is accompanied by shamisen music, while 
the characters are played by puppets. Each puppet is manipulated by three 

http://bunka.nii.ac.jp/jp/region/index.html
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handlers，who work together to produce delicate, sensitive expressions of 
emotion. 
 
-Kabuki（歌舞伎）Kabuki began in the early Edo Period (1603-1868) 
through the innovative combination of various existing forms of music and 
performing arts. It is distinguished by onna-gata (male actors performing 
female roles)，formalized movements，and picturesque stage sets，and 
became immensely popular among the common people during the Edo Period. 
 
-Kumi Odori（組踊）KumiOdori was established as a performing art in 
Okinawa during the reign of the Ryukyu dynasty in the early 18th century. 
Drawing on performing arts from both Japan and China, it tells a story through 
speech, song, and dance to the accompaniment of Okinawa's distinctive 
traditional music. 
 
-Music（音楽）Of Japanese traditional music, the following items have each 
received individual recognition: “Shaku-hachi” (playing the bamboo recorder), 
“So-kyoku” (music accompanied by the 13-stringed instrument called So, or to 
the three-stringed shamisen). Among the wide variety of shamisen music such 
as “nagautasongs”, “nagautashamisen”, “nagautanarimono”, “gidayu-bushi 
johruri”, and “gidayu-bushi shamisen”, separate designations have been made 
for the techniques of singers and of shamisen players. The unique music of the 
Okinawa Prefecture region is also designated as “Ryukyu Classical Music”. 
Collective recognitions include the designation of “Gidayu-bushi”, “Tokiwazu-
bushi”, and “Itchu-bushi”, and recognition of highly-skilled singers and 
shamisen players who belong to preservation organizations as Holders. 
 
-Buyo Dance（舞踊）Individual recognition for buyo has been given to 
“Kabuki Buyo” (a dance technique which grew out of Kabuki, and later came to 
be performed independently), which was designated, and those who embody 
an outstanding level of skill have been recognized. 
 
-Engei（演芸）  Individual recognitions among the Engei arts include: 
Classical rakugo (a story-telling art established in the Edo period (17th-19th 
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century), where a single narrator takes on the role of different characters to 
tell stories of everyday life of ordinary people, or comical tales), and kodan (in 
which an individual story-teller narrates stories about heroes and other tales, 
carrying on a tradition inherited from the middle ages). These are designated 
and those who embody an outstanding level of skill are recognized. 

 
ii) Craft techniques 
-Ceramics（陶芸）This is the technique of making ceramics, porcelain, 
stoneware, or pottery. Potter’s clay is used as the main material. There are 
several ways of shaping the clay, including on a potter's wheel, slab-building, 
or hand-pinching. The objects is glazed if necessary, and then fired. Distinctive 
pottery techniques have developed in various regions of Japan based on the 
characteristics of local material and techniques.  
 
-Textile（染織：Weaving, Dyeing, Embroidery, and others）These are the 
techniques of weaving thread on a loom, dyeing using various materials, 
embroidery, and other techniques. The wide variety of textile materials in 
Japan reflects the climate of the various regions, and diverse dyeing and 
weaving techniques utilizing these materials have been passed down through 
the generations.  
 
-Lacquer work（漆芸） In this craft technique, urushi (lacquer sap) collected 
from the urushi (lacquer) tree and refined, is used to make craft objects. 
Techniques include those which bring out the beauties of the lacquer itself, as 
well as “Maki-e”, “Raden”, “Chin-kin”, and various other decorative techniques 
to elaborate lacquer work. 
 
-Metalwork（金工） In this technique, the unique properties of metal, the 
fact that it can be melted, and its ductility, are utilized to make objects. The 
main metalwork techniques in Japan, namely casting, forging, and chasing, 
developed using the five major metals of gold, silver, copper, tin, and iron, as 
well as alloys made from combinations of these. 
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-Wood and Bamboo work（木竹工）The rich natural environment of Japan 
with its wide variety of trees and bamboo is reflected in this craft. 
 
-Doll-making（人形） In ancient times, dolls were made as toys, or as 
religious objects, but in the early modern age, they came to be produced and 
appreciated as decorative objects, and became more sophisticated artistically. 
 
-Paper-making（手漉和紙）The traditional techniques of paper making have 
existed in Japan since ancient times, using bark fibre from trees such as paper 
mulberry or ganpi as the material. 
 

(2) Intangible Folk Cultural Property 
Under the Law, “folk cultural properties” are defined as “manners and 
customs related to food, clothing, and housing, to occupations, to religious 
faiths, and to annual events; folk performing arts; folk techniques together 
with clothes, utensils, houses, and other objects used therefor, which are 
indispensable for the understanding of transition in the modes of life of the 
Japanese people.” 
Among those properties, following categories are regarded as Intangible 
Folk Cultural Property; 

i) manners and customs 
ii) folk performing arts 
iii) folk techniques 
*Among folk cultural properties, “apparel and other objects” used in 
“manners and customs,” “folk performing arts,” and “folk techniques” 
are recognized as Tangible Folk Cultural Properties. 

 
The following are the examples of Important Intangible Folk Cultural 
Properties among above mentioned fields. 

 
i) Manners and Customs 
-Production and livelihood（生産・生業）Customs or ceremonies related 
to work or activities such as fishing or farming which support daily life. 
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-Rites of passage（人生儀礼）Ceremonies and events that mark some 
important stages in life, from birth to death. 
 
-Entertainment & competition（娯楽・競技）Activities that have been 
carried on as entertainment in the course of everyday life, and games in which 
winning or losing is taken as a sign of good or bad fortune. 
 
-Social life (knowledge of folk customs)（社会生活（民俗知識））

Ceremonies which are carried on by social groups or which are based on 
traditional wisdom. 
 
-Annual events（年中行事）Events which are held on an annual basis, 
traditionally repeated at the same season or date every year. 
 
-Festivals (Beliefs) （祭礼（信仰））Events or customs related to religious 
beliefs of the people in Buddha or other gods, and shrine festivals featuring 
parade floats. 
 
ii) Folk performing arts 
-Kagura（神楽）Kagura is a general term for performing arts dating back to 
ancient times in which dances are performed to call the gods, and to pray for 
things such as a bountiful harvest and freedom from disease. 
 
-Dengaku（田楽）Dengaku is a general term for folk performing arts related 
to rice cultivation, including performances by local people to pray for a 
bountiful harvest, and performances which carry on the tradition popularized 
by professional entertainers from the late Heian to the Kamakura period (12th 
century). 
 
-Furyu（風流）Furyu, which means elegant and sophisticated, is a general 
term for folk performing arts in which groups of dancers in lavish attire carry 
on popular traditions from the 12th to 16th centuries. The dances are 
performed to pray for rain, for a rich harvest, or to honor ancestors. 
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-Katarimono & Shukufuku-gei （語り物・祝福芸） Katarimono and 
shukufuku-gei refer generally to performing arts in which a series of stories is 
told, or auspicious words are chanted on occasions such as New Year to pray 
for good fortune. This stems from the old Japanese belief that words spoken 
will be realized. 
 
-Ennen & Okonai（延年・おこない）These performing arts carry on the 
tradition of grand performances that were held during religious ceremonies at 
large temples between the late Heian Period and Kamakura to Muromachi 
periods (12th -15th centuries). 
 
-Torai-gei & Butai-gei（渡来芸・舞台芸）These include various performing 
arts that were brought to Japan from China and other countries in ancient 
times, as well as arts originally performed on stage, such as Nohgaku, puppet 
theatre, and Kabuki, that have been carried on as local folk performing arts. 
 
-Others Other designations include traditions in which various performing 
arts are carried on collectively, and performed in succession, as well as others 
that cannot be classified into the categories above. 

 
iii) Folk techniques 
Techniques which have been carried on in close connection with activities 
related to production and daily life in a community, such as traditional 
occupations as well as clothing, food, and housing. 
- Production and livelihood（生産生業） 
- Clothing, food, and housing（衣食住） 

 
(3) Selected Conservation Techniques 

Techniques or skills necessary for the preservation of Cultural Property is 
defined as Conservation Techniques under the Law for the Protection of 
Cultural Properties; “The Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and 
Technology may select, as Selected Conservation Techniques, such 
traditional techniques or skills as necessary for the preservation of cultural 
properties and for which preservation measures need to be taken.” 
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Since most of the works of art and architectural structures in Japan are 
made of relatively weak materials such as wood, paper, and lacquer, they 
have been preserved through appropriate repairs carried out regularly over 
 time. It follows that in order to preserve these intangible cultural properties 
for the future, specifically those designated Tangible Cultural Properties, 
highly competent craftsmen who are able to perform appropriate repairs on 
a regular basis are needed. Moreover, special implements and materials are 
also necessary for repair; hence, techniques for producing and making such 
tools and materials are needed. In addition, for Intangible Cultural 
Properties, techniques involved in producing and repairing musical 
instruments, costumes, and stage props are needed for the transmission and 
performance of performing arts. Similarly, techniques for making the tools 
used to produce objects, and techniques for the production of materials, are 
indispensable in the field of craft techniques. 

 
The following are the examples of Selected Preservation techniques.  

 
i) Conservation Techniques for Tangible Cultural Properties 

-Roof-thatching（kayabuki） “Kayabuki” refers to the technique of thatching 
a roof using reeds or straw, such as kaya (micanthus) or yoshi (ditch reed). 
Thatch has been used throughout Japan since ancient times in a variety of 
structures ranging from private houses to temple and shrine architecture, and 
the technique has been passed down to the present day. Many different 
technical styles developed, with regional variations that are still carried on to 
produce the thatched roofing symbolic of the traditional landscape in Japan. 
 
-Making brushes used in mounting（表具用打刷毛製作）These are the 
techniques used in making brushes which are indispensable for applying glue 
rapidly and evenly when backing a painting or piece of calligraphy on silk or 
paper (applying paper or cloth to the back in order to strengthen it), or when 
preparing a mount. 

 
ii) Conservation Techniques for Intangible Cultural Properties 
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-Making and repair of wind instruments for Gagaku （雅楽管楽器製作修

理）These are making and repair techniques for wind instruments used in 
the Important Intangible Cultural Property Gagaku, namely sho, hichiriki, the 
ryuteki recorder, komabue, and kagurabue. 
 

-Producing and refining Japanese lacquer （日本産漆生産・精製） These 
are techniques for producing the materials indispensable for the art of making 
Japanese lacquer work. Lacquer trees are cultivated, then the lacquer sap is 
extracted from the trunk of the grown tree and refined. 

 
B.2) Criteria 

 
(1) Intangible Cultural Properties 

Important items among intangible cultural properties are designated as 
Important Intangible Cultural Property according to the Law for the 
Protection of Cultural Property. At the same time, Japanese government 
recognizes as ‘Holders’ or ‘Holding Groups’ those who embody to an 
outstanding degree the relevant skills or crafts, in order to promote the 
transmission of traditional skills and crafts. 
 
The categories and criteria of recognitions of Holders and Holding Groups 
are as follows; 
 
Holder: 

Individual Recognition: Those who embody outstanding skill in  
performing arts designated as Important Intangible Cultural Property; 
those who possess outstanding skill in craft techniques designated as 
Important Intangible Cultural Property. 

      *Recognized Holders are popularly known as “Living National 
Treasure,” and the system for the protection of Intangible Cultural 
Property has become widely known through this familiar term.    

Collective Recognition: Members of a group consisting of two or more 
people who together embody outstanding skill in the performing arts; or 
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members of a group of people who possess outstanding skill in a craft 
technique with unique characteristics shared by two or more. 

 
Holding Groups: 

Recognition of Holding Groups: group mainly consisted of holders of a 
technique which by its nature is not characterized by strong distinctions 
between individual holders 

 
These three categories of recognition were devised in order to allow 
appropriate support measures to be put in place, suited to the skills to be 
protected. The categories apply as follows.  

 
In Individual Recognition, Important Intangible Cultural Property are 
individually designated, and, for each technique, those holders who embody 
or possess the skill to an outstanding degree are recognized individually as 
holders.  

 
Collective Recognition is also recognition of holders; however, this is not 
separate recognition of individual performers, but a collective recognition of 
a number of performers. It applies to cases where the designated Intangible 
Cultural Property to be protected. As with the performing arts of Nohgaku, 
Kabuki, or Ningyo Johruri Bunraku, of two or more specialized performers, 
such as puppet-masters who only act or manipulate the puppets, performers 
who only sing, or performers who only play musical instruments, each of 
whom displays individuality, and who work together as a whole. Not every 
performer involved with the particular artistic technique is recognized, 
rather, out of the many performers, those who possess outstanding skill in 
the technique are recognized. Holders who are so recognized become 
members of the group of holders.      

 
Recognition of Holding Groups applies to cases where a technique, such as 
the preparation of pottery clay or gaze, is displayed by many craftspeople, 
and, although the technique requires a high degree of mastery, there is little 
need to display individual characteristic. Rather than recognizing each 
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holder individually, groups made up mainly of holders of such technique are 
recognized as Holding Groups. Regarding admission or resignation from 
membership, the independent judgment of each group is respected. 

*For more details regarding the criteria, see Annex B-2. 
 

(2) Intangible Folk Cultural Properties 
Items that are especially important in understanding transition of Japanese 
lifestyles among intangible folk cultural properties are designated as 
Important Intangible Folk Cultural Property according to the Law for the 
Protection of Cultural Property. 

In contrast to intangible cultural properties, where designation of skills and 
recognition of holders or holding groups of such skills are carried out 
simultaneously, in the case of intangible folk cultural properties, there is 
only designation. This is because intangible folk cultural properties are in 
fact life styles and customs of ordinary people, and their transmission is 
tightly interwoven with their daily lives. Hence, in many respects, it would 
be impractical to specify successors to carry on these traditions. If a role in 
an annual festivity or folk performing art must be performed by a child, for 
example, the child must be replaced by another of the right age each year. 
Certain groups, however, are specified as “protection groups” carrying out 
activities for protection and transmission of the relevant Important 
Intangible Folk Cultural Property, and subsidies are provided for these 
activities. 

*For more details regarding the criteria, see Annex B-2. 
 
(3) Selected Conservation Techniques 

The traditional techniques and skills that are indispensable for the 
preservation of cultural properties are at serious risk of extinction due to 
social and economic changes, decline in demand, and changes in industrial 
structure and social conventions. The national government has therefore 
selected techniques and skills which are particularly in need of preservation 
measures, as Selected Conservation Techniques, and promotes their 
preservation by recognizing individuals who have mastered the techniques 
and skills, and who have a thorough understanding of them, as holder, and 
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by recognizing as Preservation Organizations those groups that are 
dedicated to the preservation of Selected Conservation Techniques, and 
which are able to carry out appropriate projects for that purpose. 
 

B.3) Designated heritage items: 

 

B-4) Heritage associated items 

For B.3~B.4, See Annex. B-3 

 

B.5) Provisional designated items 

Not Applicable 

 
C. Reference materials 

-The Agency for Cultural Affairs Office (2006), Intangible Cultural Heritage: 
Protection System for Intangible Cultural Heritage in Japan, Tokyo 
(http://www.bunka.go.jp/bunkazai/pamphlet/pdf/pamphlet_en_05.pdf) 
 
- The Agency for Cultural Affairs Office (2012), 無形文化財民俗文化財文化財 
保存技術指定等一覧, Tokyo 

 

http://www.bunka.go.jp/bunkazai/pamphlet/pdf/pamphlet_en_05.pdf
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Ⅲ. Relevant Organisations 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Governmental Organisations 

 

In relation to ‘Culture’ or ‘Cultural Property’ matters, the Agency for Cultural 

Affair is in charge. However, the matters related  to UNESCO, Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs, Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry for Traditional Craft Products, 

Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries or Ministry of Home Affairs for 

regional traditional performing arts are also in charge. 

Below is the information regarding the Agency for Cultural Affairs, which plays a 

central role regarding Japanese Cultural Policy. 

 

1) Ministry/department 

Performing Arts Section, Craft Technique Section, and Folk Properties Section are 

under the Traditional Culture Division, Cultural Properties Department, The 

Agency for Cultural Affairs 

 

2) Location 

3-2-2 Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda award, Tokyo, 110-8959   

 

3) Field of concentration 

-Performing Arts Section;  

• Classical performing arts (Intangible Cultural Property) 

• Folk performing arts (Intangible Folk Cultural Property) 

• Selected Conservation Techniques related to categories above 

-Craft Technique Section: 

• Crafts Techniques (Intangible Cultural Property) 
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• Selected Conservation Techniques related to category above 

-Folk Properties Section; 

• Intangible and Tangible Folk Cultural Properties (excluding Folk 

Performing Arts) 

• Selected Conservation Techniques related to categories above 

 

4) Advisory body 

Department of Intangible Cultural Heritage, 

National Research Institute for Cultural Properties, Tokyo  

Independent Administrative Institution, National Institute for Cultural 

Heritage,  

13-43 Ueno Park, Taito-ku, Tokyo, Japan, 110-8713  

 

There are 5 experts in the following areas; 

-Classical performing arts (Intangible Cultural Property) 

-Craft Techniques (Intangible Cultural Property)  

-Folk performing arts (Intangible Folk Cultural Property) 

-Folk techniques (Intangible Folk Cultural Property) 

 

5) Project details 

Please see Chapter I.Safeguarding System & Policy, 2.Cultural Policy for the 

details. 

 

6) Person in charge 

The person in charge will change every two to three years. Therefore, see 

I.Safeguarding System & Policy, H. Information source for the details. 

 

7) Reference materials 

- The Agency for Cultural Affairs Office (2012), Policy of Cultural Affairs in 

Japan, Fiscal 2012, Tokyo 
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*English version available in the following site  

-http://www.bunka.go.jp/english/index.html  

 

2. Non-governmental organizations 

Not Applicable 

 

3. Intangible cultural heritage preservation associations 

There are essentially holders’ groups and preservation associations as many as 
the number of national and local designations（for the number of the 
designated cultural properties, please see Annex. B-3 for the National 
designation, and Chapter II.Intangible Cultural Heritage Inventory, National 
Inventory for the provisional designated item. Also in regard to the un-
designated intangible cultural properties, it is ungraspable to identify the 
number, as each relevant individual unite the groups and hold preservation 
activities on their own. The guideline for recognition and identification of 
holding groups and preservation associations for the designated Cultural 
Properties are as follows; 

As for the Intangible Cultural Property, the groups are organized upon the 
designation and recognition of the holders. 

For the Intangible Folk Cultural Property, preservation association is identified 
in order to clarify intended subsidiary body after the designation. 

In regard to the Selected Conservation Techniques, skill holding groups are 
recognized upon selection. In this case, skill holding groups and preservation 
associations are defined as « the group aimed to preserve the designated skill », 
based on the Law for the Protection of Cultural Property. 
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Ⅳ. Meetings on Intangible Cultural Heritage 
 
 
 
 
 
Depending on intended types of cultural property, geographical locations and 
event organizers (whether organized by public or private), there are numerous 
meetings on Intangible Cultural Heritage. Therefore, below information is limited 
to three representative meetings on Intangible Cultural Heritage. 
 

-National Conference on Holding Groups of Important Intangible Cultural 
Properties（全国重要無形文化財保持団体協議会） 

-Traditional Master Craftsmen of the Selected Conservation Techniques  
（文化財を支える伝統の名匠） 

-Conference on the Study of Intangible Folk Cultural Properties 
（無形民俗文化財研究協議会） 

 

National Conference on Holding Groups of  

Important Intangible Cultural Properties 

 
1) Name of the meeting 

“National Conference on Holding Groups of Important Intangible Cultural 
Properties” 

2) Theme 
With the aim to contribute to the transmission of technique, preservation and 
utilization of Important Intangible Cultural Properties, and to promote 
research on preservation of Important Intangible Cultural Properties, as well 
as to formulate concrete policy, the related municipalities and National 
Important Intangible Cultural Property skill holding groups will work together 
in harmony by gathering at one place to try seek earnestly about the future 
views of traditional crafts. 

3) Duration 
Since 1992 
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4) Venue 
It depends on a year. See 8) below. 

5) Organisers 
“National Conference on Holding Groups of Important Intangible Cultural 
Properties”（全国重要無形文化財保持団体協議会） 

*The conference was organized in 1992 in order to preserve and develop the 
possibility of Important Intangible Cultural Properties (in the field of Craft 
Techniques). It is consisted of the 14 Holding Groups and 22 relevant 
municipalities. Relevant municipalities take the charge of this conference in 
rotation. For the 14 Holding Groups (as of 2012), see Annex B-3. 

6) Participants 
Participants are persons concerned from the 14 Holding Groups of Important 
Intangible Cultural Properties (in the field of Craft Techniques) and 22 relevant 
municipalities. 

7) Speakers list, 8) Main context 
Contents of the conference differ year by year. For an example, the programme 
of the 19th Conference held in 2010, City of Suzuka, Mie prefecture is as follows; 

Name: 19thConference on Holding Groups of Important Intangible Cultural 
Property 
Theme: With the aim to contribute to the transmission of technique, 
preservation and utilization of Important Intangible Cultural Properties, and 
to promote research on preservation of Important Intangible Cultural 
Properties, as well as to formulate concrete policy, the related 
municipalities and National Important Intangible Cultural Property skill 
holding groups will work together in harmony by gathering at one place to 
try seek earnestly about the future views of traditional crafts. 
Organized by:  
National Conference on Holding Groups of Important Intangible Cultural 
Properties 
Co-hosted by: 
Executive Committee of Suzuka City for the National Conference on Holding 
Groups of Important Intangible Cultural Properties, City of Suzuka, Board of 
Education of Suzuka City  
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Supported by:  
The Agency for Cultural Affairs, Mie prefecture, Board of Education of Mie 
prefecture 
Cooperated with: 
Association for the Preservation of Ise-katagami Making Techniques, 
Conference on Ise-katagami, Tourist Association of Suzuka City, The Cultural 
Foundation of OKADA 
Subsidiary program: 
-The 18th Excellent Art Work Exhibition of Holding Groups of the Important 
Intangible Cultural Properties  
-Memorial Lecture by Prof. YOSHIMOTO Shinobu, National Museum of 
Ethnology 
Schedule: November 11th -12th, 2010 
11th Morning: Meeting of relevant municipalities 
11th Afternoon: General Assembly, Memorial Lecture, Opening Ceremony of 

the 18th Excellent Art Work Exhibition, Meeting for sharing information 
12thMorning: A study tour (The Museum of Ise-katagami, the Museum of 

Traditional Industry in the City of Suzuka, Osugi Studio for Ise-katagami) 
 

Traditional Master Craftsmen of  
the Selected Preservation Techniques 

 
1) Name of the meeting 

“Traditional Master Craftsmen of the Selected Preservation Techniques” 
2) Theme 

The objective is to achieve more people’s understanding about the importance 
of cultural property preservation techniques, as well as current situation of 
repair, raw materials, and tools of cultural property. Also, it is aimed to 
promote and disseminate cultural property preservation techniques and to 
contribute in the training of the successor. 

3) Duration 
Since 2003 

4) Venue 
It depends on a year. See 8) below. 
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5) Organisers 
The Agency for Cultural Affairs  
Contact: Promotion Section of Traditional Culture Division 

+81-3-5253-4111 (3104)  
6) Participants 

The general public 
7) Speakers list, 8) Main context 

Contents of the conference differ year by year. For an example, the 
programme of the Conference held in 2012, City of Himeji, Hyogo prefecture 
is as follows; 
Name: Traditional Master Craftsmen of the Selected Conservation 
Techniques 
Theme: The objective is to achieve more people’s understanding about the 
importance of cultural property preservation techniques, as well as current 
situation of repair, raw materials, and tools of cultural property. Also, it is  
aimed to promote and disseminate cultural property preservation  
techniques and to contribute in the training of the successor. 
Organized by:  
The Agency for Cultural Affairs 

Supported by:  
Kobe Branch of Japan Broadcasting Cooporation, Kobe Newspaper, the Sun  
Television 
The Agency for Cultural Affairs, Mie prefecture, Board of Education of Mie  
Prefecture 
Schedule and Contents : October 13th -14th, 2012, City of Himeji, Hyogo 
prefecture 

[Lectures and Symposiums] 
*Keynote speech: On the Selected Conservation Techniques 
*Case studies: Preservation of the National Treasure Himeji Castle 
*Special lecture: Rituals and Festival in Hyogo Prefecture and the 

Conservation Techniques 
*Interview: On the Conservation of the Stone Wall of the Himeji Castle 
Conservation of the Roofing of the Castle Tower of the Himeji Castle 

[Exhibitions, public demonstration, experimental learning] 
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 *Exhibition on the activities of, public demonstration by the preservation 
associations of the Selected Conservation Techniques 

*Screening of a movie on the Selected Conservation Techniques  
9) Reference material e.g.) reports 

Website of the Agency for Cultural Affairs; 
http://www.bunka.go.jp/oshirase_event/2012/bunkazai_hozon_120913.html 

 
Conference on the Study of  

Intangible Folk Cultural Properties 
 
1) Name of the meeting 

“Conference on the Study of Intangible Folk Cultural Properties” 
2) Theme 

It is aimed to contribute in networking among those related to Intangible Folk 
Cultural Property from all over the country and to seek for better safeguarding 
of the Intangible Folk Cultural Property by sharing the challenges of it. 

3) Duration 
Since 2007. “Conference on the Study of Folk Performing Arts” that is a 
predecessor of the “Conference on the Study of Intangible Folk Cultural 
Properties” was started from 2000. 

4) Venue 
It depends on a year. See 8) below. 

5) Organisers 
National Research Institute for Cultural Properties, Tokyo 

Contact: Department of Intangible Cultural Heritage, 
+81-3-3823-4927  

6) Participants 
Person in charge of the cultural properties from relevant municipalities, 
experts and researchers  

7) Speakers list, 8) Main context 
Contents of the conference differ year by year. For an example, the programme 
of the 7th Conference held in 2012 is as follows; 

Name: “The 7thConference on the Study of Intangible Folk Cultural 
Properties” 

http://www.bunka.go.jp/oshirase_event/2012/bunkazai_hozon_120913.html
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Theme: “Passing down Recollections and Records: Disasters and Intangible 
Folk Culture” 
Organized by:  
National Research Institute for Cultural Properties, Tokyo 
Schedule and Contents: October 26th, 2012, National Research Institute for 
Cultural Properties, Tokyo 

[Lectures] 
  *IISAKA Maki “From the City 100km Away from the Tsunami” 
*KODANI Ryusuke “The Field Survey in the Disaster Stricken Area” 
*OOYAMA Masataka “Utilizing the Records on Folk Cultural Properties  

From the Disaster Stricken Area of Fukushima” 
*NAGASAKA Toshinari “Archiving Records Regarding the Disasters for the 

Sufferers and for Mankind”   
[Discussion] Panel discussion on the devastated intangible folk cultural  
properties in the Tohoku Area, with 4 lecturers and 2 commentators. 

9) Reference material e.g.) reports 
Report on the Conference on the Study of Intangible Folk Cultural Properties 
(published annually). 
*see the website of the National Research Institute for Cultural Properties, Tokyo 

http://www.tobunken.go.jp/~geino/kyogikai/07mukeikyogikai_inf_after2.html 

 

 

http://www.tobunken.go.jp/~geino/kyogikai/07mukeikyogikai_inf_after2.html
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Ⅴ. The Representative List of the Intangible  
Cultural Heritage of Humanity 

 
 
 
 
 

1. Inscribed item 
 
A. Nohgaku theatre（能楽） 

1) Heritage information 
History, background: Nohgaku theatre had its heyday in the fourteenth and 
fifteenth centuries, but actually originated in the eighth century when the 
Sangaku was transmitted from China to Japan. At the time, the term Sangaku 
referred to various types of performance featuring acrobats, song and dance as 
well as comic sketches. Its subsequent adaption to Japanese society led to its 
assimilation of other traditional art forms. Today, Nohgaku is the principal 
form of Japanese theatre and has influenced the puppet theatre as well as 
Kabuki. 

2) Relevant information 
Year of inscription: 2008 

3) Practitioners 
See Annex B-3 

4) Relevant events 
Performance held at National Noh Theatre and others. 

5) Explanation 
Often based on tales from traditional literature, Nohgaku theatre integrates 
masks, costumes and various props in a dance-based performance. Moreover, 
this theatre requires highly trained actors and musicians. Nohgaku 
encompasses two types of theatre: Noh and Kyogen, which are performed in 
the same space. The stage projects into the audience and is linked by a 
walkway to a “hall of mirrors” backstage. In Noh, emotions are represented by 
stylized conventional gestures. The hero is often a supernatural being who 
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takes on human form to narrate a story. The distinctive masks for which Noh 
is renowned are used for the roles of ghosts, women, children and old people. 
Kyogen, on the other hand, relies less on the use of masks and is derived from 
the humorous plays of the Sangaku, as reflected in its comic dialogue. The text 
is written in ancient language and vividly describes the ordinary people of the 
twelfth to sixteenth centuries.  

6) Information resource  
Interview with Mr. Miyata, Chief Senior Specialist for Cultural Properties, 
Traditional Culture Division, Cultural Properties Department, the Agency for 
Cultural Affairs, and UNESCO ICH nomination file. 

7) Survey study project carried out by scholars  
Refer to “Index of Japanese Classical Drama and Modern literature”, 1999, 
Izumi Shoin. 

8) Safeguarding measures 
In 1957 the Japanese Government designated Nohgaku as an Important 
Intangible Cultural Property, which affords a degree of legal protection to the 
tradition as well as its most accomplished practitioners. The National Noh 
Theatre was founded in 1983 and stages regular performances. It also 
organizes courses to train actors in the leading roles of the Nohgaku. 
*For other relevant information, see Chapter II. 1. National inventory. 

 
B. Ningyo Johruri Bunraku puppet theatre（人形浄瑠璃文楽） 
1) Heritage information 

History, background: Ranking with Noh and Kabuki as one of Japan’s foremost 
stage arts, the Ningyo Johruri Bunraku puppet theatre is a blend of sung 
narrative, instrumental accompaniment and puppet drama. This theatrical 
form emerged during the early Edo period (ca. 1600) when puppetry was 
coupled with Johruri, a popular fifteenth-century narrative genre. The plots 
related in this new form of puppet theatre derived from two principal sources: 
historical plays set in feudal times (Jidaimono) and contemporary dramas 
exploring the conflict between affairs of the heart and social obligation 
(Sewamono). Ningyo Johruri had adopted its characteristic staging style by the 
mid eighteenth century. Three puppeteers, visible to the audience, manipulate 
large articulated puppets on the stage behind a waist high screen. The genre 
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acquired its present full name Ningyo Johruri Bunraku – in the late nineteenth 
century, a period in which the Bunrakuza was a leading theatre. Today, the 
pre-eminent venue is the National Bunraku Theatre in Osaka, but its highly 
reputed troupe also performs in Tokyo and regional theatres. Approximately 
160 works out of the 700 plays written during the Edo period have remained 
in today’s repertory. Performances, once lasting the entire day, have been 
shortened from the original six to two or three acts. 

2) Relevant information 
Year of inscription: 2008 

3) Practitioners 
See Annex B-3 

4) Relevant events 
Performance held at National Bunraku Theatre and others. 

5) Explanation 
From a projecting elevated platform (yuka), the narrator (tayuh) recounts the 
action while a musician provides musical accompaniment on the three-
stringed spike lute (shamisen). The tayuh plays all the characters, both male 
and female, and uses different voices and intonations to suit each role and 
situation. Although the tayuh “reads” from a scripted text, there is ample room 
for improvisation. The three puppeteers must carefully co-ordinate their 
movements to ensure that the puppet’s gestures and attitudes appear realistic. 
The puppets, replete with elaborate costumes and individualized facial 
expressions, are handcrafted by master puppet makers. 

6) Information resource  
Interview with Mr. Miyata, Chief Senior Specialist for Cultural Properties, 
Traditional Culture Division, Cultural Properties Department, the Agency for 
Cultural Affairs, and UNESCO ICH nomination file 

7) Survey study project carried out by scholars  
Refer to “Index of Japanese Classical Drama and Modern literature”, 1999, 
Izumi Shoin. 

8) Safeguarding measures 
Ningyo Johruri Bunraku was designated Important Intangible Cultural 
Property in 1955. Nowadays, it attracts numerous young performers, and the 
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aesthetic qualities and dramatic content of the plays continue to appeal to 
modern audiences. 
*For other relevant information, see Chapter II. 1. National Inventory. 

 
C. Kabuki theatre（歌舞伎） 
1) Heritage information 

History, background: Kabuki is a Japanese traditional theatre form, which 
originated in the Edo period at the beginning of the seventeenth century and 
was particularly popular among townspeople. Originally, both men and 
women acted in Kabuki plays, but eventually only male actors performed the 
plays: a tradition that has remained to the present day. Male actors specialized 
in women’s roles are called onnagata. Two other major role types are aragoto 
(rough style) and wagoto (soft style).  

2) Relevant information 
Year of inscription: 2008 

3) Practitioners 
See Annex B-3 

4) Relevant events 
National Theatre and Kabuki Za, etc. 

5) Explanation 
Kabuki plays are about historical events and moral conflict in relationships of 
the heart. The actors speak in a monotone voice and are accompanied by 
traditional instruments. The Kabuki stage is equipped with several gadgets, 
such as revolving stages and trapdoors through which the actors can appear 
and disappear. Another specialty of the Kabuki stage is a footbridge 
(hanamichi) that extends into the audience. Important characteristics of 
Kabuki theatre include its particular music, costumes, stage devices and props 
as well as specific plays, language and acting styles, such as the mie, in which 
the actor holds a characteristic pose to establish his character. Kesho, the 
particular make-up, provides an element of style easily recognizable even by 
those unfamiliar with the art form. After 1868, when Japan opened to Western 
influence, actors strove to heighten the reputation of Kabuki among the upper 
classes and to adapt the traditional styles to modern tastes. Today, Kabuki is 
the most popular of the traditional styles of Japanese drama. 
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6) Information resource  
Interview with Mr. Miyata, Chief Senior Specialist for Cultural Properties, 
Traditional Culture Division, Cultural Properties Department, the Agency for 
Cultural Affairs, and  UNESCO ICH nomination file. 

7) Survey study project carried out by scholars  
Refer to “Index of Japanese Classical Drama and Modern literature”, 1999, 
Izumi Shoin. 
*For other relevant information, see Chapter II. 1. National Inventory. 

 
D. Akiu no Taue Odori（秋保の田植踊） 
1) Heritage information 

History, background: “Akiu no Taue Odori” is cultural heritage transmitted 
today with its dances begun in the late seventeenth century in the region, 
wishing for an abundant harvest of the rice cropping. The rice is a principal 
foodstuff to Japanese since old time. Therefore, its abundant harvest was a 
really serious wish to them, quite differently from today’s circumstances. The 
weather immeasurably affects the rice cropping or agriculture in general. As 
affect of the weather is unavoidable, they prayed for a good harvest by 
simulating an annual process of the rice cropping before actual cultivation. In 
an entire process of the rice cropping, taue, i.e. transplanting of seedlings, is 
especially important; they first seed rice plant in a small section, and when 
seedlings grow a little, they transplant seedlings onto a wider rice field filled 
with water. Such transplantation is a traditional knowledge for the prevention 
of pests and the alleviation of temperature changes. 
“Akiu no Taue Odori” is a simulation dance for an abundant harvest in order to 
pray for it, believing that a previous celebration of a possibly abundant harvest 
of the year may secure an actual good harvest in autumn. The people has 
sophisticated the dance and developed it to a more spectacular performing art. 
Becoming a spectacular performing art, it has been transmitted from 
generation to generation by the people in the communities. Until the early 
twentieth century, it was performed on every January 15th in each community. 
Because of such an entertaining element as a beautiful appearance in addition 
to praying for an abundant harvest, they were often invited by other 
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neighboring communities to perform there. The number of dancers at that 
time allegedly transcended fifty.  
Later, the opportunity of invited performance of “Akiu no Taue Odori” declined 
in number, the season of performance shifted from a severe winter to April or 
May or to autumn, and the number of dancers dropped to approximately ten. 
However, it has continued to be performed every year up to-day. 
Area: Akiu Town, Taihaku-ku, Sendai City, Miyagi Prefecture 

2) Relevant information 
Year of inscription: 2009 
Community involvement: “Akiu no Taue Odori” is a folk performing art 
transmitted by ordinary local people for a long time and still performed to-day. 
The transmitters’, or practitioners’, groups of the performance and the people 
living in those communities are proud of it before other communities’ groups 
or societies, and they consider it to be one of their own distinctive cultures. The 
transmission and the performance of “Akiu no Taue Odori” in front of the public 
would reconfirm the identity of the transmitting groups and communities. 
Preservation association  
Association for the Preservation of Akiu no Taue Odori 

Address: 35, Baba Azamachiminami, Akiu-machi, Taihaku-ku, Sendai, 
Miyagi-ken, 982-0244, Japan 

The Association was established in 1972 for the preservation and transmission 
of the performance. It currently has ninety-two members and regularly trains 
successors for the public performance in the community every year and at any 
other place throughout Japan at the request. 
▪ activities: The Association give intensive lessons for one week in every April 
or December to each community. In a certain community it gives lessons to 
pupils for four months at a local elementary school for the popularization. It 
also holds the public performance at a local theatre at the request of the 
Sendai City administration, in addition to the performance within the 
community every year. 

3) Practitioners 
It has been transmitted by the people in the three communities of Akiu Town 
within Taihaku-ku, Sendai City, Miyagi Prefecture, located in the northern part 
of the main island of Japan. 
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4) Explanation 
“Akiu no Taue Odori”, i.e. the ritual dance for the rice cropping in the Akiu 
Town, has been transmitted by the people in the three communities, and is one 
of so-called “folk performing arts” openly performed as an annual event in this 
region. It belongs to the category of ‘Dengaku’ among folk performing arts 
regarding the rice cropping. 

The music for this rice cropping dance is played with big and small drums, 
flutes, and songs. The dancers are two or four males, depending on a case, as 
facilitators, and currently about ten females. Females are well dressed up with 
colourful and fashionable kimono and wear a headdress decorated with 
artificial flowers. Dances are performed outdoors by females aligning in a line, 
or sometimes in two lines depending on the space and the number of dancers. 

The repertoires transmitted to-day are six to ten depending on communities. 
Each repertoire begins with blessing terms by facilitators who appear from 
both ends of a line. Dancers perform to the music, alternatively holding fans or 
sticks with bells on it according to a repertoire. The choreography of these 
dances reminds people there of the rice cropping. During dances they pray for 
the best harvest, believing that thus celebrating an abundant harvest in 
advance may make it true in that autumn; the dance is to bless people. The 
performance is characterized with facilitators’ progressing and its quite 
beautiful dances. 

5) Information resource  
Interview with Mr. Miyata, Chief Senior Specialist for Cultural Properties, 
Traditional Culture Division, Cultural Properties Department, the Agency for 
Cultural Affairs, and  UNESCO ICH nomination file. 

6) Safeguarding projects 
The transmission faced the crisis of distinction because of the change of 
people’s consciousness, the decrease in invitation from other neighbouring 
communities, the performance season’s shift from cold winter to spring or 
autumn in the transmitting community, and the fewer and fewer dancers 
under the social major transition. In these circumstances, however, the 
transmitters endeavoured to succeed and transmit the performance as one 
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characteristic culture which could strongly combine the people of the 
communities. 
Indication of the importance of “Akiu no Taue Odori” by people outside the 
community reinforced their endeavor to transmit it. The modern academic 
researches on folklore and folk performing arts began in the early twentieth 
century in Japan. Researchers were also interested in “Akiu no Taue Odori”; 
they went there for constant researches on it, made clear the importance in 
the history of Japanese performing arts and its folkloric characters, and 
insisted upon the importance to transmit it to the future. Such outcomes of 
researches motivated successors very much to continue to transmit. 

7) Survey study project carried out by scholars  
Refer to “Index of Folk Performing Arts Research Literature”, 2004, Iwata 
Shoin 

8) Safeguarding measures 
The local government of Miyagi Prefecture designated it as intangible cultural 
property of Prefecture, and in 1976 the National Government designated it as 
Important Intangible Folk Cultural Property. Such designation as cultural 
property means an official recognition of the importance of the performance. 
Thus, indication of the importance by non-transmitters or by non-transmitting 
communities motivates the transmitters very much to continue their 
transmission. 
Indication of the importance as mentioned above has a significant impact upon 
not only performers but also the people who sustain transmission. “Akiu no 
Taue Odori” is also sustained by many people inside and outside the 
community who understand activities of transmitters and support the 
transmission and the public performance of it. Participation of more and more 
supporters is indispensable to better transmission to the future. 

a. Safeguard measures by Sendai City: The administration of Sendai City, 
that was Akiu Town at that time, carried out video recording projects 
for the preservation and transmission of “Akiu no Taue Odori” with the 
subsidies from the National Government and Prefecture in 1970s. This 
recording is useful to the transmitters as an instruction material for 
their successors and for themselves, which enables them to secure the 
transmission of it more. The administration also subsidizes to the 
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Association for the Preservation of Akiu no Taue Odori every year for 
the preservation and transmission of it. 

b. Measures by Miyagi Prefecture: The local government of Miyagi 
Prefecture supports the recording project at the request of the 
Association or the Sendai City administration. It also subsidizes to the 
Association every year. It further regularly organizes the Local Festival 
of Folk Performing Arts for the purpose of the preservation and 
popularization of them.  

c. Measures by the National Government: The National Government 
supports recording and documentation projects at the request of the 
Association, the Sendai City administration, and the local government of 
Miyagi Prefecture. It also subsidizes “Hokkaido and Tohoku Blocks Folk 
Performing Arts Festival” and “Urgent Research on Folk Performing 
Arts in Iwate Prefecture”, both of which are held by the local 
government of Miyagi Prefecture, for the purpose of the preservation, 
transmission, and popularization of folk performing arts.  

9) Community involvement 
Before its’ designation, the Government surveys the communities or groups 
concerned and has enough dialogues with them including guidance on their 
activities for the preservation. The Government gets their consents at the time 
of designation as a preservation organization.  
In making the nomination to be inscribed on the Representative List, the 
Government has attained all the consents and full cooperation from the 
communities or groups concerned and local government where the element is 
located. 

 
E. Chakkirako（チャッキラコ） 
1) Heritage information 

History, background: As the people of this community introduced dances 
which were popular in other local communities, Chakkirako allegedly began by 
the mid-eighteen century at latest and was performed by girls as seen today. 
Some of the dances resemble those performed in the twentieth to fourteenth 
centuries. The community transmitting Chakkirako is located at the tip of the 
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peninsular and developed as a town of a fishery harbour as well as a military 
port since the twelfth century. It is also a harbour from a storm for civil ships 
of other areas. The repertoires transmitted today are six, as generally called 
Chakkirako. Some of them were popular dances in the twelfth to fourteenth 
centuries, and others were created in the early seventeenth century. Mariners 
visiting the harbour demonstrated dances of other local communities, and the 
people of this community transformed them with their ideas into the dance to 
mainly celebrate a happy new year. Only in the early twentieth century its 
aspect of praying to a deity was emphasized while dancing. Girls wore a 
shrine-style kimono at that time. Back to the basics later, they resumed to wear 
a colorful kimono to-day. Until the late twentieth century, Chakkirako was 
performed by the limited people of the small community. Then, people in the 
surrounding communities have also participated in its transmission and open 
performance. 
Area: Nakasaki and Hanakure Districts, Misaki, Miura City, Kanagawa 
Prefecture 

2) Relevant information 
Year of inscription: 2009 
Community involvement: See below 10) 
▪ activities: Today, Chakkirako is certainly performed to the public on January 
15th every year. Therefore, the performers concentrate on practices and 
rehearsals from one week before the day. Elderly women instructed girls, and 
thus it is transmitted from generation to generation. 

3) Practitioners 
Chakkirako is a folk performing art transmitted by ordinary local people for a 
long time and still performed to-day. Its music and dances retain old 
performing arts which were once popular in local communities. Through this 
performance can been found the Japanese sentiment on performing arts which 
was gradually formed up for a long time. The background of the transmission 
and the performance of Chakkirako indicate the interaction between a local 
community and performing arts. 

It has been transmitted by girls and elderly women of the limited community 
of Misaki in Miura City. The transmitters of Chakkirako are currently twenty-
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five. The transmitters’, or practitioners’, groups of the performance and the 
people living in those communities are proud of it before other communities’ 
groups or societies, and they consider it to be one of their own distinctive 
cultures. The transmission and the performance of Chakkirako before the 
public would reconfirm the identity of the transmitting groups and 
communities, and thus contribute to the continuity of those groups and 
communities. 

4) Relevant events 
The Association accepts invitations to perform, not only at local events, but 
also at Folk Cultural Festivals or other events, as well as introducing it on 
television and in newspapers. This aims to ensure the value of Chakkirako as 
Important Intangible Folk Cultural Property for the Japanese people and to 
promote the enthusiasm of transmission for future generations.  

The board of education of Miura City organize the Miura City Hometown 
Performing Arts Festival and invite the preservation organization to 
participate in the festival for the promotion and utilization of their property, 
and also they held Chakkirako Exhibition in 2008 for further understanding 
and awareness of Chakkirako. 

5) Explanation 
Chakkirako is one of performing arts transmitted by the local people openly 
performed as an annual event or a festival in the community. Among folk 
performing arts, it belongs to the category of ‘furyu’ with colourful costumes 
and disguised dances. 

The dance of Chakkirako is performed on January 15th every year at the shrine, 
indoors or before the houses of the community in order to celebrate a happy 
new year and pray for a bountiful catch of fish, an abundant harvest and 
prosperity of each family.  

In Chakkirako sing five to ten women at the age from 40s to 70s while dance 
ten to twenty girls at the age from 5 to 12 to the songs. Some lyrics of the songs 
derive from popular ones of the twelfth to the fourteenth century, and others 
from traditional ones of the early seventeenth century. The girls are well 
dressed up with colourful kimono, which are worn on the New Year’s Day or 
other special celebration days.  
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The girls dance face to face in two lines in the four repertoires out of six. They 
dance in a circle in another repertoire, and dance face to face or in a circle in 
the remaining one. They dance with one or two folding fans in their hands in 
the five repertoires. 

In one of the face-to-face dances they dance with a thin bamboo of twenty-five 
centimetre length in each hand, making light sounds by clapping these two 
bamboos. This performing art was named Chakkirako after the sound of this 
clapping; it sounds to the people Chakkirako, and became popular in the mid-
twentieth century. No musical instruments are used in Chakkirako except for 
these bamboos. 

6) Information resource  
Interview with Mr. Miyata, Chief Senior Specialist for Cultural Properties, 
Traditional Culture Division, Cultural Properties Department, the Agency for 
Cultural Affairs, and  UNESCO ICH nomination file. 

7) Safeguarding projects 
The transmission faced the crisis of perishment because of the change of 
people’s consciousness, the decrease in the number of children, and also 
decrease of the population by moving out to other communities under the 
major social transition. In these circumstances, however, the transmitters 
endeavoured to succeed and transmit the performance as one characteristic 
culture which could strongly combine the people of the communities. 

Indication of the importance of Chakkirako by people outside the community 
reinforced their endeavour to transmit it. The modern academic researches on 
folklore and folk performing arts began in the early twentieth century in Japan. 
Researchers were also interested in Chakkirako after it was performed to the 
public in Tokyo in 1931. The outcomes of their researches made clear its 
importance in the history of Japanese performing arts and its folkloric 
characters, motivating successors very much to continue to transmit it to the 
next generation. 

Two different kinds of performers are required in Chakkirako: (i) female 
dancers who are under twelve-year old: (ii) senior female singers who are 
around 70 years old. The Association makes following efforts to secure 
performers. 
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a. Cooperation with local primary schools: Efforts are made to keep a 
close contact with local elementary schools to allow them to take time 
off school for practice and performing days. On their graduation day 
from elementary schools, the Association will present letters of 
appreciation to dancers in front of all children as they will finish as 
dancers with graduation.  

b. Recruitment of singers: Aiming to ensure the preservation and 
transmission of Chakkirako to future generations, efforts are made to 
invite the past dancers or mother of dancers who are in an 
appropriate generation to join and practice as a singer. 

8) Survey study project carried out by scholars  
Refer to “Index of Folk Performing Arts Research Literature”, 2004, Iwata 
Shoin 

9) Safeguarding measures 
The local government of Kanagawa Prefecture designated it as intangible 
cultural property of Prefecture in 1965. The National Government designated 
it as Intangible Folk Cultural Property in 1970 for which a measure should be 
taken for recording and documentation, and later as Important Intangible Folk 
Cultural Property in 1976.  

Such designation as cultural property means an official recognition of the 
importance of the performance. Thus, indication of the importance by non-
transmitters or by non-transmitting communities motivates the transmitters 
very much to continue their transmission. 

Indication of the importance as mentioned above has a significant impact upon 
not only performers but also the people who sustain transmission. Chakkirako 
is also sustained by many people inside and outside the community who 
understand activities of transmitters and support the transmission and the 
public performance of it. In the twentieth century Chakkirako was transmitted 
by not only the limited families but also by people of the community who 
regarded it as important. Participation of more and more supporters is 
indispensable to better transmission to the future. 
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a. Safeguarding measures by the National Government: In 2000, the 
Association of Preservation of Folk Performing Arts in Kanagawa 
Prefecture recorded the nine elements of Folk Cultural Property 
including Chakkirako. This video production was partly subsidized by 
the National Government, and the recorded documentary film is now 
well-preserved. 

b. Measures by the Board of Education of Kanagawa Prefecture: 
1. The Board of Education subsidizes holding organizations of 

designated elements of cultural property by the National 
Government or prefecture, including the Association for the 
preservation of Chakkirako, to cover the cost of daily maintenance 
and activities for the transmission.  

2. The Board of Education encourages holding organizations to 
participate in cultural events or Folk Cultural Festivals to promote 
further awareness of and to utilize their cultural property such as 
Chakkirako. 

c. Measures by the Board of Education of Miura City: 
1. The Board of Education holds a visiting tour to the locations of 

cultural property in cooperation with the Association for the 
Preservation of Chakkirako on 15th January every year. It is one of 
their efforts to raise citizens’ understanding and awareness of their 
hometown history and culture and to deepen their love for the 
hometown and for cultural property.  

2.The Board of Education subsidizes holding organizations of 
designated elements of cultural property for the maintenance and 
presentation of the elements.  

3. They introduce Chakkirako on the web site in Japanese, Chinese and 
English languages. http://www.city.miura.kanagawa.jp/sho-gaku/tyak  
-irako.html 

10) Community involvement 
Before the above-mentioned designation or selection, the Government surveys 
the communities or groups concerned and have enough dialogues with them 
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including guidance on their activities for the preservation. The Government 
gets their consents at the time of designation as a holding group or a 
preservation organization.  

 
F. Daimokutate（題目立） 
1) Heritage information 

History, background: In the tradition, said to have begun in the early 
seventeenth century, each young person takes the role of one character from 
tales about wars in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Daimokutate is a 
performing art where young people read aloud in turn the lines for each 
character in a tale without background music. 

The repertoire of Daimokutate performed for the past one hundred years 
consists of two tales about the feud between the Genji and Heike clans which 
actually happened in Japan in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. These stories 
have eight and ten characters. Recently Daimokutate with fewer characters are 
often performed. 

From the seventeenth to the late nineteenth centuries, Daimokutate was 
transmitted by the twenty-two families in the Kami-fukawa community. The 
twenty-two families recognized the Yahashira Shrine as their guardian and 
constituted a community. The eldest son recognized as the heir of each family 
performed Daimokutate on the eve of the festivals of the Yahashira Shrine at 
the age of seventeen. Performing Daimokutate is a sign of formal admission to 
the community of the twenty-two families. 

Since the twentieth century, in addition to the twenty-two families, people who 
worship the Yahashira Shrine have also participated in the transmission and 
the public performance of Daimokutate. If there is no young man exactly 
seventeen years of age in the community, these days a senior young man 
assumes the role instead. 
Area: Nara City, Nara Prefecture 

2) Relevant information 
Year of inscription: 2009 
Community involvement: See below 10) 
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Preservation association: 
Association for the Preservation of Daimokutate 

465 Kami-Fukawa-cho, Nara, 632-0102, Japan 

▪ Activities: For the performance on October 12th every year, the Association 
for the Preservation of Daimokutate decides performers for that year in August, 
gives them lessons every Sunday, and has rehearsals on October 7th, 9th, and 
11th. On request, it holds special performances outside their community: 
namely, participation in the “Kinki, Tokai and Hokuriku Blocks Folk Performing 
Arts Festival” held in Kyoto in 1959 and the “All Japan Folk Performing Arts 
Festival” held in Tokyo in 1962. 

3) Practitioners 
The traditional performance has been transmitted by the people in the Kami-
fukawa community, Nara City, Nara Prefecture, located in the middle of 
mainland Japan. 

Daimokutate is a performing art transmitted down to today by ordinary 
Japanese for many years, and still performed, reflecting the Japanese sense of 
performing arts. The Japanese concept of confirmation of a community can be 
found in the background of the transmission and the performance of 
Daimokutate. 

There are currently fifty-seven bearers of Daimokutate. Members of the 
transmitting group and their local community recognize Daimokutate as part of 
their own excellent, distinctive culture, and take pride in it in relation to other 
groups and communities. Participation in the performance of Daimokutate 
once meant approval of admission to the community. Even today the 
transmission and the performance of Daimokutate allow the group and 
community to reconfirm their own identity, and reinforce their continuity. 

4) Relevant events 
The “Kinki, Tokai and Hokuriku Blocks Folk Performing Arts Festival” and 
“Urgent Research on Folk Performing Arts in Nara Prefecture” are conducted 
by Nara Prefecture, and the “All Japan Folk Performing Arts Festival” held in 
Tokyo in order to conserve, transmit, and disseminate folk performing arts. 

5) Explanation 
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Daimokutate is one of the performing arts transmitted by the people of a 
community and performed at festivals in the community. It is further classified 
into the sub-category of ‘story-telling and blessing performance.’ 

The stage is installed outside the main hall of the Yahashira Shrine in the 
community; a wooden board of 1.8 meter squares with a straw-made mat on it 
is placed within an area of approximately 3.6 meters wide and 4.5 meters deep 
delineated with bamboo fences of approximately 1 meter in height. 

After seven o’clock in the evening, an old man guides to the stage young men 
singing in a line, wearing samurai clothes, and holding bows in their hands. 
They stand on the stage, leaving space between them, and face the centre with 
their backs toward the fence. When the old man calls the name of a character in 
a tale, the young man taking that role reads aloud a long script with a 
distinctive accent and intonation. No specific acting can be seen. Calling on the 
young men one by one, approximately twenty-six scripts are read aloud in 
turns. Then, one young man advances to the centre and rhythmically stamps 
his feet. Finally all say together the celebratory remarks, and they are guided 
again off the stage by the old man while singing in a line. It takes approximately 
one hour in total. 

Daimokutate is a performing art carried out by a person who takes the role of a 
specific character and simply reads aloud with almost no acting. Currently in 
Japan there are no performing arts similar to this. This performing art is 
important in that it reminds us of the image of performing arts existing in 
Japan from the twelfth to around the seventeenth centuries. 

Daimokutate constitutes of a long script with a kind of melody.  Roles in the 
tale are assigned to young men in August, two months before the public 
performance, so that they can completely memorize their respective scripts; 
they practice under the instructions of former performers every Sunday. Every 
night from October 8th to 10th, they gather and practice intensively. On the 
morning of the performance day, they make the stage and prepare for the 
actual performance before the public at night. 
The community of Kami-fukawa which has transmitted Daimokutate is located 
deep in the mountains, and life was severe. Stronger solidarity and more 
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mutual cooperation were required of this community than of other 
communities. Thus, Daimokutate is recognized to be indispensable for the local 
solidarity, and hence it has been transmitted from generation to generation to 
the present day, and performed every year. 

6) Information resource  
Interview with Mr. Miyata, Chief Senior Specialist for Cultural Properties, 
Traditional Culture Division, Cultural Properties Department, the Agency for 
Cultural Affairs, and UNESCO ICH nomination file. 

7) Safeguarding projects 
Daimokutate was transmitted by twenty-two families in the Kami-fukawa 
community from the seventeenth to the late nineteenth centuries. The eldest 
son recognized as the heir of a family performed Daimokutate at the age of 
seventeen. After the twentieth century, however, the transmission faced the 
risk of disappearance because of the change in people’s consciousness, the 
decrease in the size of families, and movement to other communities in the 
context of the larger social transition. In these circumstances, however, the 
remaining people in the community have endeavoured to carry on and 
transmit Daimokutate. 

When people outside the community pointed out the importance of 
Daimokutate, local endeavours to transmit it were reinforced. The modern 
academic research on folklore and folk performing arts began in the early 
twentieth century in Japan. Researchers were also interested in Daimokutate, 
and they went to the area in 1948 to start full-scale research on it. On the 
advice of the researchers, the local people performed Daimokutate that year at 
another shrine in Nara City, that is, outside their community for the first time. 
Then, many more people could recognize its importance in the history of 
Japanese performing arts and its folkloric characteristics. Such recognition by 
researchers motivated successors greatly to continue their transmission 
efforts. 

8) Survey study project carried out by scholars  
Refer to “Index of Folk Performing Arts Research Literature”, 2004, Iwata 
Shoin 

9) Safeguarding measures 
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The local government of Nara Prefecture designated Daimokutate as Intangible 
Cultural Property of Nara Prefecture in 1954, and the Government of Japan 
designated it as Important Intangible Folk Cultural Property in 1976. The 
designation as cultural property means an official recognition of the 
importance of Daimokutate. Thus, recognition of the importance by people not 
involved in the transmission, or from outside the transmitting community, 
greatly motivates the bearers to continue their transmission. 

The administration of Nara City carried out a video recording project for 
Daimokutate in 2005, cooperating with the local government of Nara 
Prefecture at the request of the Association for the Preservation of 
Daimokutate. This recording is useful to the Association as instruction material 
for successors and valuable to researchers and protection administration staff 
as documentation of transmission. 

a. Measures by Nara Prefecture: The local government of Nara Prefecture 
supports public performances outside the community by the 
Association for the Preservation of Daimokutate at the request of the 
Association or of Nara City, and carries out recording and 
documentation projects. It also carries out, whenever necessary, 
research projects on folk performing arts.  

b. Measures by the National Government: The National Government 
carries out recording and documentation projects at the request of the 
Association for the Preservation of Daimokutate, Nara City, and Nara 
Prefecture. 

10) Community involvement 
In making the nomination, the Government has attained all the consents and 
full cooperation from the communities or groups concerned and local 
government where the element is located. 

 
G. Dainichido Bugaku（大日堂舞楽） 
1) Heritage information 

History, background: At the beginning, allegedly, people learned bugaku, i.e. a 
kind of dance performing art, brought by professional musicians from the then 
Capital City in the early eighth century. Later, Dainichido Bugaku has gotten its 
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unique features in its repertoires, musical instruments, and dancing style 
through sophistication by the local people. 

Japan has the ritual dance and music, called bugaku, that is one of traditional 
performing arts. It was a performing art brought about to Japan via the ancient 
China or the Korean peninsula from the fifth to the ninth century, and later 
sophisticated, developed, and finally Japanized in its long history; it was 
performed at a rite or a banquet in the imperial palace. While bugaku has been 
transmitted at the political centre of each age by professional performers, it 
gradually permeated widely into local areas in the course of a long history of 
Japan, and ordinary residents in local areas learned it. As a result, bugaku was 
introduced into local festivals or events, rooted there, and respectively 
transformed into locally distinctive performing arts. According to a legend of 
Dainichido, it originates from bugaku performed by professionals from the 
then Capital City on an occasion of reconstruction of Dainichido, i.e. the shrine 
pavilion, in the early eighth century. From this legend it was later named 
Dainichido Bugaku. While it was transmitted in Hachimantai Town, however, it 
acquired new features in its repertoire, musical instrument and choreography, 
not found in bugaku. 

Area: Osato, Azukizawa, Nagamine and Taniuchi districts in Hachimantai, 
Kazuno City, Akita Prefecture 

2) Relevant information 
Year of inscription: 2009 
Community involvement: See below 10) 
Preservation association: 

Association for the Preservation of Dainichido Bugaku  
16 Dounoue, Hachimantai, Kazuno-shi, Akita-ken, 018-5141, Japan 

The Association for the Preservation of Dainichido Bugaku was established in 
1952 for the purpose of the transmission of Dainichido Bugaku by the people 
of the four transmitting communities. The Association undertakes training 
programme of successors, or repairing and production of masks, costumes and 
other utilities. 
▪ Activities: The Association for the Preservation of Dainichido Bugaku 
regularly gives lessons to the performers of this ritual dance. In addition to the 
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Shrine Festival on every January 2nd, it holds the public performance, 
wherever appropriate, at the request of the National Theatre in Tokyo or other 
organizations. The Association also undertakes academic researchers in order 
to transmit Dainichido Bugaku, training programme of successors, 
maintenance of costume and tools, and so on. 

3) Practitioners: 
Dainichido Bugaku is a folk performing art transmitted by ordinary people in 
Hachimantai Town of Kazuno City, Akita Prefecture, positioned in the northern 
part of the main land of Japan. The transmitted repertoires are nine in total, 
and they are divided among the four communities for the transmission. Inside 
each community the elderly transmit its assigned repertoires to the younger 
and children. Thus, Dainichido Bugaku has been transmitted from generation 
to generation by the people of the four communities to-day. It is a kind of 
intangible cultural heritage collectively transmitted by a local community. 
Moreover, people are proud to perform the ritual dance. Performing the ritual 
dance deepens people’s sense of affiliation to a local community and reinforces 
their identity. The performers are eager to transmit what they have inherited 
from the ancestors to successors. 

4) Relevant events 
It holds the public performance, wherever appropriate, at the request of the 
National Theatre in Tokyo or other organizations. The Association also 
undertakes academic researchers in order to transmit Dainichido Bugaku, 
training programme of successors, maintenance of costume and tools, and so 
on. 

5) Explanation 

Dainichido Bugaku is dedicated to the deity on the stage set inside Dainichido 
on January 2nd with a prayer for the happiness of the year; performers 
successively dedicate with background music of flutes and drums. It has been 
transmitted by the people of the four communities, i.e. Osato, Azukisawa, 
Nagamine, Taniuchi, in Hachimantai Town. Those people are recognized as 
assuming the special role in the transmission of the performing arts.  

Dainichido Bugaku is repeatedly performed for a long time from the dawn to 
noon of January 2nd every year, according to the fix performance order. After 
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the people dedicate Dainichido Bugaku at the fixed site in each of the four 
communities, they proceed to Dainichido in a line. On the stage set inside 
Dainichido they together dedicate the nine Bugaku; in some of those Bugaku 
they put a head of shishi (an imaginary lion) on; in some they put a mask on; in 
others children perform. Thus, the style of Dainichido Bugaku has some 
variations, reflecting the local features. 

Many of the residents in Hachimantai Town gather around the stage on this 
occasion every year, since Dainichido Bugaku is also significant to people other 
than the performers in that it prays for the happiness of a new year and let 
them reconfirm the identity with a local community. 
Thus, Dainichido Bugaku reflects the history, culture and climate of Japan, and 
has a great meaning to today’s Japan from the social and cultural viewpoints. 

6) Information resource  
Interview with Mr. Miyata, Chief Senior Specialist for Cultural Properties, 
Traditional Culture Division, Cultural Properties Department, the Agency for 
Cultural Affairs, and  UNESCO ICH nomination file. 

7) Safeguarding projects 
Although Dainichido Bugaku has been transmitted to-day by the people of the 
four communities, it sometimes had the crisis of perishment. The Meiji 
Restoration, for example, is a grave political upheaval. People faced a social 
disturbance and Dainichido Bugaku had to be suspended. Moreover, there 
occurred a theft of the masks used in its performance and a fire of Dainichido 
itself. The full performance at Dainichido by the people of the four 
communities had not been carried out for approximately sixty years. 
Meanwhile, the people had continued discussion and tried to find out a 
solution for the transmission. Their efforts for the transmission were possible 
because Dainichido Bugaku was the spiritual core for the solidarity and union 
of those people. 

The indication of the importance of Dainichido Bugaku by people outside the 
communities further motivates them to the transmission. The modern 
academic researches on folklore and folk performing arts began in the early 
twentieth century in Japan. Researchers were also interested in Dainichido 
Bugaku; they went there for constant researches on it. Recommended by those 
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researchers the people of the communities participated in the Festival of Folk 
Performing Arts in Tokyo organized by the protection committee for the 
cultural property, which was later converted into today’s Agency for Cultural 
Affairs, and successively performed Dainichido Bugaku before the audience in 
1955. Thus, the outcomes of those researchers made clear its importance in the 
history of Japanese performing arts and its folkloric characters, and many 
people including the performers recognized it. The indication of its importance 
by the researchers motivated successors as well as performers very much to 
continue to transmit Dainichido Bugaku.  

8) Survey study project carried out by scholars  
Refer to “Index of Folk Performing Arts Research Literature”, 2004, Iwata 
Shoin 

9) Safeguarding measures 
The local government of Akita Prefecture designated it as intangible cultural 
property of Prefecture in 1964, and the National Government designated it as 
Important Intangible Folk Cultural Property in 1976. Such designation as 
cultural property means an official recognition of the importance of Dainichido 
Bugaku. Thus, indication of the importance by non-transmitters or by outside-
communities motivates the transmitters very much to continue their efforts. 

At the national level, the national government subsidizes (i) the repairing and 
purchase of costumes, musical instruments and tools: (ii) researching and 
publishing reports: (iii) producing audio-visual recordings, at the request of 
the Association, Kazuno City and Akita Prefecture.  

At the city level, Kazuno City gives the Association approximately fifteen 
hundred dollars every year since 2005. It will continue to do for the secure 
transmission of Dainichido Bugaku. 

At the association level, it purchased new costumes, produce audio-visual 
recordings and publish journals on its recordings with the support of the 
National Government, Akita Prefecture and Kazuno City for the three years 
from 1977. Moreover, it purchased new costumes with the support of the 
National Government, Akita Prefecture and Kazuno City in 2000, and of the 
National Government in 2001; it did new tools with the support of the National 
Government in 2006. 
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10) Community involvement 
Before the above-mentioned designation or selection, the Government surveys 
the communities or groups concerned and have enough dialogues with them 
including guidance on their activities for the preservation. The Government 
gets their consents at the time of designation as a holding group or a 
preservation organization.  

 
H. Gagaku（雅楽） 
1) Heritage information 

History, background: Gagaku is a collective name indicating the three types of 
performing arts: (i) Kuniburi no Utamai, which is composed of ancient songs 
and dances originating in Japan; (ii) those originating from the Asian continent, 
which came to Japan from other Asian countries via ancient China and the 
Korean peninsula from the fifth century through the ninth century and became 
refined in a Japanese style; (iii) Utamono, which is the vocal music that 
emerged in the tenth century, under the influence of music from abroad. The 
distinctive form of Gagaku was shaped through the history and culture of Japan, 
and has been transmitted down through the ages. 

Kuniburi no Utamai had been formed up around the tenth century with original 
Japanese songs and dances long before foreign music and instruments were 
brought into Japan in the fifth century. While the dance and music that came 
via the continent use only musical instruments, Kuniburi no Utamai is mainly 
composed of songs and played just partly with a Japanese harp and Kagura 
flute. The choreography of Kuniburi no Utamai is simple but noble and grave.  

The Japanized dance and music which had been derived from the Continent 
consist of an instrumental tune, kangen, which developed from such Asian 
music and dances that reached Japan via ancient China and the Korean 
peninsula during the four hundred years from the fifth century through the 
ninth century, and was shaped by the history and culture of Japan, and (b) 
bugaku, the ceremonial dance to this tune. The Japanization is the process as 
follows: (i) the configuration of performance consisting of those derived from 
China, Central Asia, and India and those from the Korean peninsula: (ii) the 
selection of foreign music instruments and the formation of the smaller 
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chamber music ensembles. Those used here are wind instruments (Sho, 
Hichiriki and Fue), strings (Biwa and So), percussion instruments, and others.  
Utamono is the vocal music that was newly formed around the tenth century in 
Japan under the influence of music from abroad. Some of its lyrics are Japanese 
folk songs and some are ancient Chinese poems. 

In the tenth century the performing arts from the Asian continent were 
sophisticated and Japanized while new Utamono and new repertoires of 
Bugaku were composed under the influence of performing arts from abroad; 
the form of today’s Gagaku was being established. Moreover, the style of acting 
and the performance space were also being set. Area: All over Japan. 
Gagaku is performed mainly at ceremonies or banquets at the Imperial Palace. 
It is also performed in National Theatres or other venues throughout Japan on 
request so that the general public can enjoy it. 

2) Relevant information 
Year of inscription: 2009 
Community involvement: See below 10) 
Preservation association: 
Music Department of the Imperial Household Agency 

1-1, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 100-0001, JAPAN 
Gagaku has been defined since very early times as a performing art which has 
been performed on the occasion of official ceremonies since very early in 
Japanese history. At that time, Gagaku performers were in charge of 
performance and teaching as officials of a governmental institution. Although 
the name of the institution, number of members, and occasion of performance 
has varied from time to time according to changes in society, the tradition has 
been basically transmitted to date. Today’s Music Department of the Imperial 
Household Agency is the successor to this long tradition. To give official status 
to performers of Gagaku is a reflection of Japan’s long history and tradition. 

▪ Activities: The Music Department of the Imperial Household Agency holds 
free Gagaku concerts in Spring and Autumn every year at the Imperial Palace 
and annually at the National Theatre. Furthermore, if requested, the Gagaku 
group will perform in the regional areas of Japan and pamphlets are 
distributed to the audiences to help increase their understanding of Gagaku. It 
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is also performed overseas upon the request of Ministry of Foreign Affairs or 
others. 

3) Practitioners:  
As a traditional performing art transmitted over more than a millennium, 
Gagaku has been designated as an Important Intangible Cultural Property of 
Japan since 1955, and the members of the music department of the imperial 
household agency are recognized as the bearers of this intangible cultural 
property. 

Gagaku-ryo, i.e. the department of Gagaku, was set up as a national institution 
by the enactment of the year 701. The Imperial Court aimed at establishing a 
centralized State under the rule of written laws and regulations, known as 
Ritsu-Ryo Kokka. Historians think that Gagaku was incorporated into the 
national system as an essential part of official ceremonies. In 752, for example, 
these performing arts were performed at the ceremony to bring the soul into 
Great Buddha statue in the temple of Todai-ji, which has been a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site since 1998. 

The Department members recognize Gagaku as part of their precious cultural 
heritage transmitted from their ancestors. Gagaku is the oldest tradition 
among the Japanese traditional performing arts. The Music Department of the 
Imperial Household Agency is widely recognized as the authentic transmitter 
of the tradition. The transmitters recognize Gagaku as their own unique 
culture of which they can be proud before their contemporaries in Japan and 
throughout the world. The transmission and performance of Gagaku contribute 
greatly to raising the holding community’s sense of identity and continuity.  

Thus, Gagaku has been transmitted from generation to generation for a long 
time, developed corresponding to the politics and the surroundings of each 
time, and constantly recreated.  

4) Relevant events 
The performance at the National Theatre is an annual event.  The Theatre 
keeps recordings of the performances for safekeeping and, if required, they 
will be made available to the general public. The National Theatre 
enthusiastically chooses rare and grand performances to help raise the profile 
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of Gagaku which gives further meaning to the traditions and increases 
awareness and understanding of Gagaku. 

5) Explanation 
Gagaku is one of the Japanese performing arts, which are expressed by playing 
musical instruments, with long, slow songs and dance-like movements, and 
performed at ceremonies or banquets at the Imperial Palace or in a theatre, 
such as the National Theatre in Tokyo. 

Gagaku consists of (i) Kuniburi no Utamai, (ii) the Japanized dance and music 
which had been derived from the Continent, and (iii) Utamono. The substances 
or repertoires have been created in the history and culture of Japan and 
become distinctive. 
The history of Gagaku illustrates very well how Japan has transformed culture 
from abroad and sophisticated them as part of our own culture. The 
performing arts transmitted to-day varies from those originating in ancient 
Japan to Japanized, sophisticated and developed ones derived from abroad. In 
this sense, Gagaku is the crystallization of the culture created by the society 
and history of Japan.  

6) Information resource  
Interview with Mr. Miyata, Chief Senior Specialist for Cultural Properties, 
Traditional Culture Division, Cultural Properties Department, the Agency for 
Cultural Affairs, and  UNESCO ICH nomination file. 

7) Safeguarding projects 
The individual members who compose the Music Department of the Imperial 
Household Agency in charge of the transmission of Gagaku are mainly 
descendants of specific families who occupied such posts as a family 
profession. Although the tradition of Gagaku faced difficulties several times 
because of the decline of the Imperial Court and the aristocracy, who were 
patrons of Gagaku, and because of political turbulence and conflicts, certain 
families in Kyoto, Osaka, and Nara have kept the tradition, and do not let it 
cease. In the latter half of the 18th century, the Musical Department of the 
Imperial Household Agency was established, incorporating musicians from 
several localities, and this was the predecessor of the Musical Department of 
the Imperial Household Agency. 
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The Imperial Household Agency has established the seven-year training 
programme for the purpose of nurturing the young Gagaku artists. Trainees 
study five days a week and learn about performance methods and theory. 
After passing the graduation examination, trainees will be employed as 
Imperial Household Gagaku artists. The Imperial Household Agency 
cooperates with production of CDs and DVDs in order to promote and increase 
the understandings of Gagaku. 

8) Survey study project carried out by scholars  
Refer to “Index of Japanese Classical Drama and Modern literature”, 1999, 
Izumi Shoin. 

9) Safeguarding measures 
As a traditional performing art transmitted over more than a millennium, 
Gagaku has been designated as Important Intangible Cultural Property of 
Japan since 1955. The history of Gagaku illustrates very well how Japan has 
transformed culture from the Continent and sophisticated it as part of Japan’s 
own culture. 

Gagaku Division of the Ministry of Imperial Household was established in 
1870 to unite Gagaku artists residing in Kansai (western areas of Japan) and 
in Edo(the former name of Tokyo). This Division became what is now known 
today as the Music Department of the Imperial Household Agency. This history 
demonstrates the efforts made by the national government to preserve and 
help maintain the skills by employing skilled artists as government officers as 
early as the beginning of the Meiji period. 

In terms of the equipment, the Japanese government subsidizes the cost of 
repairing and procuring equipment and costumes for Gagaku as required. It 
also invests in artisans who have skills to make musical instruments and 
costumes and it also researches the availability of raw materials for making 
them. If the skill is proven to be necessary to preserve, the government 
regards it as a “Selected Conservation Technique”. For example, the skill 
required to repair Gagaku wind instruments was already selected as “Selected 
Conservation Technique”. The Government has recognized two persons as the 
bearers of this technique, and the training of successors, improvement of this 
technique, and documentation projects are under way. 
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At the national level, the state trains performers of Gagaku and employs them 
as Government officers. They have responsibilities to preserve and transmit 
their skills to future generations. The Government regards Gagaku as 
Important Intangible Cultural Property under the Law for the protection of 
cultural properties.  The Agency for Cultural Affairs cooperates with the 
Imperial Household Agency for the preservation and transmission of Gagaku 
to future generations. 

10) Community involvement 
Before the above-mentioned designation or selection, the Government surveys 
the communities or groups concerned and have enough dialogues with them 
including guidance on their activities for the preservation. The Government 
gets their consents at the time of designation as a holding group or a 
preservation organization.  

 
I. Hayachine Kagura（早池峰神楽） 
1) Heritage information 

History, background: Hayachine Kagura is cultural heritage transmitted to the 
present day from the fourteenth or fifteenth century by the people who 
worshipped the Hayachine Shrine. Hayachine Kagura has over seventy pieces 
in its transmitted repertoire, and its dances, together with characteristic music, 
are considered very beautiful.  

For a while after its beginning, Hayachine Kagura was transmitted and 
performed only by holy officers of the Hayachine Shrine. From the late 
seventeenth to the mid-nineteenth century, however, those holy officers also 
transmitted it to neighbouring farmers and townsmen, and gradually 
performed it together. 

Iwate Prefecture, where the Hayachine Shrine is located, is a cold region, and 
life was difficult there. The local people worshipped Mt. Hayachine as a deity 
and wished for a better and more secure life, relying upon the power of a deity. 
In order to meet their expectations, the bearers of Hayachine Kagura regularly 
visited communities, taking with them a shishi’s head as a symbol of the power 
of the deity Hayachine, and blessed the people by demonstrating the power of 
the deity through the performance of kagura. 
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Hayachine Kagura was transmitted by holy officers of the Hayachine Shrine 
from the fourteenth to the late seventeenth centuries, and performed not only 
inside the community but also in other places at the request of believers. By 
the end of the seventeenth century, such performances were widely demanded. 
In order to meet the demand, the people of those communities, in addition to 
the holy officers, also participated in the transmission and performance. 

Area: Hanamaki City, Iwate Prefecture 

2) Relevant information 
Year of inscription: 2009 
Community involvement: See below 10) 
Preservation association: 
Association for the Preservation of Hayachine Kagura 

29-38 Sotokawame, Ohasama-machi, Hanamaki-shi, Iwate-ken, 028-3202, 
Japan 

The association was established in 1969 by a local community. Now, it has 34 
members. Beside of annual performance, they hold special performances 
inside and outside of Japan by requests. The association conducts periodical 
and extra practices and training for the successors. 
▪ Activities: Members of the Association continue the effort to carry on the 
performance through periodical or extra practices throughout the year. 
Besides the annual main performance at the Great Festival of the Hayachine 
Shrine, they hold periodical performances in early January, August, the 
autumn season and late December. In teaching the dance of Hayachine Kagura 
to the pupils of elementary and junior-high schools, they seek to transmit the 
tradition. When requested, the association gives special performances at the 
National Theatre in Tokyo, in Hanamaki City, in Iwate Prefecture and in some 
cases abroad.  

3) Practitioners:  
In the early twentieth century it ceased to be performed in many communities. 
Currently, however, it has been transmitted from elder to younger generations 
by local people of two communities at Ohsako Town in Hanamaki City, Iwate 
Prefecture, and is performed on the eve and on the day of the Great Festival of 
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the Hayachine Shrine on August 1st every year, which venerates nature, 
including Mt. Hayachine. 

Hayachine Kagura is a folk performing art transmitted for a long time and still 
performed by ordinary Japanese people. The repertoire is derived from 
Japanese history and traditional culture, such as the Legend of Japan and war 
chronicles, and reflects the Japanese sense of performing arts. Moreover, the 
Japanese concept of deity and nature is seen in the background of the 
transmission and performance of Hayachine Kagura. 

4) Relevant events 
The City held the “All Japan Kagura Festival in Hayachine” in 1996 and 2006. 
Twenty groups of local Kagura throughout Japan participated in the festival 
and performed their own characteristic Kagura. There were more than 10,000 
attendees from all over Japan in each festival and it was very effective for the 
dissemination and promotion of Hayachine Kagura. It has also been 
performed in Hanamaki City Culture Hall. 
The prefecture holds the “Iwate Prefecture Folk Performing Arts Festival” and 
the “Iwate Prefecture Youth Folk Performing Arts Festival” for transmission 
and dissemination of Hayachine Kagura and other folk performing arts in the 
Prefecture. 
The national government supports the “Hokkaido and Tohoku Blocks Folk 
Performing Arts Festival” and “Urgent Research on Folk Performing Arts in 
Iwate Prefecture” organized by Iwate Prefecture aiming at the transmission 
and dissemination of folk performing arts. 

5) Explanation 
Hayachine Kagura is one of the traditions known as “folk performing arts,” 
transmitted by people of a community and seen at a festival or an annual 
event in the community. Among folk performing arts, Hayachine Kagura is 
further classified into the sub-category of ‘kagura,’ in which a performer 
disguises himself as a deity. 
Hayachine Kagura is a folk performing art expressed through the ritual dance 
of performers with masks of a deity on their faces, accompanied by 
instrumental music such as rhythms of big drums, in order to receive the 
blessings of a deity. 
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The music for this Kagura is played by a big drum, small cymbals, and a flute 
along with songs. The stage is approximately 3.6 m2 large, and players of a big 
drum and cymbals seat themselves at the centre front of the stage with their 
backs toward the audience. A tapestry approximately 2 meters high is hung at 
the back, behind which is a dressing room. There are one to five dancers, 
depending on the piece. They appear onto the stage, lifting up the lower edge 
of a tapestry. 
The transmitted repertoire consists of approximately seventy pieces, 
composed of ritual dances, one featuring deities as protagonists, one with a 
theme of the Japanese legends of ancient time or war chronicles of medieval 
time, and one of a shishi (a lion-like imaginary animal), i.e. the deity of the 
Hayachine Shrine itself.  
This one-day Kagura begins with six ritual dances, then approximately five 
dances expressing a deity as a protagonist or telling some stories, and finally 
ends with the dance of a shishideity. As a whole, the content is meant to 
demonstrate the majesty of the deity of the Hayachine Shrine and to bless the 
people. Its dances, together with characteristic music, are considered very 
beautiful.  

6) Information resource  
Interview with Mr. Miyata, Chief Senior Specialist for Cultural Properties, 
Traditional Culture Division, Cultural Properties Department, the Agency for 
Cultural Affairs, and  UNESCO ICH nomination file. 

7) Safeguarding projects 
Hanamaki City (at the time Osako Town) published old scenarios and records 
and produced documentary film with subsidies from National and Prefecture 
Government from FY1977 to 1979. These documents are utilized in practice 
and training for the successors to ensure the transmission. Also, the city 
established the “Centre for Preservation and Transmission of Hometown 
Culture” in 1981 and “Kagura House” in 1994.  
On request from the association and Hanamaki City, Iwate Prefecture supports 
documentation projects. The prefecture holds the “Iwate Prefecture Folk 
Performing Arts Festival” and the “Iwate Prefecture Youth Folk Performing 
Arts Festival” for transmission and dissemination of Hayachine Kagura and 
other folk performing arts in the Prefecture. 
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The National Government conducts the documentation project at the request 
of the association, Hanamaki City and Iwate Prefecture. It supports the 
“Hokkaido and Tohoku Blocks Folk Performing Arts Festival” and “Urgent 
Research on Folk Performing Arts in Iwate Prefecture” organized by Iwate 
Prefecture aiming at the transmission and dissemination of folk performing 
arts. 

8) Survey study project carried out by scholars  
Refer to “Index of Folk Performing Arts Research Literature”, 2004, Iwata 
Shoin 

9) Safeguarding measures 
Designated by the Government as Important Intangible Folk Cultural Property 
in 1975, it is currently recognized as one element of important cultural 
heritage which widely reflects the transition of the Japanese life style. Then, in 
1959, Hanamaki City, then known as Ohsako Town, designated it as an 
intangible cultural property of the city under its regulations for the protection 
of cultural property, and in 1976 the Government designated it as Important 
Intangible Folk Cultural Property. Such designation as cultural property means 
an official recognition of the importance of Hayachine Kagura. Thus, when the 
importance is pointed out by those not involved in transmission, or those from 
outside communities, the bearers themselves are greatly motivated to 
continue transmission. 

10) Community involvement 
Before the above-mentioned designation or selection, the Government surveys 
the communities or groups concerned and have enough dialogues with them 
including guidance on their activities for the preservation. The Government 
gets their consents at the time of designation as a holding group or a 
preservation organization.  

 
J. Hitachi Furyumono（日立風流物） 
1) Heritage information 

History, background: It is said that, in the middle of the Edo period (1603-
1867), a traveling entertainer visited this area and taught inhabitants how to 
produce and operate puppets. Later, people who had learned and improved the 
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manipulation technique began to perform puppet theatre on a float presented 
during a festive event at the Kamine Shrine. Since then, the puppet theatre has 
been transmitted from generation to generation in this area. 

Area: Hitachi City, Ibaraki Prefecture 
2) Relevant information 

Year of inscription: 2009 
Community involvement: See below 10) 
Preservation association: 
Association for the Preservation of Hitachi Hometown Performing Arts  

Hitachi Kyodo Hakubutsukan 5-2-22, Miyatacho, Hitachi, Ibaraki-ken,  
317-0055, Japan. 

Association for the Preservation of Hitachi Hometown Performing Arts was 
established in 1957 for the purpose of preserving and continuing the tradition 
of the Hitachi Furyumono.  
▪ Activities: They conduct annual event, as well as the association undertakes 
several efforts to pass on the event to future generations by training 
successors; and by maintaining and procuring floats, puppets and other 
equipments for the event. 

3) Practitioners:  
There are four floats in this festival, one from each of the four communities of 
Kita-machi, Higashi-machi, Nishi-machi, and Hom-machi. These communities 
are sustainers of the Kamine Shrine. 

Hitachi Furyumono is a community event administered by general agreement 
of the local residents. The skills and arts to produce and manipulate puppets, 
however, have been transmitted for a long time from parent to the eldest son 
only, in specific families within a community as a secret process. Thus, 
repertoires have been transmitted down to the present day.  

4) Relevant events 
Hitachi Furyumono is a float parade held on the occasion of Hitachi Sakura 
Matsuri, i.e. the Hitach cherry blossom festival, held on the second Saturday 
and Sunday in April, and the Great Festival at the Kamine Shrine held once in 
seven years. 
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5) Explanation 
A puppet theatre is performed on a float called “Furyumono,” which means 
literally “an elegant object”. The event is held on the occasion of the May Great 
Festival at the Kamine Shrine, which is worshiped in the communities, or on 
the occasion of the Hitachi Sakura Matsuri, i.e. the cherry blossom festival, in 
April. While the Great Festival at the Kamine Shrine is currently held once 
every seven years, in the past it is said to have been held once every several 
years as agreed by the four communities, Kita-machi, Higashi-machi, Nishi-
machi, and Hom-machi, each of which has their own float. 

On the occasion of the Great Festival, each community presents one float, and 
thus there are four floats in total as part of the entertainment. On the occasion 
of the Hitachi cherry blossom festival held every April, each community 
presents one float in turn. 

The Furyumono float is a space to welcome and worship a deity and has a 
castle-like model house installed on its top. The house has five layers, and each 
layer can open side to side from the centre. A puppet theatre emerges there, 
and the play can begin. 

Everything on the float is manipulated by rope, and three to five puppet 
masters are required to manipulate one puppet. They work together, each 
taking charge of one part: face, body, arm, or leg. On each layer, all of the 
masters required for the puppets on that layer are present, and groups of them 
manipulate their respective puppets. In addition, sound-makers are also on the 
float; when the sound-maker beats the clappers, the music and the play 
simultaneously begin. 

On the occasion of the Great Festival the people on the four floats compete with 
each other to test their skills and arts of puppeteering; as a result, transmission 
of the best techniques has been encouraged. This is a festival involving the 
entire community, with full cooperation of the people, as supporters of the 
Kamine Shrine. It is one of the best examples of a festive event featuring very 
sophisticated theatre.  
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6) Information resource  
Interview with Mr. Miyata, Chief Senior Specialist for Cultural Properties, 
Traditional Culture Division, Cultural Properties Department, the Agency for 
Cultural Affairs, and  UNESCO ICH nomination file. 

7) Safeguarding projects 
“The Committee for safeguarding and transmission of Hitachi Furyumono” was 
established with involvement of “Association for the Preservation of Hitachi 
Hometown Performing Arts”, “Hitachi Municipal Board of Education” and “East 
Japan Railway Company”. The Committee implemented a project to repair and 
preserve the equipment for the event with support from “East Japan Railway 
Culture Foundation”.  

8) Survey study project carried out by scholars  
Refer to “Index of Folk Performing Arts Research Literature”, 2004, Iwata 
Shoin 

9) Safeguarding measures 
At local associations and local government level, Hitachi City partly subsidizes 
the cost of displaying floats, training in puppet manipulating techniques, as 
well as the management costs of the Festival to help maintain the event for 
future generations. 

At the national level, government partly subsidizes the projects for repairing or 
procuring equipment for the events held by the Association for the 
Preservation of Hitachi Hometown Performing Arts or Hitachi City. 

10) Community involvement 
Before the above-mentioned designation or selection, the Government surveys 
the communities or groups concerned and have enough dialogues with them 
including guidance on their activities for the preservation. The Government 
gets their consents at the time of designation as a holding group or a 
preservation organization.  

 
K. Koshikijima no Toshidon（甑島のトシドン） 
1) Heritage information 

History, background: Koshikijima no Toshidon is an annual event transmitted 
in Koshikijima (Koshiki islands) belonging to the Kyushu Region, i.e. the 
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southwest region of the Japanese Archipelago. Japan has a distinctive practice 
that on an occasion of change, such as the beginning of a year or transition of 
seasons, a being of a peculiar appearance with a mask or a straw raincoat visits 
houses and blesses families in a community. This custom derives from the 
Japanese fundamental folk faith that a deity regularly visits a community from 
a world other than ours such as the netherworld etc. Koshikijima no Toshidon 
is one of such events known as raiho-shin, i.e. a visiting deity, and also known 
as a ritual of the oldest style. Toshidon has been transmitted on Lower Koshiki 
Island, which is located in the southernmost part of these islands. They have a 
common faith that a deity of a peculiar appearance, called Toshidon, visits the 
human world on the night of December 31. This simple and innocent faith has 
sustained the Toshidon practice on Shimo-Koshikijima as an annual event, 
transmitted from generation to generation up to the present time, and thus it is 
recognized as part of their cultural heritage collectively transmitted by the 
community. 

Area: Shimo-Koshiki Town, Satsuma-sendai City, Kagoshima Prefecture 

2) Relevant information 
Year of inscription: 2009 
Community involvement: See below 10) 
Preservation association: 
Association for the Preservation of Koshikijima no Toshidon 

819, Teuchi, Shimo-koshiki-cho, Satsuma-sendai, Kagoshima-ken, 896-1601, 
Japan 

The association was established in 1977 by a local community in Shimo-
Koshikijima where the ritual has been transmitted. The association undertakes 
several efforts to transmit Koshikijima no Toshidon to future generations by 
training for the successors, and by maintaining and producing such equipment 
as masks and costumes. 
▪ Activities: Workshops should be organized to teach the origin and history of 
Toshidon in the local community. Workshops can include some reports of 
surveys on the transmission situation of Raiho-shin events for visiting deities 
throughout Japan, or some results of academic study to further mutual 
understanding among similar events and to raise motivation for transmission.  
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3) Practitioners:  
Toshidon has been transmitted on Lower Koshiki Island, which is located in 
the southernmost part of these islands. Shimo-Koshikijima is a tiny isolated 
island with an area of 66 kilometer squares. The communities, namely 
Sesenoura, Aose, Katanoura, Teuchi, have transmitted Toshidon. Men who live 
in the community are eligible to disguise themselves as Toshidon. The role of 
Toshidon is not open to anybody; it is limited to men living in each community. 
People in these communities preserve this important role in the way they 
themselves play it. Playing the role of Toshidon themselves reinforces a sense 
of identity and continuity. 

4) Relevant events:  
Koshikijima no Toshidon is classified as an annual event for raiho-shin 
performed in the same season or on the same calendar day every year. 

5) Explanation 
Toshidon deities visit families with children at night on New Year’s Eve. The 
appearance of Toshidon is frightful, with a big peculiar mask, wearing a straw 
raincoat, a black cloak and old clothes. The mask of Toshidon has a big, pointed 
nose, and horns and fangs like a demon’s face. The mask and costume are 
decorated with leaves of plants indigenous to the south of the Kyushu Region, 
such as Trachycarpus fortunei or Cycas revoluta. 

Men in the disguise of Toshidon visit houses where children live, shouting 
loudly together. As the legend says that the deity Toshidon is mounted on a 
horse without a head, these men visit houses while making sounds of neighing 
and hoofbeats. The number of Toshidon varies from community to community; 
it is approximately two to five. A squad of Toshidon knocks on doors and walls, 
calling the names of children in front of a house where they live, and thus 
urging them to open an entrance. Once they successfully enter a house from a 
gate or a veranda, they sit down face to face with the children and their 
families, scolding the children, admonishing them not to be mischievous, and 
preaching at them to be good, as they have been previously informed of the 
behaviour and manners of those children by their parents. Children get upset 
and run away at first, but finally they listen to the Toshidon with respect. Such 
interaction between Toshidon and children is quite significant to a community; 
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children gradually develop a sense of affiliation to their community on Shimo-
Koshikijima through a dialogue with Toshidon, while parents watching these 
children reconfirm their identity and affiliation to a community through the 
visit of Toshidon. 

After they sufficiently preach to the children, the Toshidon bring the children 
nearer to them and give them a huge ball-like rice cake. This rice ball is called 
toshi-mochi, literally meaning a rice cake of a year. Only with this gift can 
children grow one year older in peace. After finishing this series of actions, 
they move backward to the outside without showing their backs to anybody 
and proceed to the next house. 

Koshikijima no Toshidon is an annual event featuring rich symbolization, 
signifying deities through the distinctive masks, costumes and sounds of 
visiting, and is associated with a strong sense of the transition of time at New 
Year’s Eve. The ritual is repeated every year at a fixed time and schedule in the 
faith that the visit of Toshidon opens a new year; it is representative of the 
raiho-shin (i.e. visiting deity) events which reflect Japanese folk faith and the 
concept of a deity that at the beginning of an year or on the occasion of a 
seasonal transition comes to bless people, or that only a visit of a deity can 
open a new year. 

6) Information resource  
Interview with Mr. Miyata, Chief Senior Specialist for Cultural Properties, 
Traditional Culture Division, Cultural Properties Department, the Agency for 
Cultural Affairs, and  UNESCO ICH nomination file. 

7) Safeguarding projects 
Although the roles of Toshidon are played by men from the villages between 
the ages of 20 to 50, the association invites younger boys in junior or senior 
high school to participate in the ritual as well, in an assistant position also 
wearing the Toshidon costume. This is one of the efforts for transmission of 
the ritual to future generations. 

Aiming to ensure the transmission to future generations, training seminars 
should be targeted to men in the Town who may play the role of Toshidon. In a 
program, how to move, how to talk with children and how to produce 
Toshidon masks should be taught. 
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Equipment for making Toshidon masks or costumes should be repaired or 
procured in order to produce the technical infrastructure necessary for the 
transmission and presentation.  

Pamphlets on this ritual should be edited and distributed in order to raise 
awareness of Toshidon and Intangible Cultural Heritage among the public. 
Documentation should be complemented by producing new documentary 
films which record detailed contents of the Toshidon ritual and by collecting 
old photographs or texts transmitted within the community concerned. The 
documentation will be used to transmit the tradition to future generations and 
as academic materials. 

8) Survey study project carried out by scholars  
Refer to “Index of Folk Performing Arts Research Literature”, 2004, Iwata 
Shoin 

9) Safeguarding measures 
The Government fully subsidized the production of a documentary film and 
explanatory document from 1977 to 1978, on the occasion of the designation 
of Koshikijima no Toshidon as an “Important Intangible Folk Cultural 
Property.” The thirty-minute film taken by 6-milimeter movie recorded the 
conditions surrounding transmission of Koshikijima no Toshidon. 

10) Community involvement 
Before the above-mentioned designation or selection, the Government surveys 
the communities or groups concerned and has enough dialogues with them 
including guidance on their activities for the preservation. The Government 
gets their consents at the time of designation as a holding group or a 
preservation organization.  

 
L. Ojiya-chijimi, Echigo-jofu: techniques of making ramie fabric in Uonuma 

region, Niigata Prefecture（小千谷縮・越後上布） 
1) Heritage information 

History, background: During the Edo period(1603-1867) bolts of jofu from 
Echigo were also used as tax payment and tribute to the Tokugawa shogunate. 
In the latter half of the 17th century, the techniques for producing fine, 
lightweight jofu reached even higher levels of development with the concept of 
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weaving with a highly twisted weft thread to create a beautiful crinkled or 
crepe-like surface known as chijimi. Techniques for producing these textiles 
were passed down from generation to generation and formally became known 
as Ojiya-chijimi and Echigo-jofu. 
Ojiya-chijimi and Echigo-jofu has a long history. Ramie weaving began in 
ancient times around Uonuma region in Niigata Prefecture, and we have a 
remains presumably dated back to the eighth century. In the seventeenth 
century it was dedicated to Tokugawa Shogunate. As suitable to the hot and 
humid summer of Japan, clothes made of ramie weaving have been a favorite of 
many people in various classes for centuries. Thus, those textiles have been 
constantly produced as a cultural pride for the people of the community, and 
its producing technique has been transmitted from generation to generation 
until today. The production area is such a heavy snowfall area as closed by 
snow during a half of a year, and hence its production technique makes a good 
use of its distinctive nature and climate. 
During its long history, Ojiya-chijimi and Echigo-jofu has sometimes been on 
the verge of disappearing entirely. This began with the outbreak of the Second 
World War, when people were forced to leave their work as weavers either 
temporarily or permanently. Again, after the war, under the influence of a 
rapidly-changing society, the labour-intensive techniques of textile production 
were abandoned. Added to this, young people left the local area for work or 
other reasons, and eventually the situation deteriorated to the point where the 
techniques were barely being kept alive by elderly people in the 60-80 age 
range. Then, led mainly by local people and drawing on the talents of a small 
number of master artisans, activities were set up to train practitioners in the 
techniques. The Ojiya Textiles Association and the Shiozawa Textiles 
Association, which were located in various parts of the textile-producing area 
of Niigata Prefecture, joined forces and decided to protect and transmit this 
intangible cultural heritage themselves.   

Area: The Uonuma region of Niigata Prefecture (formerly Echigo), in the 
northwest of Japan’s main island of Honshu 

2) Relevant information 
Year of inscription: 2009 
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Community involvement: See below 9) 
Preservation association 
The Secretariat of the Holding Group is located at: 

Shiozawa Textile Industry Association, 107-1, Mokuraiden, Minami-Uonuma 
city, Niigata Prefecture, 949-6435, JAPAN 

The members of the group live mainly in the Uonuma region of Niigata 
Prefecture (Southwestern Niigata Prefecture) 
The Association for the conservation of techniques for Echigo-jofu, Ojiya-
chijimi-fu group was established in 1955. Observing the Law for the protection 
of cultural properties, the Association group undertakes several programmes 
to transmit the traditional techniques and to contribute to cultural enrichment 
by safeguarding and improving traditional techniques of “Ojiya-chijimi, Echigo-
jofu”, encouraging close communication among the persons concerned, 
contributing to the improvement of the techniques and training and hiring 
successors for their techniques.  
▪ Activities: The Association group undertakes; Research on the techniques, 
training for successors, quality control of the products, presentation and 
distribution of the products, and other programs serving the goal of the 
association. 

3) Practitioners  
The Association for the conservation of techniques for Echigo-jofu, Ojiya-
chijimi-fu was recognized as the skill holding group of designated “Ojiya-chijimi, 
Echigo-jofu”. The technique is transmitted by the Association which currently 
consists of 69 members. 
Only 30-40 bolts of hand-spun, hand-woven chijimi and jofu textile meeting the 
conditions of designation of Important Intangible Cultural Property ”Ojiya-
chijimi, Echigo-jofu” are produced per year now. Although the entire area used 
to be involved in this work, it is now practiced mostly by elderly craftspeople. 
The art of hand-spinning ramie thread is facing a particularly severe shortage 
of successors. The problem is that, despite the patient labour demanded by this 
delicate work, it does not provide a living income. Nevertheless, the 
practitioners have struggled desperately to pass this intangible cultural 
heritage on to future generations. 
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4) Relevant events 
Dialogue among ramie-producing cultures has already begun with the Asia 
Ramie Conference held in 2002 at the Karamushi Craft Museum, located in the 
ramie-producing region of Oonuma County, Fukushima Prefecture, which 
provides material for “Ojiya-chijimi, Echigo-jofu”. People involved in ramie 
cultivation and textile production, as well as botanists, from Japan, China, 
Korea, and other countries, attended the conference, where they were able to 
exchange scientific information, and deepen their knowledge of each other’s 
textile cultures. 

In 1995 edited was a forty-year anniversary book on the designation system of 
important intangible cultural property owing to the efforts of the people 
concerned; the history of efforts of the people who protected intangible 
cultural heritage was documented. Moreover, in Tokyo in 2005 held was a 
special exhibition on the transmitted technique of “Ojiya-chijimi, Echigo-jofu” 
as the fifty-year anniversary of the designation system of important intangible 
cultural property; works by the Association were displayed and various 
productions were practiced on the spot before the visitors for the 
dissemination of them. 

The exhibition titled ”The Skills and beauty of craftsmanship in Japan – 
Important Intangible Cultural Properties and the People who support Them”,  a 
project to collect and display works produced by holders and holding groups, 
is held at museums and galleries throughout Japan. 

The Agency for Cultural Affairs has held the exhibition “The Skills and beauty 
of craftsmanship in Japan – Important Intangible Cultural Properties and the 
People who support Them” every year since 1997. Works of “Ojiya-chijimi, 
Echigo-jofu” are displayed in the exhibition every year, giving the people of 
Japan a chance to learn about this heritage. When the exhibition was held in 
2007 in Niigata Prefecture, which the location of Ojiya-chijimi and Echigo-jofu 
production, the members of the Association perform some production process 
on the spot before visitors. The pamphlets were also distributed on that venue 
in order to introduce this intangible heritage so that many people would know 
its history, substance and the status quo. 

5) Explanation 
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The Uonuma region of Niigata Prefecture (formerly Echigo), in the northwest 
of Japan’s main island of Honshu, has been known since ancient times for 
production of textiles made from ramie (Boehmeria nivea). High-quality ramie 
cloth (jofu), woven with very thin thread made from fibers taken from the 
stalks of ramie plants, is extremely lightweight and was used for simple 
garments worn during Japan’s hot and humid summer. 
The materials and techniques used to produce high-quality, lightweight ramie 
textiles known as Ojiya-chijimi and Echigo-jofu, has been developed under its 
distinctive climatic conditions and transmitted from generation to generation 
in the long history of the community. 

The yukizarashi method is well-known as a unique part of the production 
process, in which the woven textile is spread on the snow, and bleached by the 
ozone released as the snow evaporates. 
The traditional ikat (kasuri) designs are made from threads that were tied 
before dyeing. They feature various colors in geometric patterns or abstract 
patterns of plants, or combinations of these. These traditional patterns are still 
being used by people today, who bring a contemporary sense to the traditional 
designs. 

6) Information resource  
Interview with Mr. Miyata, Chief Senior Specialist for Cultural Properties, 
Traditional Culture Division, Cultural Properties Department, the Agency for 
Cultural Affairs, and  UNESCO ICH nomination file. 

7) Safeguarding projects 
The Association strongly recognizes “Ojiya-chijimi, Echigo-jofu” as its own 
cultural heritage and makes every effort to preserve and transmit them. 
Sophisticated manufacturing of those textiles, process with traditional tools 
and distinctive utilization of snow are required for the designation as 
important intangible cultural heritage in this case. It is needless to say that the 
people of this Association shall fully understand the meaning of their own 
intangible cultural heritage, cooperate each other and respect mutual skills. 
Because they are determined to transmit to the next generation what they have 
inherited from the ancestors, they make every effort to widely disseminate it 
and hold a workshop for it. The community has constantly recreated a sense of 
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identity and continuity through the conservation and transmission of this 
important intangible cultural property. 

In 1980-81 the Agency for Cultural Affairs made a film documenting the craft 
technique of Echigo-jofu with a full cooperation of the community. Since then, 
the community has actively cooperated with the recording and documentation 
of this intangible cultural heritage. Some of them were already submitted to 
UNESCO as a reference.   

8) Safeguarding measures 
In 1955, “Ojiya-chijimi, Echigo-jofu” was designated as an Important Intangible 
Cultural Property. The making of “Ojiya-chijimi, Echigo-jofu” is a complex, 
detailed process. The process must meet specific conditions in order to qualify 
for Important Intangible Cultural Property status. These conditions have been 
carried on and transmitted by the Association and the people involved up to 
the present. 

Conditions of Designation 
TEUMI (Hand-twisted ramie thread): Ramie fibers are split by fingernail and 
shredded into very fine threads.  Further manipulated and moistened by the 
hands and mouths of threadmakers, the ends of each strand are twisted 
together to form a continuous thread. An additional tight twisting of the weft 
threads gives Ojiya-chijimi its characteristic crepe texture. This work takes 
place during cold winter months when the humidity from snow keeps the 
ramie threads pliable. 

TEKUBIRI (Hand-tied ikat (kasuri) threads): Skeins of ramie thread are bound 
with cotton thread in a predetermined pattern before being immersed in a dye 
vat.  This method of hand-tying is known as tekubiri. The bound areas resist the 
dye. When untied, placed on a loom, and woven into a fabric, the kasuri pattern 
emerges.  

IZARIBATA (Use of a body-tension loom): Utilizing a simple body-tension loom 
(izaribata), the weaver sits on a wooden plank raised slightly off the floor with 
her legs outstretched underneath the loom.  Her foot is slipped into a sling that 
manipulates a bent, wood lever attached to string heddles. A cloth beam 
(chimaki) is then placed against the weaver’s abdomen and secured by a strap 
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that is brought around the small of the back.  In this position the loom becomes 
an integrated extension of the weaver’s body.  She can achieve subtle 
adjustments to warp tension by simply shifting her weight. An extremely high 
degree of skill is required to weave ramie thread as fine as human hair without 
the thread breaking.  

YUMOMI, ASHIBUMI (The SHIBOTORI finishing method): The woven cloth is 
soaked in hot water and rubbed to remove any starch (yumomi). Afterwards, 
the cloth is soaked again in hot water and washed by trampling or massaging it 
with one’s feet (ashibumi). This process softens out the creases in jofu cloth 
and gives chijimi cloth its beautiful crepe-like texture. 

YUKIZARASHI (Snow bleached): Wet lengths of ramie cloth are placed on top of 
snow-covered fields. For ten to twenty days the textiles are exposed to the 
bleaching properties of sunlight, which is intensified by the white snow.  The 
cloth is further lightened by the penetration of ozone ions from the melting 
snow.  

9) Community involvement 
Before the above-mentioned designation or selection, the Government surveys 
the communities or groups concerned and have enough dialogues with them 
including guidance on their activities for the preservation. The Government 
gets their consents at the time of designation as a holding group or a 
preservation organization. 

 
M. Oku-Noto no Aenokoto（奥能登のあえのこと） 
1) Heritage information 

History, background: “Oku-noto no Aenokoto” is a ritual performed in Suzu and 
Wajima Cities, and Noto and Anamizu Towns of Housu County, which are 
located on the Noto Peninsula on the Sea of Japan. This is a ritual to worship a 
deity of the rice field who will promise good growth and an abundant harvest 
of rice. 

This ritual is performed twice a year, in December after the rice harvest, and in 
February before planting. by each housemaster at his own house. In the 
December ritual, he gives thanks for the harvest; he welcomes the deity of the 
rice field into his house, serving a bath, and offering food. In the February ritual, 
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he prays for an abundant harvest; he again serves a bath, offering food, and 
finally seeing off the deity from his house to the rice field. In the course of a 
whole ritual, the housemaster behaves as if an invisible deity of the rice field 
were actually there in front of him. 

This is an agricultural ritual, reflecting the underlying culture ofeveryday life 
among the Japanese engaged in rice cultivation. 

Area: Suzu City, Wajima City, Noto and Anamizu Towns in Housu County, 
Ishikawa Prefecture 

2) Relevant information 
Year of inscription: 2009 
Community involvement: See below 10) 
Preservation association: 
Association for the Preservation of Oku-noto no Aenokoto  

Okunoto Ko-ikiken Jimu Kumiai, 10-1-1, Sue, Miimachi, Wajima, Ishikawa-   
ken, 929-2372, Japan 

The Association was established in 1976 for the purpose of preserving and 
keeping the tradition. The association undertakes several efforts to hold Oku-
noto no Aenokoto twice a year regularly, to pass on to future generations by 
training successors and to raise the awareness of the general public. 

▪ Activities: The town of Noto regularly holds seminars for making sweet sake, 
which is considered to be an essential item to offer to a deity of the rice field at 
Oku-noto no Aenokoto.   

3) Practitioners  
“Oku-noto no Aenokoto” is a ritual transmitted over generations by 
agricultural households in Suzu and Wajima Cities, and Noto and Anamizu 
Towns of Housu County, located on the Noto Peninsula, as an indispensable 
agricultural ritual for continuing their rice farming.  

4) Relevant events 
A ritual performance of Oku-noto no Aenokoto is performed at the Botanical 
Garden of Noto Town to more widely spread information about the ritual. 
Noto Town also holds a seminar about the history and significance of Oku-noto 
no Aenokoto. 
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5) Explanation 
“Oku-noto no Aenokoto” is an agricultural ritual transmitted from generation 
to generation in Suzu and Wajima Cities, and Noto and Anamizu Towns of 
Housu County, all of which are located on the Noto Peninsula on the Sea of 
Japan, in order to worship a deity of the rice field. As people in Suzu and 
Wajima Cities, and Noto and Anamizu Towns of Hosu County have long lived by 
rice-farming, the deity of the rice field is considered an important one who 
promises good growth and an abundant harvest of rice. 

This ritual is performed twice a year, after the rice harvest, and before planting, 
by each housemaster at his home. In December after the harvest, he welcomes 
the deity of the rice field from the rice field into his house and offers hospitality, 
giving thanks for the harvest in the course of a ritual. In February before 
planting, he offers hospitality and sees the deity off to the rice field, praying for 
an abundant harvest in the course of another ritual. Guessing from these 
performances, “Ae” (or “Aé”) can mean hospitality while “koto” a ritual.  

In December a housemaster begins to prepare food from early in the morning 
to welcome the deity, and puts straw bags containing seeds for the next spring 
in the toko no ma, a narrow space at the side of the room for flowers and 
calligraphy, or under the kami-dana, an inner shrine installed high on a wall. In 
the afternoon, he prepares a bath and pounds mochi, a ball-like rice cake. The 
deity of the rice field is said to get ready to leave the rice field when he hears 
the sound of mochi-pounding. In the evening the housemaster dresses himself 
up in kami-shimo, a formal Japanese garment, and goes to the rice field taking a 
kuwa (spade), a chochin (lantern), and a sensu (folding fan), with him in order 
to welcome the deity. In the rice field, he cultivates it with kuwa three times, 
speaks to the deity of the rice field with grateful remarks for its protection 
during that year. Then, he shows the deity the way to his home by lighting the 
way with the chochin or directing it with the sensu. His family is waiting for the 
deity at the gate. 

The housemaster shows the deity into a guest room, lets it rest a little, and then 
serves a bath for it. He helps it to wash as if it were actually in front of him in 
the bathroom, asking if the temperature of the water is comfortable. After the 
bath, he seats the deity on straw bags of seeds in the toko no ma or under the 
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kami-dana, and offers it two meals. Because a deity of the rice field is 
sometimes regarded as consisting of a couple, two dinners are served.  

The menu is ama-zake, sweet sake as an aperitif brewed from new rice, a 
bifurcated radish, abundant steamed rice with red beans, mochi, and a whole 
fish, provided with chopsticks made from a chestnut tree. As it is said that the 
deity of the rice field has bad eyes, the housemaster describes each dish as he 
serves it. After dinner, he moves the straw bag of seeds to a higher position 
inside a box room or in an earthen-floor space. It is said that the deity of the 
rice field rests in this bag or inside the kami-dana until the following year. Then, 
families eat the dinner served to the deity.  

In February of the new year, the same ritual takes place again; a housemaster 
serves a bath for the deity, provides it with food, and sees it off to a rice field. In 
the rice field, a housemaster cultivates it with kuwa three times, with prayers 
for an abundant harvest in autumn. 
There are some differences in detailed contents or procedures from family to 
family, but we can find such common features as welcoming the deity of the 
rice field at an important stage of rice-growing, offering it hospitality, and 
finally seeing it off. By performing this ritual, the safety and sustainability of 
the rice cultivation in this area can be assured, and identity and continuity can 
be confirmed among the people of this area. 

6) Information resource  
Interview with Mr. Miyata, Chief Senior Specialist for Cultural Properties, 
Traditional Culture Division, Cultural Properties Department, the Agency for 
Cultural Affairs, and UNESCO ICH nomination file. 

7) Safeguarding projects 
(1) Production of a documentary film 

The Government subsidized the production of a documentary film entitled 
“Okunoto no Aenokoto: – Folk culture associated with Japanese rice farming 
cultivation” which shows detailed rituals and efforts to ensure its continuing 
recognition by children and future generations as part of the cultural 
heritage of Japan. The films are distributed to many related organisations 
and widely utilised. 

(2) Preparing the survey report 
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The Japanese government and the Ishikawa prefectural government partly 
subsidized the cost of the Survey Report entitled “Oku-noto no Aenokoto – 
Important Intangible Folk Cultural Property” which was produced by the 
Association and this is distributed to libraries of Ishikawa prefecture and 
widely utilised.  

(3) Publishing of guide books 
Ishikawa Prefectural Government has published guidebooks entitled 
“Guidebook of Intangible Cultural Properties” and details of the history of 
Oku-noto no Aenokoto are introduced in it. These guidebooks are 
distributed to Junior High Schools in Inshikawa Prefecture so that the value 
of this Intangible Cultural Property will be widely known to younger 
generations. 

8) Survey study project carried out by scholars  
Refer to “Index of Folk Performing Arts Research Literature”, 2004, Iwata 
Shoin 

9) Safeguarding measures 
After the Second World War, the number of families who perform the ritual 
decreased with the decline of the rice farming population in this area. 
However, efforts to ensure the continuity of the ritual have been made with 
the establishment of the Association for the Preservation of “Oku-noto no 
Aenokoto” in 1976 and have been designated since 1977 as Important 
Intangible Folk Cultural Property. 

10) Community involvement 
Before the above-mentioned designation or selection, the Government surveys 
the communities or groups concerned and have enough dialogues with them 
including guidance on their activities for the preservation. The Government 
gets their consents at the time of designation as a holding group or a 
preservation organization. 

 
N. Sekishu-Banshi: papermaking in the Iwami region of Shimane Prefecture
（石州半紙） 
1) Heritage information 
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History, background: Sekishu-Banshi is the technique, handed down in the 
Iwami region in western Shimane Prefecture, of producing handmade washi 
paper in the half-sheet size known as hanshi. Papermaking had already begun 
in Iwami by the early 10th century, and by the Edo period (1603-1867), paper 
of the “hanshi” size produced in Sekishu was popular among Osaka merchants 
for use in account books, and the name “Sekishu-Banshi” became widely 
known. 

A 10th century document notes that paper was already being produced in 
Iwami at that time, and by the Edo Period (1603-1867), the two ruling clans in 
the area monopolized sales of the paper, and encouraged its production among 
the farmers. Paper made in Sekishu became prized by merchants in the major 
city of Osaka for use in account books, and the name became widely known.  

The technique was passed down as a side business by generations of local 
farmers, but in the latter half of the 20th century, the practice had largely died 
out, due to the availability of industry made paper and resulting decline in 
demand for washi, and to the aging of the local population. Papermaking 
gradually became the work of specialists, and in 1967, the Sekishu-Banshi 
Craftsmen’s Association was formed for the purpose of preserving and handing 
down the traditional techniques. 

Area: The area is currently known as Misumi-cho in Hamada City, in western 
Shimane Prefecture. Shimane is located in the western part of Japan’s main 
island, Honshu, and, until the 19th century, the area was known as Iwami-no-
kuni, also called Sekishu. 

2) Relevant information 
Year of inscription: 2009 
Community involvement: See below 9) 

Preservation association: Sekishu-Banshi Craftsmen’s Association 
957-4 Furuichiba, Misumi-cho, Hamada-shi, Shimane-ken, 699-3225, JAPAN 
All of the members live in this area, and the holding group office is located in 
the home/workshop of one of the members. The association was recognized 
as the holding group. Currently, the members of the holding group and the 
members of their four families are mainly responsible for passing on this 
traditional technique. 
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The Association is made up of artisans who possess the techniques of making 
Sekishu-Banshi. 

▪ Activities: Since 1970, the Association has held annual seminars and classes 
for the preservation and transmission of skills to future generation, teaching 
the method of cultivating kozo, paper making skills, and the maintenance of 
paper quality to meet the criteria for designation. Members of the Association 
and their families, papermaking students and regional and local government 
staff attend the seminars. 

The workshops have been held annually since 2003 for non-experienced 
people to teach the cultivation of kozo and papermaking skills. The 
documentation of Sekishu Banshi records was prepared and published in 2001. 
Also, the exhibition titled “Craftsmen of Sekishu-Banshi” was held at Sekisho 
Art Museum in Hamada City in 2006. 

3) Practitioners 
Currently the members of the Association and members of their four families 
play a central role in handing down the techniques to several young successors 
who are studying the craft. The members of the group regularly make other 
types of paper, but the Sekishu-Banshi techniques are the foundation of their 
papermaking tradition, and they take pride in their commitment to refining 
and passing on their craft. Thus, this community recognizes this technique of 
Sekishu-Banshi as an utmost part of its own cultural heritage. 

4) Relevant events 
The Sekishu-Banshi Craftsmen’s Association and the city of Hamada have 
promoted exchanges with the Kingdom of Bhutan regarding handmade 
papermaking techniques, by inviting technical trainees to Japan, and sending 
instructors to Bhutan. In addition, Japan has cooperated with the Republic of 
Uzbekistan in its ongoing efforts to revive Samarkand papermaking. What 
should be noted about these endeavours is that their aim is not to transfer the 
papermaking techniques of Sekishu-Banshi to other cultures, but to improve 
the traditional papermaking techniques of each. 
Since 1996, the Government has held annual exhibitions of “Japanese Artistry 
and Beauty – Important Intangible Cultural Properties and the People who 
Sustain Them” at various museums and galleries in Japan. The exhibition 
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shows collected works produced by holding groups for Important Intangible 
Cultural Properties, including the Sekishu-Banshi Craftsmen’s Association. 

5) Explanation 
Sekishu-Banshi is the technique for producing handmade washi paper, in the 
half-sheet size known as hanshi, which has been passed down in the Iwami 
region (also known as Sekishu) of western Shimane Prefecture. 

Using the locally-grown paper mulberry (kozo), this Sekishu-Banshi is 
madefrom the mulberry fibre according to the unique Japanese method of 
hand-filtering known as nagashi-zuki. The most distinctive feature of Sekishu-
Banshi is its extraordinary durability, produced through traditional methods 
using the natural materials grown in the region. The unique method of 
processing the raw materials makes this the strongest paper produced in Japan. 
The kozo plant of the mulberry family provides the raw material for 
papermaking. In the process of extracting the inner bast from the mulberry 
branches, the gerrnish part of the bast lying between the outer black bark and 
the internal white part of the bast is retained. Usually, this part of bast is 
considered to contain too much impurity which means not completed cellulose 
fibre and much hemicellulose and others. Also in Sekishu-Banshi making 
process, the impurity is retained as much as possible. Furthermore the fibres of 
the layer are longer than the fibres of inner white part. The combination of 
long fibres with impurity which function as good adhesive, makes Sekishu-
Banshi extraordinary strong and durable. 

The papermaking technique unique to Japan is known as nagashi-zuki. The 
kozo fibres are immersed in water mixed with mucilage extracted from the 
root of the tororoaoi plant. The mucilage makes the fibres suspend evenly in 
the water, after which the fibres are filtered and formed into sheets using a laid 
called a su, held in place by a wooden frame called a keta. 
The kozo plant is ready for harvesting three years after planting, and, after it is 
cut, the stump sprouts again the following spring, and can be harvested in one 
year. Locally grown Sekishu kozo and other natural materials, in combination 
with the unique production method, are used to produce this amazingly 
durable paper. In addition to being an example of the diversity of intangible 
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cultural heritage, the production process of Sekishu-Banshi is also a good 
model of sustainable development. 

6) Information resource  
Interview with Mr. Miyata, Chief Senior Specialist for Cultural Properties, 
Traditional Culture Division, Cultural Properties Department, the Agency for 
Cultural Affairs, and UNESCO ICH nomination file. 

7) Safeguarding projects 
After the Second World War, the lifestyles of Japanese people changed greatly 
under the influence of Europe and North America. At the same time, mass 
production of industry made paper spread, demand for handmade washi 
paper plummeted, and the number of artisans decreased dramatically. Faced 
with this situation, the artisans who produced Sekishu-Banshi themselves 
organized the Sekishu-Banshi Craftsmen’s Association in order to preserve the 
traditional techniques. For more than 40 years, they have devoted their efforts 
to passing on these techniques to future generations. These days it is 
impossible for the members of the Sekishu-Banshi Craftsmen’s Association to 
make a living solely from the production of Sekishu-Banshi. Although the 
members of the Association produce other forms of washi as well, the 
techniques of Sekishu-Banshi remain for them the foundation of their 
papermaking craft and a source of pride. 
Since 1971, the Government has partly subsidized the cost of seminars and 
classes to transmit the skills to the future generation organized by the 
Association. The Agency for Cultural Affairs partly subsidizes the cost of 
training for successors by the Association through the program entitled 
“Agency for Cultural Affairs project to support human resources training in 
arts organizations / Securing human resources in the traditional performing 
arts and other fields (training project)”. One person was chosen to participate 
in the program each year in 2002, 2004 and 2006.The Government subsidizes 
the cost of papermaking workshops organized by the Association through the 
“Training skilled people to preserve the tradition” program. The Agency for 
Cultural Affairs produced a 35mm film of Sekishu-Banshi papermaking in 
2001. This film is 34 minutes in length and recorded the skills of the craft. 

8) Safeguarding measures 
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The Sekishu-Banshi Craftsmen’s Association, as the community concerned, 
was recognized as the holding group of the technique of Sekishu-Banshi 
designated as an Important Intangible Cultural Property of Japan in 1969 
under the law for the Protection of Cultural Property. The techniques and the 
production process for Sekishu-Banshi as a designated Important Intangible 
Cultural Property are defined by the following criteria: 

1) Kozo only must be used as the material. 

2) The traditional production methods and paper-making equipment must 
be used.  

i). The bark is separated according to the nazekawa process, and plant or 
soda ash used in the boiling. (The kozo must be harvested in winter, the 
bark steamed off, and the outer bark stripped with a knife. The process of 
retaining the greenish part of the inner bast is called nazekawa. 
Afterwards, the inner bast is boiled in an alkali liquid to dissolve the 
substance holding the bundles of fibre together so that they can be 
separated.)  

ii). Chemical bleach must not be used. Filler must not be added to the paper 
material. 

iii). The fibres must be beaten manually, or by an equivalent method. (The 
kozo fibres are beaten thoroughly with an oak stick, to separate the fibres. 
The fibre should separate into individual strands.) 

iv). Neri, mucilage extracted from the tororoaoi, must be used in the nagashi-
zuki papermaking process. Sheet forming must be done using a bamboo 
laid su.  

Shimane Prefecture and Hamada City partly subsidize the cost of projects 
implemented by the Association for the transmission of these skills to future 
generations.  
Hamada City fully subsidized the cost of constructing the “Sekishu Washi 
Kaikan” (Sekishu Japanese-Paper hall), that serves as the venue for classes to 
train successors in the craft of making Sekishu Washi, including Sekishu 
Banshi. The Sekishu Washi Kaikan opens on September 28, 2008. 
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9) Community involvement 
Before the above-mentioned designation or selection, the Government surveys 
the communities or groups concerned and has enough dialogues with them 
including guidance on their activities for the preservation. The Government 
gets their consents at the time of designation as a holding group or a 
preservation organization. 

 
O. Traditional Ainu Dance（アイヌ古式舞踊） 
1) Heritage information 

History, background: The Ainu people used to live in a vast area including 
Hokkaido, the northern part of Honshu, the Kuril Islands and Sakhalin. 
Currently, however, most of them live mainly in Hokkaido, and its population is 
estimated at approximately twenty-four thousand. Allegedly the Ainu culture 
of today’s style was formed up approximately in the twelfth or thirteenth 
century. People at that time lived by fishing, hunting and gathering, and they 
also traded with other areas. In this way of life, the Ainu people have 
developed such a creed as they believe in deities which are omnipresent at 
anything related to their lives, namely the nature (the sun, rain, water, fire etc.) 
including animals and plants. Thus, they often conducted prayers and 
ceremonies in their daily life. The Traditional Ainu Dance can be performed at 
these prayers and ceremonies or banquets. ‘Iyomante,’ for example, is the 
biggest ceremony with the Traditional Ainu Dance for sending a deity 
disguised as a bear back to heaven. The Ainu people believe that a deity comes 
down to the human world in disguise of an animal or a plant which is a gift 
from the deity to be eaten by the human beings. Once people have physically 
eaten it up, they thank the remaining spirit of this invisible deity for its gift and 
hold a ceremony to send it back to heaven. During the ceremony people sing 
and dance. One of the features found in the Ainu performing arts is the 
imitation of calls and movements of animals and birds. During the ceremony of 
‘Iyomante’ people repeatedly imitate calls and sounds accompanied with its 
movements of a bear, and words are inserted in such repetitions. On the other 
hand, performing arts which are privately performed in an Ainu daily life 
contain lullabies, improvisatory lyrical songs, incantations with melodies, and 
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songs accompanied with movements of labours by several persons in a daily 
life. 

Area: The entire Hokkaido area, the northern area of Japan. 
2) Relevant information 

Year of inscription: 2009 
Community involvement: See below 10) 
Preservation association: Hokkaido Federation of Preservation Associations 
for Traditional Ainu Dance  

The Ainu Association of Hokkaido, Kaderu 2.7 Building 7F,  
Kita 2, Nishi 7, Chuo-ku, Sapporo, Hokkaido, 060-0002, Japan 

The Hokkaido Federation of Preservation Associations for Traditional Ainu 
Dance is the unification of the 17 Ainu dance preserving associations in 15 
different cities and towns of Hokkaido. 

▪ Activities: The Federation coordinates the activities of respective associations 
to ensure that the Ainu Traditional Dance will be preserved and transmitted to 
future generations. The Seventeen Preservation Associations for Traditional 
Ainu Dance groups exist in 15 different cities and towns in Hokkaido and work 
for preservation, transmission to future generation and also repairing and 
procuring the equipments and costumes.  

3) Practitioners 
The Traditional Ainu Danceis transmitted by the seventeen preserving 
associations established in fifteen cities and towns where the Ainu people live. 

4) Relevant events 
The Traditional Ainu Dance is performed at important ceremonies and 
banquets to the Ainu people and also in their daily life, through which the Ainu 
people reconfirm the identity and deepen a sense of continuity. Currently, in 
addition to such ceremonies as mentioned above, the Traditional Ainu Dance is 
demonstrated at newly projected festivals and events. It is one element of the 
intangible cultural heritage transmitted from generation to generation and is 
continuously developed and reproduced according to the situations of each era.  

The Hokkaido Utari Association is organized by the Ainu people in Hokkaido 
and the Association holds annual Ainu Cultural Festival at various locations in 
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Hokkaido to increase the understanding of Ainu culture. Hokkaido Prefecture 
fully subsidizes the cost of Ainu Dance performance at the festival. The Ainu 
Cultural Festival is held in Hokkaido and in other parts of Japan to increase 
awareness and understanding of Ainu Culture and Ainu Dance. 

5) Explanation 
The title ‘Traditional Ainu Dance’ is defined as dances and songs transmitted 
widely among the Ainu people in Hokkaido located in the northern area of 
Japan; on some occasions they are performed together, and on other occasions 
independently. This is one of the so-called "folk performing arts". 

Those dances and songs are derived from the life and religion of the Ainu 
people, and can be generally categorized into (i) dances which are performed 
at ceremonies and banquets in local communities, and (ii) those performed 
privately in daily lives. Some dances imitate calls and movements of animals, 
some are religious or entertaining, others are improvised. Neither of them is 
accompanied with musical instruments. They are performed along with songs 
and handclaps of dancers and participants on site. 

The traditional style of the Ainu dances is a big circle of many participants, 
proceeding right-handed with some fixed movements and singing together. 
They sing the same song together or in turns, otherwise they sing in a 
responding way between a chorus leader and the others. Some of those 
traditional songs are polyphonic; several women sit on a floor in a circle in 
surrounding a lid of a wooden container, make a rhythm in beating the lid, and 
sing the same melody with one sound successively delayed. Because there are 
currently many opportunities to perform it apart from a daily life, some dances 
and songs have been formed up as independent repertoires in paying due 
attention to the traditional performing style. As overviewed, they are (i) the 
imitation of calls and movements of animal, namely ‘crane dance’,‘fox dance’ 
and ‘swallow dance’: (ii) the imitation of insects, namely ‘grasshopper dance’: 
(iii) the ritual one, namely‘sword dance’ and ‘bow dance’: (iv) the entertaining 
one: (v) the improvisatory one.  
The Traditional Ainu Dance is closely connected to the life and religion of the 
people and helps us infer the origin of performing arts. 

6) Information resource  
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Interview with Mr. Miyata, Chief Senior Specialist for Cultural Properties, 
Traditional Culture Division, Cultural Properties Department, the Agency for 
Cultural Affairs, and  UNESCO ICH nomination file. 

7) Safeguarding projects 
In terms of the projects for protect and preserve Ainu Intangible Folk Cultural 
Property, Hokkaido Board of Education has organized classes for preserving 
Ainu traditional performing arts as well as Ainu language and other traditions 
since 1981 with the subsidy by the National Government. The project for 
producing Ainu Dance films are also conducted by the Hokkaido Board of 
Education between 1986 and 1989 with subsidy by the National Government. 
Also Hokkaido Board of Education conducted an investigation of Ainu Dance 
between 1990 and 1992 and its report was completed and published. The 
National Government subsidized for the project.  

In regard to the projects by Municipalities without national subsidy, 13 cities 
and towns subsidize the cost for preservation and transmission of Ainu culture. 
8 cities and towns subsidize for the associations for preservation of Ainu 
Traditional Dance. 
The projects by Foundation for Research and Promotion of Ainu Culture based 
on the Law for the Promotion of Ainu Culture, “High level practical seminars” 
are held to nurture instructors of Ainu Dance, as well as the foundation 
subsidizes “Domestic Cultural Exchange program” which aim to invite 
practitioners of Ainu culture to provide opportunities to study, view and 
experience the Ainu Dance in various parts of Japan. 

8) Survey study project carried out by scholars  
Refer to “Index of Folk Performing Arts Research Literature”, 2004, Iwata 
Shoin 

9) Safeguarding measures 
The effort to preserve and transmit Ainu culture began in 1970s by Ainu 
people. Hokkaido Prefecture and Cities in Hokkaido, where most of Ainu 
people live, developed safeguard measures and made records of various Ainu 
cultures in some case with financial support by National Government. 
Transmission of Ainu Culture, such as a Traditional Ainu Dance was well 
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documented through these projects and in 1984 the Traditional Ainu Dance 
was regarded as Important Intangible Folk Cultural Property. 

Nowadays, following measures are taken to preserve and transmit the 
Traditional Ainu Dance and the Ainu Culture. 

The law for the Promotion of the Ainu Culture and for the Dissemination and 
Advocacy for the Traditions of the Ainu and the Ainu Culture; 

In 1975, this law was established and enacted in view of maintaining and 
preserving the Ainu culture which is the pride of Ainu people. The law aims to 
promote Ainu culture, to ensure a better understanding and respect for the 
culture and to contribute to the development of cultural diversity within Japan. 
The Foundation for Research and Promotion of Ainu Culture (FRPAC) was also 
established in 1975. 

Based on this law, the National Government and local governments in 
Hokkaido subsidize the Foundation’s work of training successors, undertaking 
publicity and the promotional activities of Ainu traditions. 

10) Community involvement 
Before the above-mentioned designation or selection, the Government surveys 
the communities or groups concerned and has enough dialogues with them 
including guidance on their activities for the preservation. The Government 
gets their consents at the time of designation as a holding group or a 
preservation organization.  

 
P. Yamahoko, the Float Ceremony of the Kyoto Gion Festival（京都祇園祭の

山鉾行事） 
1) Heritage information 

History, background: The ceremony is said to have its origins in the Gion 
“ghost ritual” of the tenth century, when a ceremony to propitiate and 
entertain the gods developed from the ritual. Since that time, it has been 
passed down through the generations uninterruptedly by district residents 
and has become an important element in the continuation of the districts and 
unifying the residents. And in the course of being passed down through the 
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generations it has gradually developed into an urban festival with strong 
elements of display for the entertainment of others. 

In Japan, there is a way of thinking according to which even gods which bring 
down calamity can be changed into protective deities through respectful 
worship, and rituals for the appeasement of these gods of calamity are carried 
out in various places. The Gion Festival is also that sort of festival, and the 
floats, are one of the devices for the appeasement of the Plague God, who 
brings calamity. The “poles” (Shingi), which beckon the Plague God, and the 
orchestras and children’s dances meant to entertain him, as well as the 
decorations on the floats are all meant to be just such devices. 

Area: Kyoto City, Kyoto Prefecture 
2) Relevant information 

Year of inscription: 2009 
Community involvement: See below 10) 
Preservation association: Foundation for Gion Festival Preservation 
Associations 
   554, Yamabushiyamacho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto, 604-8156, Japan 
The foundation was established in 1923 aiming at the preservation and 
transmission of the Float Ceremony of Kyoto Gion Festival. 
▪ Activities: To conduct the annual Kyoto Gion Festival, the foundation 
implement the following activities; (1) coordination of the administration, (2) 
restoration and maintenance of floats and of their decorations, (3) 
maintenance of equipment, (4) training for successors and (5) research on 
tapestries or other decorations.  

3) Practitioners 
The thirty-two aforementioned Cultural Preservation Associations form the 
nucleus of those who carry out the ceremony, but the ceremony is sustained by 
the participation of many people outside the district residents as well. For 
example, there are the artisans who assemble the floats each year, and then 
disassemble them at the conclusion of the procession. And those who perform 
in the orchestras are formed around a core group of district residents. These 
individuals and groups have maintained their relationships with the Cultural 
Preservation Associations for many years, and work in their established roles. 
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While they participate in the ceremony, they also bear the responsibility for 
transmitting the techniques for constructing the various floats. 

4) Relevant events 
There are various ceremonies related to the float ceremony of the Kyoto Gion 
Festival which take place throughout the month of July, but at their core is a 
ceremonial procession of thirty-two yama-style floats, bearing platforms with 
mountain-shaped decorations, and hoko-style floats with symbolic “poles” 
towering far above them. 

5) Explanation 
The float ceremony of the Kyoto Gion Festival is carried out in the ancient 
capital of Kyoto, located slightly west of Japan’s central region. A ceremony of 
the Yasaka Shrine in Higashiyama Ward, the ceremony is carried out by the so-
called yamahoko, or float-producing, districts in the middle of Kyoto. There are 
many customary ceremonies to pray for protection from epidemics in the early 
summer in Japan, and this is one of those ceremonies. There are various 
ceremonies related to the float ceremony of the Kyoto Gion Festival which take 
place throughout the month of July, but at their core is a ceremonial procession 
of thirty-two yama-style floats, bearing platforms with mountain-shaped 
decorations, and hoko-style floats with symbolic “poles” towering far above 
them. 

The ceremony has been maintained collectively by Choshu, the residents of Cho, 
who live in the homes facing onto the streets that make up the self-governing 
districts. The Choshu are responsible for the ceremony, and the floats belong to 
those districts. There are thirty-two such districts possessing floats, and the 
float ceremony of the Kyoto Gion Festival has been transmitted within these 
districts for many years. Today, each district has its own Cultural Preservation 
Association, and these carry out the float ceremony of the Kyoto Gion Festival 
faithfully every year, and seek to transmit the custom to the next generation. 
These Cultural Preservation Associations have also combined their efforts to 
create The Foundation for Gion Festival Preservation Associations, as an 
organization to take the initiative in protecting the entire float ceremony as 
intangible cultural heritage. 
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Today’s large yama- and hoko-style floats can be subdivided into five types of 
designs. There are six hoko floats, seventeen kakiyama floats, three hikiyama 
floats, four yatai floats, and two kasa floats. They reflect the basic festival float 
designs that can be seen in places all over Japan. 

From the opening ceremony on July 1 which marks the beginning of the 
festival, the lottery on July 2 that determines the order of the floats in the 
procession, and the actual construction of the yama- and hoko-style floats, 
through the decoration of the floats and their subsequent unveiling at the 
district meeting halls on the eve of the procession, to the float procession itself 
on July 17, the entire ceremony is organized around the yamahoko float-
producing districts. However, as mentioned above, the participation of people 
living around the yamahoko districts has been important at every turn ever 
since the Edo period (1603-1867). And since the float ceremony of the Kyoto 
Gion Festival is a paradigm example of an urban festival in which the 
participation of people living around the festival districts is important, it is 
indispensable for understanding the origin and evolution of Japan’s summer 
festivals. 

6) Information resource  
Interview with Mr. Miyata, Chief Senior Specialist for Cultural Properties, 
Traditional Culture Division, Cultural Properties Department, the Agency for 
Cultural Affairs, and UNESCO ICH nomination file. 

7) Safeguarding projects 
The research project on history of the Gion Festival was conducted fully 
subsidized by Kyoto City in 2007. The research project on the decoration of 
floats was conducted fully subsidized by the Foundation for Gion Festival 
Preservation Associations. 

The National Government partly subsidizes the restoration or maintenance of 
floats itself and its decoration which are used every year. In contrast to the 
newly designed decorations, this national support is aimed at large-scale 
maintenance. Granting this support, restoration and maintenance must be 
carried out keeping same design and by same techniques. The cost of the 
support is shared by the National Government, Kyoto Prefecture, Kyoto City 
and the Foundation. 
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The National Government fully subsidizes the training seminar on musical 
accompaniment for the festival targeted to pupils of elementary and junior 
high schools.  
In 2004, the National Government fully subsidized the construction of a Data 
Base on float decorations made of cloth before 1868.In 2006, the National 
Government fully subsidized the production of a documentary film on 
construction techniques for the floats and measurement of wooden parts of the 
float. The production of a documentary film for complete recording of Gion 
festival in 2007 was also fully subsidized by the National Government. 

8) Survey study project carried out by scholars  
Refer to “Index of Folk Performing Arts Research Literature”, 2004, Iwata 
Shoin 

9) Safeguarding measures 
The Float Ceremony of the Kyoto Gion Festival has been designated since 1979 
as Important Intangible Folk Cultural Property, because it has very long history 
more than five hundred years and it is one of the greatest festive events not 
only in size but also in aesthetic and historic meanings. 

Safeguarding measures by Preservation Associations: 

Financial Support for Restoration or Maintenance of Floats themselves or 
Decorations; 

(a) Kyoto Prefecture, Kyoto City and Preservation Association are sharing the 
procurement cost of newly designed decorations of the floats made of cloth 
at little expense. Introduction of newly designed decorations for the floats 
reflects the enterprising spirit of local people. 

(b) As the floats towed in Gion Festival are gigantic constructions, they often 
require some maintenance after just one parade. Kyoto Prefecture, 
Affiliated organizations of Kyoto City and Preservation Associations are 
sharing the cost of urgent maintenance of the floats at little expense. 

10) Community involvement 
Before the above-mentioned designation or selection, the Government surveys 
the communities or groups concerned and has enough dialogues with them 
including guidance on their activities for the preservation. The Government 
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gets their consents at the time of designation as a holding group or a 
preservation organization. 

 
Q. Kumiodori, traditional Okinawan musical theatre（組踊） 
1) Heritage information 

History, background: The words used in the story-telling come from the 
language of ancient Okinawa. The rhythm of the lines is based on traditional 
poetry, and the distinctive intonation of the Ryukyu scale. Dances and actions 
are based upon the physical movements of a pythoness at traditional rituals in 
ancient Okinawa. Male actors perform all the female roles. Traditional 
techniques and characteristics unique to Okinawa can also be seen in the 
methods of hair-dressing, costumes, equipment and tools used on stage. 
Kumiodori has approximately 70 dramas today. The contents are concerned 
with legends or the history of Okinawa. 

Kumiodori was first performed in 1719 in the Ryukyu Kingdom to welcome 
the envoy of the Chinese emperor. It was created and transmitted under the 
protection of the Ryukyu government and prospered as the official performing 
art of the Kingdom. Because it was originally created to be performed at 
official events of the kingdom, its main themes were loyalty and dutifulness. 

After the Meiji Restoration in the late 19th century, Ryukyu became a 
prefecture of Japan, and no longer received support from the Ryukyu 
Kingdom; Kumiodori began to be performed for ordinary citizens, so that the 
performers could earn a living. Even under difficult times during and after 
World War II, people in Okinawa managed to transmit Kumiodori, finding 
relief and mental support in the songs and dances under the harsh conditions 
of life. In 1972, when Okinawa was returned to Japan from the U.S., Kumiodori 
was designated by the Government as Important Intangible Cultural Property 
and the bearers of Kumiodori were given recognition.  

Area: The southernmost prefecture of Japan is Okinawa, where Kumiodori has 
been transmitted. It is located approximately fifteen hundred-kilometres away 
from Tokyo, toward the southwest. It consists of one hundred sixty islands 
including Okinawa Island, spreading from the south edge of the Kyushu region 
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of Japan to the northeast ocean of Taiwan. 

In these geographical conditions, maritime transportations were developed 
among these islands in old times. A lot of overseas trade with neighbouring 
countries was so active that wealth and power were gathered. The Ryukyu 
Kingdom was then formed in 1429. These led to the development of a unique 
distinctive culture in the context of Asia including Japan’s mainland and China. 
The Ryukyu Kingdom was converted into Okinawa Prefecture during the Meiji 
Restoration in the nineteenth century and has become a part of Japan since 
then. 

2) Relevant information 
Year of inscription: 2010 
Community involvement: See below 8) 
Preservation association: 
Traditional Kumiodori Preservation Society 

National Theatre Okinawa 
4-14-1, Serikyaku, Urasoe-shi, Okinawa-ken, 901-2122, Japan 

The members of the Traditional Kumiodori Preservation Society have 
acquired high performing skills, and are eager to train successors. The 
Government recognized them as bearers of the arts and skills of Kumiodori. 
Currently, there are about 60 members. 2 among them have been recognized 
as supreme bearers, known as Living National Treasures. They have a central 
role in training successors, and work in collaboration with the national and 
local governments, schools and the National Theatre of Okinawa to promote 
Kumiodori. 

▪ Activities: The Traditional Kumiodori Preservation Society is engaged in the 
promotion of Kumiodori, the training of successors, and the revival of dramas 
that were discontinued in the past. New performances with freer themes have 
been created today while keeping the traditional style of Kumiodori. They 
have been well received by the audience with a contemporary sensibility. In 
this way, Kumiodori has adapted to changing times and circumstances, and 
has continued to be recreated. 

Today, Kumiodori can be enjoyed all year round. The National Theatre 
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Okinawa was built for the purpose of continuing the transmission of 
Kumiodori, and through detailed research on the performance history of 
Kumiodori, it provides the best stage mechanics suitable for its performance. 

3) Practitioners 
When Kumiodori was designated as Important Intangible Cultural Property, 
the Traditional Kumiodori Preservation Society was formed to secure its 
transmission. The members of the Society are proud of Kumiodori, eager to 
transmit it, and maintain the high standards of their skills. The people of 
Okinawa respect this Society, and recognize Kumiodori as an important 
cultural heritage created by their ancestors.4) Relevant events:  

Besides a regular performance carried out by the Traditional Kumiodori 
Preservation Society every year, Kumiodori is performed in Okinawa 
throughout the year, for example, at the National Theatre Okinawa, which was 
opened in 2004. The National Theatre Okinawa conducts workshops in 
collaboration with the Traditional Kumiodori Preservation Society to train 
successors for the transmission of the knowledge and skills of Kumiodori. The 
young successors have a chance to perform throughout the year in order to 
exhibit the skills they have acquired. 

4) Explanation 
Kumiodori is a type of musical composed of speech, music and dance, and 
dance-like movements. It is a comprehensive performing-art based on 
Okinawa’s traditional music and dance, but elements from mainland Japan like 
Nogaku or Kabuki and also from China are incorporated. During a 
performance, songs accompanied mainly by a three-stringed instrument 
portray events as well as the emotions of the characters. 

Kumiodori is a performing art that developed in the history and climate of 
Okinawa, and serves as a symbol of Okinawa, both socially and culturally. For 
the people of Okinawa, to see Kumiodori, or to perform in it, strengthens their 
sense of affiliation to the community. Kumiodori has continued to evolve, 
incorporating foreign elements from Asia and the Japanese mainland, while 
surviving many difficult conditions. Because of this, it is an important cultural 
heritage, indispensable for a deeper understanding of Okinawa. It is also a 
significant example the study of cultural interrelations between the Japanese 
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mainland, Asian countries and Okinawa.  

The old language used in Kumiodori is no longer understood, except by the 
elderly. Kumiodori plays a central role in preserving this extinguishing 
language, as well as transmitting literature, performing arts, history, and 
ethical qualities to this day, both in   Okinawa and other prefectures of Japan. 

In addition to classical works, the themes of which are loyalty and filial duty in 
Confucianism, a modern element has been added to the themes and 
choreography of many new works. Traditional and contemporary elements 
support the transmission of Kumiodori.  

People in Okinawa have protected and preserved Kumiodori regardless of 
political upheavals and cultural interactions. From a social point of view, 
therefore, the survival of Kumiodori means that it has served as a symbol of 
Okinawa and strengthened people’s sense of affiliation to their community for 
a long time. 

5) Information resource  
Interview with Mr. Miyata, Chief Senior Specialist for Cultural Properties, 
Traditional Culture Division, Cultural Properties Department, the Agency for 
Cultural Affairs, and  UNESCO ICH nomination file. 

6) Safeguarding projects 
Throughout the year, the Traditional Kumiodori Preservation Society conducts 
many performances at the National Theatre Okinawa and other theatres. It 
also works to ensure that many spectators can appreciate and enjoy 
Kumiodori.  

Training of successors began by the Society in 1973; a year after Kumiodori 
was designated as Important Intangible Cultural Property. It has led to 
significant results, and the Society is acquiring more new members who have 
received training. 

Because Kumiodori has always been performed in Okinawa, it is not well 
known in other areas. Therefore, the Traditional Kumiodori Preservation 
Society began working to make the performance more widely recognized. A 
special performance runs 6 times a year. It explains the history and culture of 
Okinawa, as well as the points to appreciate Kumiodori, to obtain the 
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understanding of those watching for the first time. In addition, the Society 
works to revive many performances that had not been acted for a long time. 

The production and repair of Kumiodori equipments and tools cannot be 
ignored when transmitting Kumiodori. Therefore, the Government has 
selected these as Selected Conservation Techniques, and accredited the 
preservation organization involved. In 2004, the National Government 
established the National Theatre Okinawa, as a base for traditional cultural 
exchanges with the Asia-Pacific region. It has also made use of Okinawa’s 
geographical and historical aspects, as well as making efforts to preserve 
Okinawa’s traditional performing arts beginning with Kumiodori. 

The National Theatre Okinawa serves as an important pillar for the following: 
exchange programmes with the Asia-Pacific region, the recording and 
displaying of performances, the collection of materials, research, training, and 
performances of Okinawa’s old performing arts. The National Theatre 
Okinawa cooperates with the Traditional Kumiodori Preservation Society to 
provide performances and training throughout the year. 

7) Safeguarding measures 
Okinawa prefecture provides subsidies for the Society’s activities, such as 
training of successors and projects to promote Kumiodori. The prefecture also 
provides appropriate guidance and advice. A staff member in charge of 
intangible cultural property from the Okinawa Board of Education attends the 
training and any other promotional activities, and provides explanations. In 
this way, Okinawa prefecture always provides advice for the Society on 
successor training and any other problems, as well as promotional activities. 

In 1972, the National Government designated Kumiodori as Important 
Intangible Cultural Property. It assists in the Society’s successor training and 
promotional activities, as well as accrediting holders and cooperating to 
ensure preservation and succession. Those with top skills as Kumiodori 
musicians or performers are individually recognized as bearers of Important 
Intangible Cultural Property, known as National Living Treasures, and the 
government offers support towards the training and polishing of skills that 
these people need. 
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To avoid unruly changes in the performing art, the following requirements 
were set upon its designation. 

1. The majority of the actors and those associated with the performance of 
Kumiodori must be members of the Traditional Kumiodori Preservation 
Society. 

2. Acting and stage direction must be based on traditional style. 
a. Words must be based on traditional style. 
b. Appearance (costumes, wigs, make-up) must be in traditional style 
c. Actors must play all female roles 
d. Stage settings and props must be in traditional style 

8) Community involvement 
Before the above-mentioned designation or selection, the Government surveys 
the communities or groups concerned and has enough dialogues with them 
including guidance on their activities for the preservation. The Government 
gets their consents at the time of designation as a holding group or a 
preservation organization. 

 
R. Yuki-tsumugi, silk fabric production technique（結城紬） 
1) Heritage information 

History, background: One of the reasons for the continuous refinement of this 
technique to produce qualified silk pongee fabrics is that the fertile lands in a 
warm climate of this area, where mulberry trees can grow well, are suited for 
the sericulture. Some researchers point out that the local mentality is the 
reason for the persistent observance of the tradition; the people tend to 
protect their own lands inherited from their ancestors and to succeed to the 
occupations of their parents. 

In modern times, due to the rapid changes and the westernization of Japanese 
lifestyle, opportunities to wear kimono have decreased. However, there are 
still many Japanese, especially women, who are very fond of kimono. Kimono 
can be worn as formal attire at ceremonial occasions, as well as less formal, 
social events. It can be said that kimono is a traditional Japanese costume. The 
existence of Yuki-tsumugi can help to continue the customs of this tradition, 
and pass them down to future generations. 
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Although Yuki-tsumugi had been known as a specialty by the Edo era (1603-
1867), even today, the production of pongee fabrics continues to have an 
important social function of supporting the lives of the people of the 
community through the sericulture industry. The empty cocoons after the 
hatch of moths cannot be spun into qualified yarn. Together with the deformed 
cocoons, they are made into silk floss which is raw material of yarn for Yuki-
tsumugi. This recycling process of materials has a socially significant meaning 
in today’s society. 

Area: Area surrounding Yuki City in Ibaraki Prefecture and Oyama City in 
Tochigi Prefecture (Chikusei City, Shimotsuma City and Yachiyo Town in 
Ibaraki Prefecture: Shimotsuke City and Ninomiya Town in Tochigi Prefecture), 
which are located along the Kinu River approximately 70 kilometers north of 
Tokyo. All members of the bearing body live in these communities, and the 
office of this bearing body is set up within the Board of Education in Yuki City, 
Ibaraki Prefecture. 

2) Relevant information 
Year of inscription: 2010 
Community involvement: See below 10) 
Preservation association: ‘Association for the Preservation of Honba Yuki-
tsumugi Weaving Techniques’ is the bearing body established in 1976 and 
officially recognized under Article 71, paragraph 2, of the Law for the 
Protection of Cultural Property and mainly composed of craftsmen. 
▪ Activities: The Association for the Preservation of Honba Yuki-tsumugi 
Weaving Technique constantly aims for the preservation and transmission, 
and through this aim, its unity is strongly identified. The traditional skills are 
transmitted through their activities of exchanging their skills, training for 
young generation, demonstration and promotion of the skills, thus leading to 
their continuity to the future. Such activities have important meaning for the 
people who transmit Yuki-tsumugi of which they are proud of; they are 
strongly supported by the local community of Yuki City, Oyama City, and local 
governments of Ibaraki and Tochigi Prefecture. 

3) Practitioners 
Currently, approximately 130 members, who have been directly engaged in 
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spinning, dyeing and weaving for a long time, transmit this technique. All of 
them live their lives in this area as farmers, and silk weaving is their second 
job. The office of the Association is set up within the Board of Education in 
Yuki City, Ibaraki Prefecture. 
The traditional techniques to produce Yuki-tsumugi have been transmitted by 
the members of the Association for the Preservation of Honba Yuki-tsumugi 
Weaving Technique. They have been directly engaged in maintaining the high 
standards of spinning, dyeing and weaving that have been passed down from 
generation to generation for a long time within the community. They recognize 
Yuki-tsumugi as a very important cultural property and strongly believe that it 
is their vocation to preserve and transmit it to the future. Moreover, they are 
very proud of ‘Yukitsumugi’. 

With the introduction of chemical fabrics, and the development of machinery 
for spinning, those who bear the technique of Yuki-tsumugi have declined in 
number; hand-made fabrics take a lot of time, but very unprofitable. There 
were 171 members in the Association for the Preservation of Honba Yuki-
tsumugi Weaving Technique in 1976, but at present, the number has decreased 
to 128. Nevertheless, the members continue with their efforts to preserve this 
tradition. 

4) Relevant events:  
Ibaraki Prefecture held a special exhibition ‘Tsumugi: beauty and skills of silk’ 
in 2001 at Tenshin Memorial Museum of Art, Ibaraki. Tochigi Prefecture held a 
special exhibition ‘Yuki-tsumugi: skills and beauty of tsumugi textiles’ in 2004 
at the prefectural museum. Works of Yuki-tsumugi were widely displayed in 
the respective exhibitions.  
The Agency for Cultural Affairs has held ‘The skills and beauty of 
craftsmanship in Japan Important Intangible Cultural Properties and the 
people who support them’, exhibition every year since 1997. This exhibition, 
which takes place at two locations in Japan each year, has shown all works 
from holders or holding groups for designated Important Intangible Cultural 
Properties since the system of designation and recognition began. Works of 
Yuki-tsumugi are included in the exhibition every year, giving the people of 
Japan a chance to learn about this heritage. 
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5) Explanation 
It has been mainly transmitted by the inhabitants of Yuki City and Oyama City, 
both of which are along the Kinu River and approximately 70 kilometers north 
of Tokyo. From the seventeenth century, the pongee fabric of this area became 
known as ‘Yuki-tsumugi’ and was produced in large amounts. The main 
feature of Yuki-tsumugi is that the traditional production technique for pongee 
fabric is used: spinning silk floss into yarns by hand, weaving the yarns with a 
back-strap loom, and making ikat (kasuri) patterns by hand-tying. The fabric is 
light and warm with a characteristic stiffness and softness with fine and 
ingenious design patterns. It is known as a representative of Japanese pongee 
fabric. 
Only the finest fabric, made by members of the bearing body of the technique, 
the Association for the Preservation of Honba Yuki-tsumugi Weaving 
Technique, following the requirements for the designation can be termed as a 
work of Important Intangible Cultural Property. 

6) Information resource  
Interview with Mr. Miyata, Chief Senior Specialist for Cultural Properties, 
Traditional Culture Division, Cultural Properties Department, the Agency for 
Cultural Affairs, and  UNESCO ICH nomination file. 

7) Safeguarding projects 
The ‘Association for the Preservation of Honba Yuki-tsumugi Weaving 
Techniques’ undertakes the following measures for the preservation and 
promotion of traditional techniques of Yukitsumugi, cooperating with the 
‘Preservation Association for the technique of Yuki-tsumugi: an intangible 
cultural property’: 1) holding workshops on Yuki-tsumugi technique: 2) 
training for transmitters of the skills for Yuki-tsumugi: 3) demonstration and 
promotion of the skills.  
The ‘Preservation Association for the technique of Yuki-tsumugi : an intangible 
cultural property’ organizes 1) seminars on spinning technique, 2) seminars 
on the preservation of indigo dyeing and 3) competitions and selling of the 
works made by the techniques, to promote the important traditional 
techniques of Yuki-tsumugi. Yuki City, Oyama City and related cities and towns 
financially contribute to the management of the ‘Preservation Association’. 
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The Agency for Cultural Affairs purchases works made by the traditional craft 
techniques for preservation and promotion. Nine works of Yuki-tsumugi have 
been bought by the Agency since 1957. 

8) Survey study project carried out by scholars  
Refer to “Index of Folk Performing Arts Research Literature”, 2004, Iwata 
Shoin 

9) Safeguarding measures 
The National Government designated Yuki-tsumugi as Important Intangible 
Cultural Property in 1956 for its high artistic value, and the precious 
techniques needed for this art, its significant position in the history of 
industrial arts, and cultural characteristics of the community. 
The provisions of the Law for the Protection of Cultural Property require the 
official recognition of a bearer or a bearing body of such Intangible Cultural 
Property. The requirement for its designation defines especially distinctive 
handiwork and the use of traditional tools among the processes. By setting 
these requirements, the transmission of this tradition is secured. 
The requirements for the designation: 

1) A yarn should be spun by hand out of silk floss. A hard twist yarn 
cannot be used; 

2) To make an Ikat (kasuri) pattern, the skein should be tied only by hand 
before the dyeing process; 

3) A back-strap loom should be used 
The Ibaraki Prefecture established the ‘Textile Industry Guidance Service’ in 
the ‘Ibaraki Prefectural Industrial Technology Center’ while Tochigi Prefecture 
established the ‘Tsumugi Technique Support Center’ in the ‘Tochigi Prefectural 
Industrial Technology Center’. Both centers hold programs related to the 
transmission of Yuki-tsumugi. 

10) Community involvement 
The Japanese Inventory includes those elements designated as “Important 
Intangible Cultural Property” or “Important Intangible Folk Cultural Property” 
or selected as “Selected Conservation Techniques” under the “Law for the 
Protection of Cultural Properties”. Responsible for designation and selection of 
these under the Council for Cultural Affairs are the Subdivision on Cultural 
Property and its subordinate organizations. They consist of experts on 
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intangible cultural heritage, practitioners, and representatives of associated 
groups, and they investigate and examine candidate elements. 

Before the above-mentioned designation or selection, the Government surveys 
the communities or groups concerned and have enough dialogues with them 
including guidance on their activities for the preservation. The Government 
gets their consents at the time of designation as a holding group or a 
preservation organization.  

The Subdivision on Cultural Property and its subordinate organizations are 
also investigating and examining our candidate elements for the 
Representative List. In making the nomination, the Government has attained 
all the consents and full cooperation from the communities or groups 
concerned and local government where the element is located. 

 
S. Mibu no Hana Taue, ritual of transplanting rice in Mibu, Hiroshima 
（壬生の花田植） 
1) Heritage information 

History, background:‘Mibu no Hana Taue’ is an agricultural ritual in which 
people worship the deity of rice fields, and pray for a good growth and 
abundant harvest of the rice crops for the year through ploughing fields, and 
transplanting rice seedlings. 

The Mibu community, located in a mountainous area of Western Japan, has 
developed and transmitted “Mibu no Hana Taue.” Both the Mibu and 
neighbouring Kawahigashi communities have been areas of rice cropping for a 
long time 

‘Mibu no Hana Taue’ is an agricultural ritual carried out on a specially 
reserved rice field by habitants of the Mibu and Kawahigashi communities 
together in a vibrant way every year. It is said to have declined during the 
Meiji period. Later, however, people became eager to pass it on the future 
generation as a valuable element of cultural heritage, and the ritual has 
become quite active up to today. Therefore, the people in both communities 
consider the ritual as part of their own cultural heritage. 
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‘Mibu no Hana Taue’ dates back to before the Edo period, and has been 
transmitted from generation to generation. The people in the Mibu and 
Kawahigashi communities have gathered every year to transplant rice 
seedlings at the season of rice transplantation when rice cropping enters its 
crucial stage. It inevitably gives them a sense of identity. The ritual assures an 
abundant harvest in these communities. As a result, it gives them a strong 
sense of continuity. 

Area: Kitahiroshima Town, Yamagata County, Hiroshima Prefecture 
2) Relevant information 

Year of inscription: 2011 
Community involvement: See below 9) 
Preservation association:  
Association for the Preservation of Mibu no Hana Taue 

245-1, Mibu, Kitahiroshima-cho, Yamagata-gun, Hiroshima-ken, 731-1515, 
Japan 

▪ Activities: In order to pass down the knowledge and skills concerning ‘Mibu 
no Hana Taue’, practice sessions of the ritual’s songs and music are held 
regularly for the pupils at Mibu Elementary School. Many of the current 
Saotome and music players also come from these practice sessions. 

The Association for the Preservation of Mibu no Hana Taue organizes a 
Children's Dengaku Team for the fifth graders of neighbouring Mibu Primary 
School and teaches them music and songs of Hana Taue. Before the annual 
Hana Taue, the team performs the music and songs near the rice fields. This is 
a good occasion to train successors. Since 1976, Kitahiroshima Town has 
subsidized successor training, cattle feeding and equipment repairs. 

3) Practitioners 
‘Mibu no Hana Taue’ has been transmitted mainly by the people of the Mibu 
and Kawahigashi communities in Kitahiroshima Town, Yamagata County, 
Hiroshima Prefecture.In the event ‘Mibu no Hana Taue’, people engaged in rice 
cropping in the Mibu and Kawahigashi communities welcome the deity of rice 
fields. In the presence of the deity, they plough the rice fields and transplant 
the rice seedlings. The event has assured safe rice cropping and an abundant 
harvest in these communities for a long time. 
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The farmers and local people of the Mibu and Kawahigashi communities have 
preserved and transmitted ‘Mibu no Hana Taue’ as an agricultural ritual.The 
elderly calledSambai are in charge of a smooth execution of the entire ritual. 
They are familiar with the songs and music for rice planting, and belong to the 
Association for the Preservation of Mibu no Hana Taue. Some even say that the 
deity of rice fields rests upon them. 

‘Mibu no Hana Taue’ is an agricultural ritual transmitted from generation to 
generation by the people living in the Mibu and Kawahigashi communities, 
whose main occupation is rice cropping. It dates back to before the Edo period. 
Although it once declined during the Meiji period, an organization was set up 
to transmit the practice to future generations as a valuable element of cultural 
heritage. The protection measures taken by Hiroshima Prefecture in 1959 and 
the National Government in 1976 have also contributed to its transmission.4) 
Relevant events:  

The Association for the Preservation of Mibu no Hana Taue participated in the 
Chugoku Shikoku Block Folk Performing Arts Festival in 1983. Aiming to 
further disseminate the ritual, the Association shows music and songs for 
‘Mibu no Hana Taue’ on many other occasions including an event in 
Washington, USA. 

4) Explanation 
‘Mibu no Hana Taue’ is carried out on the first Sunday of June every year after 
actual transplantations in the community are completed. Villagers gather at a 
large rice field, specially kept in reserve for the ritual. The deity of rice fields is 
welcomed, and a series of agricultural works such as ploughing, preparation 
for the transplantation and the actual transplantation are demonstrated in the 
presence of the deity. 

On the day of the ritual, villagers bring more than a dozen cattle to Mibu 
Shrine to be dressed with elaborately decorated saddles called Hanagura and a 
colourful necklace.The cattle are then equipped with agricultural implements 
called Manga, and pulled into the rice field, following a man with a sacred stick 
in his hand. The man who manages the first cattle in line is called Omouji or 
Omouji-zukai. He skilfully controls the cattle to plough the rice field. This is an 
honourable role in ‘Mibu no Hana Taue.’ 
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When most of the ploughing is completed, girls called Saotome begin to 
prepare for the transplantation. They wear colourful dresses, and hats called 
Suge-gasa. They take the seedlings that grow at the edge of the rice field and 
put them into a case called Naebune while singing a song under the conduct of 
an elder man, called Sambai. 

After the ploughing and preparation for the transplantation are completed, a 
man called Eburitsuki begins to level the rice field with an implement, called 
Eburi. It is said that the deity of rice fields rests on Eburi. 

Transplantation begins in the presence of the deity. Saotome aligned with 
Sambai transplant the seedlings one by one, walking backwards. While the 
Sambai sings a leading song, locally considered as a parent song, with 
lengthwise-cut bamboo called Sasara in his hands, Saotome sing another song, 
locally considered as a child song.Eburitsuki and the person who carries the 
seedlings in Naebune follow Saotome, and level the rice field as the seedlings 
are planted. A musical band follows them, and plays the drums, flutes, and 
small gongs accompanying the songs of Sambai and Saotome. 

Once the transplantation is completed, Eburi is placed upside down in some 
water, and three bunches of rice seedlings are put on it. Some say that the 
deity of rice fields resides in this Eburi, while others say that the deity 
launches from it and goes back to the heavens. In this way, an abundant 
harvest of rice can be expected. 

5) Information resource  
Interview with Mr. Miyata, Chief Senior Specialist for Cultural Properties, 
Traditional Culture Division, Cultural Properties Department, the Agency for 
Cultural Affairs, and UNESCO ICH nomination file. 

6) Safeguarding projects 
Documentary films were produced by Hiroshima Prefecture in 1979 and by 
Chiyoda Town in 2000. Besides recording detailed features of ‘Mibu no Hana 
Taue’, the film introduced the efforts of transmission to the younger 
generation. Related facilities in Hiroshima Prefecture used the distributed 
films widely. 
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Research reports were compiled by the Agency for Cultural Affairs in 1969, by 
Hiroshima Prefecture in 1978 and by Kitahiroshima Town in 2000. There 
reports were distributed to the libraries throughout Hiroshima Prefecture and 
have been used for the transmission. 

Kitahiroshima Town established the Hall for Preservation and Transmission of 
Folk Performing Arts in the Geihoku Area in 1983. The hall is used for the 
dissemination of folk performing arts in this region by showing documentary 
films or displaying old equipment for the arts. 

7) Survey study project carried out by scholars  
Refer to “Index of Folk Performing Arts Research Literature”, 2004, Iwata 
Shoin 

8) Safeguarding measures 
‘Mibu no Hana Taue’ has been designated as Important Intangible Folk Cultural 
Property since 1976. 

At the Town level, in the Division for Lifelong Learning of Kitahiroshima Town 
Board of Education, staff are assigned for the protection of cultural property 
based on the regulations for the protection of cultural property of 
Kitahiroshima Town. The Town established the Hall for Preservation and 
Transmission of Folk Performing Arts in the Geihoku Area in 1983 for the 
dissemination of folk performing arts in this region, by showing documentary 
films or displaying old equipment for the arts.  

At the prefectural level, the Division for Cultural Affairs was established in the 
Hiroshima Prefectural Board of Education, and staff are assigned for the 
protection of elements of intangible cultural property based on the regulations 
for the protection of cultural property of Hiroshima Prefecture. 

9) Community involvement 
The Japanese Inventory includes those elements designated as “Important 
Intangible Cultural Property” or “Important Intangible Folk Cultural Property” 
or selected as “Selected Conservation Techniques” under the “Law for the 
Protection of Cultural Properties”. Responsible for designation and selection of 
these under the Council for Cultural Affairs are the Subdivision on Cultural 
Property and its subordinate organizations. They consist of experts on 
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intangible cultural heritage, practitioners, and representatives of associated 
groups, and they investigate and examine candidate elements. 

Before the above-mentioned designation or selection, the Government surveys 
the communities or groups concerned and have enough dialogues with them 
including guidance on their activities for the preservation. The Government 
gets their consents at the time of designation as a holding group or a 
preservation organization.  

The Subdivision on Cultural Property and its subordinate organizations are 
also investigating and examining our candidate elements for the 
Representative List. In making the nomination, the Government has attained 
all the consents and full cooperation from the communities or groups 
concerned and local government where the element is located. 

 
T. Sada Shin Noh, sacred dancing at Sada shrine, Shimane（佐陀神能） 
1) Heritage information 

History, background:The current style of ‘Sada Shin Noh’ was formed allegedly 
in the early seventeenth century. Apart from the numbers newly added in the 
early seventeenth century, it is said that its ancient style has been performed 
as early as the fifteenth century. 

The people of the community have performed ‘Sada Shin Noh’ to become 
blessed by the tutelary deity of the community through a regular re-enactment 
of its power. From the seventeenth to the mid-nineteenth centuries, it was 
performed by those who worshipped the community deity by profession. After 
the mid-nineteenth century, the public joined in the performance. 

Area: Matsue City, Shimane Prefecture 
2) Relevant information 

Year of inscription: 2011 
Community involvement: See below 9) 
Preservation association: 
Association for the Preservation of Sada Shin Noh 
73 Sadamiyauchi, Kashima-cho, Matsue-shi, Shimane-ken, 690-0331, JAPAN 
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The association was newly established in 1952, succeeding the old association 
established in the 17th century. It undertakes several efforts for the 
conservation and transmission of ‘Sada Shin Noh’ by training successors and 
opening the performance to the public. Those who are in charge of the 
transmission of ‘Sada Shin Noh’ are first, the members of the Association for 
the Preservation of Sada Shin Noh. They are ordinary citizens engaged in 
respective jobs, but they practice regularly and have acquired the traditional 
performance formula. They bear a direct responsibility to perform it in a 
traditional style in public. 

▪ Activities: The Association for the Preservation of Sada Shin Noh holds a 
practice session in which skilled people instruct the youths in Gekuden of the 
Sada Shrine every Tuesday night from June to September every year. 
Elementary school pupils, who are expected to be future successors, also 
participate in these regular practices. 

3) Practitioners 
It has been transmitted by people in Matsue City, Shimane Prefecture, located 
in the western part of the Japanese main island. The people who worship Sada 
Shrine as a tutelary presence are eager to transmit ‘Sada Shin Noh’ to the 
future. They have practiced diligently to acquire the skills needed for their 
performances, and have been publicly approved by the people of the 
community. 

‘Sada Shin Noh’ has been transmitted from generation to generation by the 
people of the community. The people become blessed through the re-
enactment of the power of the tutelary deities, and it is believed that the entire 
community would be secure if the people worship and respect these deities. 

The transmitting group and community consider ‘Sada Shin Noh’ as one of 
their own distinctive cultures of which they are proud. By transmitting and 
performing it in public, it offers them an opportunity to renew a sense of 
identity with the community and society, thus contributing to its continuity.4) 
Relevant events:  

Every year the Association holds annual practices every Tuesday night from 
June to September at Kagura Hall in Sada Shrine. Several primary school pupils 
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participate in the practice. Following the main performance in September in 
Sada Shrine, the Association holds additional performances in neighbouring 
shrines from October to November. It also holds public performances at 
National theatres or theatres in other localities upon request. 

The Shikoku and Chugoku Block Folk Performing Arts Festival and Urgent 
Research on Folk Performing Arts in Shimane Prefecture are held by Shimane 
Prefecture, for the purpose of the preservation, transmission, and 
popularization of folk performing arts. 

4) Explanation 
‘Sada Shin Noh’ is a performing art expressed by the people’s dance-like 
movements to musical instruments such as drums to re-enact the power of the 
deity with which the people are blessed. It is always performed on September 
24th and 25th every year on a special stage, called Gakuden, constructed within 
the precincts of the Sada Shrine which is the tutelary presence of the 
community. 

During these two days at Sada Shrine, people replace the rush mats, called 
Goza, with new mats on which the deities seat themselves. The replacement 
re-enacts the deities’ power. 

During the performance of ‘Sada Shin Noh’, a ritual dancer performs with Goza 
in his hand. The Goza are purified by this dance. People consider that ‘Sada 
Shin Noh’ is indispensable to the re-enactment of the deities’ power. 

‘Sada Shin Noh’ is also performed at other neighbouring shrines, whenever 
requested. The repertoire, choreography and music in ‘Sada Shin Noh’ are 
traditionally fixed. ‘Sada Shin Noh’ is accompanied by flute music, three types 
of drums and singing. The players sit down around the stage, and the dancers 
perform at the centre of the stage. 

The repertoire performed in this performing art is classified into three 
categories. The first seven numbers belong to Category I. The performers do 
not wear masks, and perform the ritual dances with swords, holy wooden 
sticks, and bells in hand, depending on the number. In the ritual dance, 
Gozamai, the dancers perform with the rush mats for the deities in their hands 
in order to purify them before serving them to the deities. Category II has the 
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three ritual dances performed with a mask of an old man. It is said that these 
dances were performed in Kyoto in the early seventeenth century. Category III 
has twelve numbers called Shin Noh which are performed with a mask of a 
deity. Japanese myths are depicted through these dances. 

This composition of dances is a typical example of Japanese performing arts. 
However, the main feature of ‘Sada Shin Noh’ is the dance of purification of the 
deities’ seats. People believe that ‘Sada Shin Noh’ should be regularly 
performed in order to re-enact the power of the tutelary deities in the 
community. ‘Sada Shin Noh’ is natural and nothing special in the daily lives of 
the people around Sada Shrine who share the worship. ‘Sada Shin Noh’ is an 
interaction between people and the deities that supports and guarantees a rich 
and peaceful future for the people, their families, and the community, making 
the social and cultural functions of “Sada Shin Noh” significant. 

5) Information resource  
Interview with Mr. Miyata, Chief Senior Specialist for Cultural Properties, 
Traditional Culture Division, Cultural Properties Department, the Agency for 
Cultural Affairs, and  UNESCO ICH nomination file. 

6) Safeguarding projects 
The Association for the Preservation of Sada Shin Noh compiled a textual 
documentation on Sada Shin Noh in 1979 and it has been used for the 
transmission. 

Matsue City has supported the repair and procurement of the utensils for 
‘Sada Shin Noh’ annually since 2005. Documentary records on Sada Shin Noh 
are displayed in the Matsue City Kashima Museum of History and Folklore for 
the dissemination of its importance. 

Shimane Prefecture produces detailed video-recordings of all the repertoires 
of ‘Sada Shin Noh’. The Prefecture established the Shimane Prefectural Centre 
for Ancient Culture in 1992 for the research of history and culture in Shimane 
Prefecture and dissemination of the results. The Centre made detailed video 
documentation on repertories of ‘Sada Shin Noh’. The Centre also made a 
popular edition of the video for a wider use. The Shimane Prefectural Museum 
established in 1959 changed to Shimane Museum of Ancient Izumo in 2007. 
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Since the establishment, the Museum organised a number of exhibitions on 
cultural heritage in the prefecture including Sada Shin Noh. 

7) Survey study project carried out by scholars  
Refer to “Index of Folk Performing Arts Research Literature”, 2004, Iwata 
Shoin 

8) Safeguarding measures 
The people of the community have long regarded ‘Sada Shin Noh’ as an 
important performing art. Designated as Important Intangible Folk Cultural 
Property by the National Government in 1976, it has been widely recognized 
in Japan as an important element of the Japanese cultural heritage that 
indicates the transition of the Japanese lifestyle. 

 Matsue City makes subsidizations to ensure the transmission. It also spreads 
its significance to the public by displaying its materials and resources at the 
local museum. 

The National Government subsidizes the Shikoku and Chugoku Block Folk 
Performing Arts Festival and Urgent Research on Folk Performing Arts in 
Shimane Prefecture, both of which are held by Shimane Prefecture, for the 
purpose of the preservation, transmission, and popularization of folk 
performing arts. 

9) Community involvement 
Before the above-mentioned designation or selection, the Government surveys 
the communities or groups concerned and has enough dialogues with them 
including guidance on their activities for the preservation. The Government 
gets their consents at the time of designation as a holding group or a 
preservation organization. 

 
U. Nachi no Dengaku, a religious performing art held at the Nachi fire 

festival（那智の田楽：那智の火祭りで演じられる神事芸能） 
1) Heritage information 

History, background: Records show that Nachi no Dengaku ended twice. The 
first was in 1581, when all costumes and equipment were destroyed by fire, 
leaving no choice but to bring things to an end, but in 1599 Nachi no Dengaku 
was revived through the efforts of those involved. The second time was after 
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the expulsion of Buddhism from Japan during the Meiji Restoration, but local 
requests and the strong insistence of experts revived Nachi no Dengaku in 
1921. Although it stopped, the equipment was saved thanks to those involved, 
and luckily a flute expert could remember the dances and flute music, so 
revival was possible. In line with this, masters who had taught Nachi no 
Dengaku made records in writing for certain transmission. They are housed in 
Kumano Nachi Shrine even today, and are being transmitted as an important 
material.   

Practises are held in Kumano Nachi Shrine, one month before July 14th when 
Nachi no Dengaku is performed. As the Association members work, practices 
are held in the evening after work. Every year the Association films and 
photographs its public performances at the festival for their practices. The 
Association is also working towards better ways of transmitting by actively 
participating in Wakayama Prefecture's Folk Performing Arts Festival to 
motivate transmitters, and increasing the amount of practices. 
Area:Nachi no Dengaku is transmitted in Nachikatsuura Town, Wakayama 
Prefecture. The town lies southeast of Wakayama Prefecture in central Honshu. 
A large part of the prefecture is the Kii Mountain Range, a mountainous area 
with 1000 - 2000m mountains spreading in every direction.  The rough 
landscape is well developed, and because of that a form of deification emerged 
in ancient times, a belief that the mountains and waterfalls are gods or 
spiritual beings. After Buddhism was introduced people began to believe in the 
area as a place for Buddhist disciples.  Nachi no Dengaku is a folk performing 
art with a deep connection to Kumano Sanzan, one of many sacred sites in the 
area that was established against such a historical background. It is performed 
on a special stage inside Kumano Nachi Shrine during annual festivities on July 
14th. 

2) Relevant information 
Year of inscription: 2012 
Community involvement: See below 9) 
Preservation association: 
Association for the Preservation of Nachi Dengaku 
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Nachisan 1, Nachikatsuura-cho, Higashimuro-gun, Wakayama, 649-5301, 
JAPAN 

Those who transmit Nachi no Dengaku are members of the Association for the 
Preservation of Nachi Dengaku who have acquired the art and perform it to 
the public. The Association was identified as a preservation organization when 
Nachi no Dengaku was designated as an Important Intangible Folk Cultural 
Property in 1976 based on the Law for the Protection of Cultural Properties. 

▪ Activities: Every year, the Association for the Preservation of Nachi Dengaku 
records its public performances and later uses the records for transmission.  
The Association also holds lessons and practices about a month before the 
festival. Following the practices, association members perform in Kumano 
Nachi Shrine during the festival, and public performances are also held at 
theatres and other prefectures upon request.  

3) Practitioners 
Nachi no Dengaku is currently performed and transmitted by the Association 
for the Preservation of Nachi Dengaku. The head of the Association and some 
of the members are Shinto priests at Kumano Nachi Shrine, but in principle the 
Association consists of residents and natives of Nachisanku where Kumano 
Nachi Shrine is based. Originally the Association members were mainly groups 
of young men living in Nachisanku but as the number of young people in the 
area has recently decreased, OBs from the young men’s' groups, or Nachisanku 
natives who have moved to the neighbourhood have become members, and 
are helping to transmit the element. There are currently 60 members, men in 
their 30s to 70s.  Many work as businessmen in companies, or are owners (or 
owners' family members) of souvenir shops for tourists.  

The flute, drum and Binzasara all have key roles in Nachi no Dengaku, and 
Association members who also transmit the element must know how to play 
them. Drummers will become drum teachers, and those who played the 
Binsazara will go on to become instructors. Because the flute is difficult to 
master, there is one Shinto priest on hand at Kumano Nachi Shrine who has 
experience performing Gagaku, a traditional type of Japanese music.  

Nachi no Dengaku is performed during the Nachi Fire Festival. 12 giant torches 
attract the most attention and can only be carried by Association members. 
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Those who transmit Nachi no Dengaku have an important responsibility in 
supporting the festival as well.4) Relevant events:  
Wakayama Prefecture periodically holds the "Folk Performing Arts Fair for the 
Kinki, Tokai and Hokuriku Regions" and Nachi no Dengaku was performed in 
1954 and 1984. 

4) Explanation 
Nachi no Dengaku is a performing art expressed by the local people through 
ritual dancing to flute music and beating drums to wish for an abundant 
harvest of rice crops. The repertoires, manner of dance and music have been 
fixed through its long tradition.  

It is performed on a stage of approximately 4m square, temporarily installed 
during a festival in "Kumano Nachi Taisha," a tutelage shrine in the region. The 
festival is known nationwide as the Nachi Fire Festival, and Nachi no Dengaku 
is recognised as an important tradition that is a key component of the festival. 

Nachi no Dengaku is performed by one flute player, 4 drummers with drums 
around their waists, 4 players of "Binzasara," a musical instrument that is only 
used during Dengaku, and 2 others. The flute player performs at the side, 
while 8 to 10 performers appear on stage and dance in accordance with the 
drums and Binzasara. They change their formation in various ways, by 
swapping positions, dancing in a circle or symmetrically. There are 22 
repertoires, each performed in 45 minutes.   

The Binzasara is 8cm by 2cm, 1cm thick and is made by stringing together 
around 70 wooden plates.  The dancer holds each handle of the Binzasara, and 
dances while making a sound by moving the wooden plates like a wave. 

5) Information resource  
Interview with Mr. Miyata, Chief Senior Specialist for Cultural Properties, 
Traditional Culture Division, Cultural Properties Department, the Agency for 
Cultural Affairs, and  UNESCO ICH nomination file. 

6) Safeguarding projects 
Every year, the Association for the Preservation of Nachi Dengaku records its 
public performances and later uses the records for transmission.  The 
Association also holds lessons and practices about a month before the festival. 
Following the practices, association members perform in Kumano Nachi 
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Shrine during the festival, and public performances are also held at theatres 
and other prefectures upon request.  

Nachikatsuura Town supports annual successor-training projects carried out 
by the Association. 

Wakayama Prefecture periodically holds the "Folk Performing Arts Fair for the 
Kinki, Tokai and Hokuriku Regions" and Nachi no Dengaku was performed in 
1954 and 1984. The Prefecture also supports training projects for successors 
and repairing projects of tools etc. in 1979 and carried out its own video 
recording and documentation projects in 1982 and 1983. In 1965, Wakayama 
Prefecture designated costumes, utensils and related documents as tangible 
folk cultural property for their folkloric significance. 

7) Survey study project carried out by scholars  
Refer to “Index of Folk Performing Arts Research Literature”, 2004, Iwata 
Shoin 

8) Safeguarding measures 
The Association for the Preservation of Nachi Dengaku was established in 
1921 and became a Preservation Association following the designation of 
Nachi no Dengaku as an Important Intangible Folk Cultural Property in 1976.  

The National Government finances the "Folk Performing Arts Public 
Performance Show" each year and Nachi no Dengaku was performed in 1963 
and 2010. The Government also finances the "Folk Performing Arts Fair for the 
Kinki, Tokai and Hokuriku Regions" held in Wakayama Prefecture, and Nachi 
no Dengaku was performed there in 1954 and 1984. Performing in such shows 
motivates transmitters and is effective in making the value of Nachi no 
Dengaku and similar intangible cultural heritage more widely known. The 
Government also subsidizes training projects for successors and a project to 
repair tools carried out by the Association, and financed a video recording and 
documentation project in 1982 and 1983 conducted by Wakayama Prefecture.  

Furthermore, the Government has designated the surrounding nature and 
other related cultural heritage which underlie the transmission and public 
performances of Nachi no Dengaku and given them necessary assistance. It 
designated a wild forest surrounding Kumano Nachi Shrine as a "Natural 
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Monument" in 1928, and "Nachi Fall," an object of worship, became a "Place of 
Scenic Beauty."  The buildings of Nachi Shrine became "Important Cultural 
Property" and their courtyards "Historic Sites." In addition to the above, 
"Sacred Sites and Pilgrimage Routes in the Kii Mountain Range" were inscribed 
on the World Heritage List in 2004. 

In 1965, Wakayama Prefecture designated costumes, utensils and related 
documents as tangible folk cultural property for their folkloric significance. 
Also, Kumano Nachi Shrine finances the Association for transmission and 
public performances at the festival each year. 

9) Community involvement 
Before the above-mentioned designation or selection, the Government surveys 
the communities or groups concerned and has enough dialogues with them 
including guidance on their activities for the preservation. The Government 
gets their consents at the time of designation as a holding group or a 
preservation organization.  

 
V. Washoku, traditional dietary cultures of the Japanese, notably for the 
celebration of New Year  
（和食：日本人の伝統的な食文化―正月を例として―） 
1) Heritage information 

History, background: The basic knowledge and skills related to the element, 
such as proper seasoning of home cooking and its spiritual and wholesome 
aspects are called “Ofukuro-no-aji (taste of mother’s cooking: home cooking)”. 
They were handed down from parents or grandparents to the descendants at 
home. Elderly people in local communities have transmitted their own 
dietary culture to the younger generation. These spiritual and wholesome 
aspects, cultural knowledge and skills have been transmitted mainly by 
means of oral tradition and practice, while sharing mealtime and events 
together. 
This knowledge and skills are constantly recreated in response to changes of 
the social environment such as influx of diverse cultures or technological 
development, but their underlying spirit and functions continue to prevail. 
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Area: It is practiced all over the territory of the State. It has basic common 
characteristics but has great diversity from Hokkaido in northern Japan, to 
Okinawa in southern Japan, responding to the wide range of geographical 
conditions and the differences of historical background. Use of diverse kinds 
of seafood, agricultural products and edible wild plants in the element 
created regional diversity, where local people have fostered the kind of 
traditional dietary culture unique to each region all over Japan. 
Community: All Japanese. This includes families, local communities, 
grassroots groups, schoolteachers, cooking instructors and craftsmen. 
Notably in rural areas, numerous grassroots groups are active in preserving 
and transmitting knowledge associated with the traditional dietary culture 
particular to their specific locality and in the urban context, cooking 
instructors are also involved in supporting grassroots groups’ activities. 

2) Detailed information 
Year of inscription: Expected in the year 2013 
Community involvement: Many local communities, groups and individuals 
have been voluntarily involved in planning the proposed safeguarding 
measures. Many have proposed safeguarding measures to the local 
governments and the Investigative Commission (see below ‘Preservation 
association’). They intend to be involved in their implementation as 
instructors or practitioners on their own initiative. 
Preservation association: To prepare the nomination of the element for the 
Representative List, an Investigative Commission was established. 
Members, activities: The members of the Commission are representatives of 
local communities, groups, local governments, research institutions and 
experts who have been striving to preserve and transmit their dietary 
cultures which have been gradually weakened in the era of globalization. 
Many local communities, grass roots groups and individuals exemplified 
above gathered and established a group named “Supporters Conference for 
Washoku” to support transmitting of Washoku. The group discussed what 
they should do and propose to monitor enforcement of safeguarding 
measures and any unintended result of inscription that might jeopardize the 
viability of the element. 

3) Practitioners 
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The practitioners of the element are all of the Japanese people. The bearers of 
the element are; 
i) Families 

Parents or grandparents transmit the element to their descendants at 
home. They teach children basic knowledge of the element including 
spiritual and health aspects and related manners. For example, to 
celebrate New Year, all members of a family get together and share Osechi. 
Each item of Osechi has a specific health related virtue and has an 
auspicious meaning, and elderly persons teach these to the children. 

ii) Local communities 
In local communities, elder persons or experts who have skills and 
knowledge about the element are the bearers of the tradition who 
transmit the element by means of leading community members in 
activities such as pounding rice cakes. 

iii) Grassroots groups 
Many grassroots groups have been established in order to preserve local 
dietary culture. They sometimes assume the role of transmitting the 
element on behalf of communities and the parents, especially in rural 
areas where the bond of local communities has been weakened, and in the 
urban context where opportunities to transmit at home are decreasing 
because single-family households are increasing. 

iv) Schoolteachers and Cooking instructors 
Schoolteachers, play a significant role in teaching the health related 
virtues of the element and supporting the transmission of the element to 
younger generations. In urban contexts, cooking instructors play a similar 
role. 

v) Craftsmen 
Craftsmen, who create utensils and special tableware used to serve 
Washoku, are also bearers of the element. 

4) Relevant events 
Many local communities, groups and individuals have made efforts in 
promoting the element through formal or non-formal education by 
participating actively in the movement called “Shoku-iku” (see below **). 

5) Abstract 
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Washoku is social practice based on a comprehensive set of skills, knowledge, 
practice and traditions related to the production, processing, preparation and 
consumption of food. It is associated with an essential spirit of respect for 
nature closely related to the sustainable use of natural resources. Washoku 
has developed as part of daily life and with a connection to annual events and 
is constantly recreated in response to changes in human relationship with 
natural and social environment. 
Basic knowledge, social and cultural characteristics associated with Washoku 
are typically seen in New Year’s celebrations when Japanese people immerse 
themselves in their tradition transmitted from generation to generation, thus 
reaffirming their identity and continuity. Washoku in New Year’s celebrations 
are regionally rich in diversity, given that each province has its own historical 
and geographical specificity. People make various preparation to welcome 
the deities of the incoming year; pounding rice cakes, preparing special meals 
such as beautifully decorated dishes called Osechi, Zoni and Toso, using fresh 
locally available ingredients each of which has a symbolic meaning. These 
dishes are served on special tableware and shared by the family members, or 
shared collectively by the community members, ensuring peoples’ health and 
social cohesion. This provides an occasion for elderly persons to teach the 
meanings contained in this social practice to the children. 
In daily life, Washoku has important social functions for the Japanese to 
reaffirm identity, to foster familial and community cohesion, and to 
contribute to healthy life, through sharing traditional and well-balanced 
meals. 

6) Information resources (interview) 
Interview with Mr. Miyata, Chief Senior Specialist for Cultural Properties, 
Traditional Culture Division, Cultural Properties Department, the Agency for 
Cultural Affairs, and the nomination file to UNESCO. 

7) Safeguarding projects 
In recent years, there have been food related problems including the decline 
of traditional dietary cultures and issues concerning unhealthy dietary habits 
leading to obesity caused by socio-economic structural change and 
advancement of food globalization.  
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In 2005, the State established the Shoku-iku Basic Act that includes support 
for the transmission of traditional dietary cultures as described below; 
- Government and local governments shall enhance, and disseminate 

knowledge about dietary cultures, and take other necessary measures in 
order to ensure transmission of the Japanese dietary cultures such as 
food related traditional events, etiquette, and the characteristic regional 
dietary cultures. – 

Based on this Act, the government established a National Action Plan within 
which framework nation-wide events have been organized where many 
associations exhibit and introduce various local dietary cultures. 

8) Award received 
The national government has been granting an award to volunteer groups 
and individuals who contributed to promoting Shoku-iku movements. 

9) Safeguarding measures 
The Government has implemented counter-measures as described below; 
i) Encourage Shoku-iku movement 
ii) The Government selects some local specialities such as Zoni and supports 

them by making them known to public, in order to vitalize communities 
and supports cultural exchanges between communities. 

iii) The Government produced an introductory textbook and DVD that 
introduce the essence of the element. 

iv) The Government selects and promotes traditional handicrafts related to 
dietary culture in order to encourage the preservation and transmission 
of the related skills. 
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Ⅵ. Living Human Treasures System (LHTS)* 
 
 
 
 
 

1) Title 
“Living National Treasure” is not a formal legal terms. Here is the explanation 
of so-called “Living National Treasure” by the general public. The formal title is 
Important Intangible Cultural Property Holder (Individual Recognition). 

2) Year of establishment 
1954 

3) Objectives 
For the preservation and transmission of Important Intangible Cultural 
Properties. 

4) Legal provisions 
The Law for the Protection of Cultural Property. 

5) Identification and designation process, etc.  
6) The commission of experts 

Below is the procedure for designation. For the criteria of designation, please  
see II. Intangible Cultural Heritage Inventory, B.2)Criteria, (1) Intangible  
Cultural Property, for the detail. 

1. Reviewing designation candidates (Traditional Culture Division) 
2. Field research and drawing up the first draft (Traditional Culture 

Division) 
3. Through Agency settlement followed by consultation to Subdivision on 

Cultural Properties, Council for Cultural Affairs from Minister of 
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, MEXT. 

4. Request for deliberation to the Forth Investigative Commission from 
Council for Cultural Affairs. 

5. Report to the Council for Cultural Affairs after deliberation at the Forth 
Investigative Commission. 

6. Submit the report to MEXT from Council for Cultural Affairs. 
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7. Notice through official gazettes (this date will be the official designation 
date)  

8. Promulgation of the designation certificate 
 

* Refer to P.6 of below website for the organizational correlation chart of 
Agency of Cultural Affairs, Council for Cultural Affairs, and Investigative 
Commission. 
http://www.bunka.go.jp/english/pdf/h24_chapter_01.pdf 
 
Here is the brief summary of the Council for Cultural Affairs (Subdivision on 

Cultural Properties). 

  Term duration: 1 year 
  Committee: The committee is composed of the advisors 

There are 5 committee members as of March, 2013. 
-SUZUKI, Norio: former Director, National Research Institute for  

Cultural Properties, Tokyo 
-ISHIGAMI, Eiichi: Director, Inter-University Research Institute  

Corporation, National Institute for the Humanities 
-KAWAHIGASHI, Yoshiyuki: former Professor, Chiba Institute for  

Technology 
-KANZAKI Noritake: Director, Institute for the Culture of Travel 
-MORINISHI Mayumi, Professor, OSAKA SHOIN Women’s University  

 
Here is the brief summary of the Forth Investigative Commission.  

Term duration: 1 year 
Committee: The committee is composed of the advisors. There are 24 
committee members as of March, 2012. 

7) Criteria selection 
Please see Ⅱ. Intangible Cultural Heritage Inventory, B.2) Criteria, (1) 
Intangible Cultural Property, Individual Recognition.
 

 
 

http://www.bunka.go.jp/english/pdf/h24_chapter_01.pdf
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8) Number of nominees 
For the number of the nominees, see Annex B-1, and for the names of the 
nominees, see Annex.B-3, 1. Important Intangible Cultural Properties, (a) 
Individual Recognition. 

9) Rewards for appointees 
In order to accomplish below 10) Duties of appointees, special grant is 
provided to appointees. Refer to above I.Safeguarding System & Policy, 2. 
Cultural Policy for the detail.  

10) Duties of appointees 
To transmit the skills and techniques to the successor, as well as to train the 
designated skills 

11) Cancellation of appointment 
By law, it is possible to cancel the designation when skill holder is considered 
to be inappropriate or in case of any other special reasons. However, there is 
no special reason other than the death of skill holders until this point. 

12) Training 
Each skill holder trains independently. 

13) Copyright 
The copyright in Japan is protected by the Copyright Act and there is no law to 
protect the copyright specifically related to Important Intangible Cultural 
Property skill holders. 

 
*UNESCO & KNCU, Guidelines for the Establishment of Living Human Treasures 

Systems, 2002: 6-13 
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List of co-researchers 
 
 
 
 
 

Name Responsibility Affiliation 

Mr SAITO Hirotsugu 
Field survey, 

Produce report 
Visiting researcher / 

NRICPT 

Ms IMAISHI Migiwa 
Field survey, 

Produce report 
Researcher / NRICPT 

Ms MATSUYAMA Naoko 
Field survey, 

Produce report 
Visiting Researcher / 

NRICPT 

Mr SANO Masaki 
Field survey, 

Produce audio-visual 
files 

Research Assistant / 
NRICPT 
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Kumiodori(組踊) “Gosamaru tekiushi“ 

©Traditional Kumiodori Preservation Society 
 

 
Limse Dance of Ainu people (アイヌ古式舞踊) 

©IMAISHI Migiwa 
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Hon-minoshi (本美濃紙) 

©IMAISHI Migiwa 
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Sekishu-Banshi (石州半紙) 

©MATSUYAMA Naoko 

 
Mokuhanzuri Sarasa(木版刷更紗) 

Process of colour stencil, using persimmon juiced paper and brush 
Conducted by Mr. Suzuta Shigeto 

(A skill holder of Important Intangible Cultural Property) 
©MATSUYAMA Naoko 



 

１４４ | Photographs 

 
Techniques from Akita for making Itaya Minnow(秋田のイタヤ箕製作技術) 

©IMAISHI Migiwa 



 

Photographs | １４５ 

 
Techniques from Ecchu Fukuoka for making Suge hat 

(越中福岡の菅笠製作技術) ©IMAISHI Migiwa 
 

 Chakkirako (チャッキラコ) 
©YOSHIDA Jyunko 



 

１４６ | Photographs 

 
Hiyondori and Okunai of Totoumi (遠江のひよんどりとおくない) 

© HIROTSUGU Saito 
 

 
Ta-asobi of Hirugaya (蛭ヶ谷の田遊び)     ©YOSHIDA Jyunko 



 

Photographs | １４７ 

 
(Preparation) 

Furyu O-odori Ko-odori Dance of Ama  (阿万の風流大踊小踊) 
© HIROTSUGU Saito 

 
(O-odori Dance (Hana no Odori)) 



 

１４８ | Photographs 

 
Kuma Kagura (球磨神楽)     ©YOSHIDA Jyunko 
 
 

 
  The customs of visiting gods, Toshidon in Koshiki Islands (甑島のトシドン) 

©IMAISHI Migiwa 



 

Photographs | １４９ 

 
Techniques of catching Japanese cormorants  

used in cormorant fishing 
©IMAISHI Migiwa 

 

 



 

１５０ | Photographs 

 
 
Techniques for Cultivation and 
Extracting Fiber of Karamushi 
(Ramie) 
 

©IMAISHI Migiwa 



 

Photographs | １５１ 

 
'Hachimachi hat for the Kumiodori performance,  

conducted by the member of Association for the Conservation of Techniques 
for the Production and Restoration of Costumes and Props for Kumiodori  

© Naoko Matsuyama, 2010 
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Annex. B-1

B. National Inventory  (1)Inventory information 

1. Important Intangible Cultural Property

designated

items

recognized

holders
designation recognition

Individual

Recognition
79

112

(111)*

Collective

Recognition;

holders

26 26

2. Important Intangible Folk Cultural Property

Types of

specificatio

n

Recent

update
expert advisory panel

Responsible

governmental

organisation

Collective

Specificatio

n

2013.3

Council for Cultural

Affairs (5th

subcommittee on

cultural assets) and

expert examination

committee

Traditional Culture

Division, the Agency for

Cultural Affairs

main number; +81-3（5253）

4111

（文化庁 伝統文化課）

3. Selected Conservation Techniques

designated

items

recognized

holders
designation recognition

Individual

Recognition
47 53

Collective

Recognition;

holders

29 31 (29)*

expert advisory panel

Responsible

governmental

organisation

Recent

update

2009.9

Council for Cultural

Affairs (4th

subcommittee on

cultural assets) and

expert examination

committee

Traditional Culture

Division, the Agency for

Cultural Affairs

main number; +81-3（5253）

4111

（文化庁 伝統文化課）

Traditional Culture

Division, the Agency for

Cultural Affairs

main number; +81-3（5253）

4111

（文化庁 伝統文化課）

Council for Cultural

Affairs (4th

subcommittee on

cultural assets) and

expert examination

committee

2011.5

Responsible

governmental

organisation

expert advisory panel
Recent

update

Types of

recognition

Frequency of

Number of

designated items

once a year

once a year

*Only apllicable

in  case of

cancellation of

the recognition,

such as holders'

death.

281

Frequency of designation

Number of

Types of

recognition

Frequency of

once a year

*Only when

new rolling

budget is

acquired.

once a year

*Only apllicable

in  case of

cancellation of

the recognition,

such as holders'

death.

once a year

*Only when

new rolling

budget is

acquired.

Number of



Annex. B-3  1. Important Intangible Cultural Properties

Category Name of Property
Date of

Designation
Holders Name Other Name

Date of

Recognition

1 Noh-gaku Noh Shite-kata（能シテ方） 1955/2/15 Katayama Hirotarou Katayama Yusetsu 2001/7/12

（能楽） Mikawa Izumi 2003/7/10

Tomoeda Akiyo 2008/9/11

2 Noh Waki-kata（能ワキ方） 1994/6/27 Houshou Kan 1994/6/27

3
Noh Hayashi-kata Fue（能囃子方
笛）

2009/9/2 Isso Hisayuki 2009/9/2

4
Noh Hayashi-kata Kotsuzumi

（能囃子方 小鼓）
1998/6/8 Sowa Hiroshi 1998/6/8

5
Noh Hayashi-kata Ohtsuzumi

（能囃子方 大鼓）
1998/6/8 Yasufuku Tatsuo 1998/6/8

Kamei Tadao 2002/7/8

6
Noh Hayashi-kata Taiko

（能囃子方 太鼓）
1992/5/15 Komparu Souichi Komparu Souemon 1992/5/15

7 Kyougen（狂言） 1967/4/10 Sigeyama Shime Shigeyama Sensaku 1989/5/6

Nomura Taro Nomura Man 1997/6/6

Nomura Jiro Nomura Mansaku 2007/9/6

Yamamoto Tojiro 2012/10/4

8 Bunraku Ningyo Jyoruri Bunraku Tayu 1971/4/23 Kishimoto Kinichi Takemoto Sumitayu 1989/5/6

（文楽） （人形浄瑠璃文楽　太夫） Ozaki Tadao Takemoto Gendayu 2007/9/6

9 Ningyo Jyoruri Bunraku Shamisen 1985/4/13 Shirai Yasuo Tsuruzawa Kanji 1997/6/6

（人形浄瑠璃文楽　三味線） Nakanoshima Hiroshi Turusawa Seiji 2007/9/6

10 Ningyo Jyoruri Bunraku Ningyo 1977/4/25 Tsukamoto Kazuo Yoshida Bunjaku 1994/6/27

（人形浄瑠璃文楽　人形） Hirao Katsuyoshi Yoshida Minosuke 1994/6/27

11 Kabuki Kabuki Tachi-yaku 1960/4/19 Hayashi Koutaro Sakata Toujuro 1994/6/27

（歌舞伎） （歌舞伎立役） Terajima Hideyuki Onoe Kikugoro 2003/7/10

Namino Tatsujiro
Nakamura

Kichiemon
2011/9/5

12 Kabuki Onnagata （歌舞伎女方） 2012/10/4 Morita Shin'ichi Bando Tamasaburo 2012/10/4

13 Kabuki Wakiyaku  （歌舞伎脇役） 1997/6/6 Yamanaka Muneo
Sawamura

Tanosuke
2002/7/8

14
Kabuki Ongaku Nagauta

（歌舞伎音楽長唄）
1998/6/8 Kawahara Toshio Tobaya Richou 2002/7/8

Miyazawa Masayuki Kineya Mitaro 2007/9/6

15 Kumi Odori
Kumiodori Tachikata

 （組踊 立方）
2006/9/15 Tokumura Masakichi Miyagi Nouhou 2006/9/15

16 （組踊）
Kumiodori Ongaku Uta-sanshin

（組踊 音楽三線）
2005/8/30 Shiroma Tokutaro 2005/8/30

Nishie Kishun 2011/9/5

1. Important Intangible Cultural Properties

  (a) Individual Recognition

    (i) Performing Arts



Annex. B-3  1. Important Intangible Cultural Properties

Category Name of Property
Date of

Designation
Holders Name Other Name

Date of

Recognition

17 Music Shakuhachi （尺八） 1982/4/20 Aoki Shizuo Aoki Reibo 1999/6/21

（音楽） Yamamoto Yasumasa Yamamoto Houzan 2002/7/8

18 Soukyoku （筝曲） 1966/4/25 Kihara Shizuko Yamase Shouin 2001/7/12

Yonekawa Misao Yonekawa Fumiko 2008/9/11

19 Jiuta （地歌） 2009/9/2 Hatta Kiyotaka Tomiyama Seikin 2009/9/2

20 Nagauta Uta （長唄　唄） 1974/4/20 Kineya Yasuhiro Kineya Kisaburo 1997/6/6

Miyata Tetsuo 1998/6/8

21 Nagauta Narimono （長唄 鳴物） 1993/4/15 Abe Yasumasa Katada Kisaku 1999/6/21

22
Gidayubushi Jyoruri

 （義太夫節 浄瑠璃）
1999/6/21 Ueda Etsuko

Takemoto

Komanosuke
1999/6/21

23
Gidayubushi Shamisen

 （義太夫節 三味線）
1998/6/8 Miyazaki Kimiko Turuzawa Tomoji 1998/6/8

24
Icchubushi Jyoruri

 （一中節 浄瑠璃）
1999/6/21 Umetsu Fuji Uji Shibun 1999/6/21

25
Icchubushi Shamisen

（一中節 三味線）
2001/7/12 Higashi Mineko Uji Bunchou 2001/7/12

26
Miyazonobushi Jyoruri

（宮薗節 浄瑠璃）
2007/9/9 Sato Sakiko Miyazono Senroku 2007/9/6

27
Shinnaibushi Jyoruri

（新内節 浄瑠璃）
2001/7/12 Takahashi Yukimichi

Tsuruga

Wakasanojo
2001/7/12

28
Shinnnaibushi Shamisen

（新内節 三味線）
2001/7/12 Tsunoda Tomiaki Shinnai Nakasaburo 2001/7/12

29
Tokiwazubushi Jyoruri

（常盤津節 浄瑠璃）
1995/5/31 Aketa Akira

Tokiwazu

Ichihadayu
1995/5/31

30
Tokiwazubushi Shamisen

（常盤津節 三味線）
1992/5/15 Suzuki Eiji Tokiwazu Eijyu 1992/5/15

31
Kiyomotobushi Jyoruri

（清元節 浄瑠璃）
2003/7/10 Sagawa Yoshitada

Kiyomoto

Seijudayu
2003/7/10

32
Kiyomotobushi Shamisen

（清元節 三味線）
2003/7/10 Koyanagi Yasukazu Kiyomoto Eizo 2003/7/10

33
Katobushi Jyoruri

（河東節 浄瑠璃）
1994/6/27 Kobayashi Mineko Yamabiko Setsuko 1994/6/27

34
Katobushi Shamisen

（河東節 三味線）
2009/9/2 Hatta Michiyo Yamabiko Senko 2009/9/2

35
Ryukyu Koten Ongaku

（琉球古典音楽）
2000/6/6 Simabukuro Masao 2000/6/6

Terukina Chouichi 2000/6/6

36 Buyo Dance Kabuki Buyou （歌舞伎舞踊） 1955/2/15 Nishikawa Senzo 1999/6/21

（舞踊） Shibazaki Teruko
Hanayagi

Toshinami
2004/9/2

37 Engei Koten Rakugo （古典落語） 1995/5/31 Nakagawa Kiyoshi Katsura Beichou 1996/5/10

38 （演芸） Koudan （講談） 2002/7/8 Asano Seitaro Ichiryusai Teisui 2002/7/8



Annex. B-3  1. Important Intangible Cultural Properties

　(ii) Craft Techniques

Category Name of Property
Date of

Designition
Holders Name Other Name

Date of

Recognition

39 Ceramics
Iroe-jiki （色絵磁器）

1986/4/28 Sakaida Kakiemon
Sakaida Kakiemon

the Fourteenth
2001/7/12

40 （陶芸）
Yuri-kinsai （釉裏金彩）

2001/7/12 Yoshita Minoru Yoshita Minori 2001/7/12

41
Hakuji （白磁）

1995/5/31 Inoue Manji 1995/5/31

42
Seiji （青磁）

2007/9/6 Nakashima Hiroshi 2007/9/6

43
Tetsuyu-touki （鉄釉陶器）

2005/8/30 Hara Kiyoshi 2005/8/30

44
Mumyoui-yaki （無名異焼）

2003/7/10 Itoh Yoichi
Itoh Sekisui the

fifth
2003/7/10

45
Shino （志野）

1994/6/27 Suzuki Osamu 1994/6/27

46 Setoguro （瀬戸黒） 2010/9/6 Katoh Kozo 2010/9/6

47
Bizen-yaki （備前焼）

2004/9/2 Isezaki Atsushi Isezaki Jun 2004/9/2

48 Textile
Yusoku-orimono （有職織物）

1999/6/21 Kitagawa Hyoji 1999/6/21

49 （染織）
Ra （羅）

1995/5/31 1995/5/31

50
Tate-nishiki （経錦）

2000/6/6 2000/6/6

51 Monsha （紋紗） 2010/9/6 Tsuchiya Yoshinori 2010/9/6

Shimura Fukumi 1990/4/25

Sasaki Sonoko 2005/8/30

53
Saga-nishiki （佐賀錦）

1994/6/27 Nishiyama Fumi Koga Fumi 1994/6/27

54
Seigou-Sendaihira

（精合仙台平）
2002/7/8 Koda Yoshio 2002/7/8

55
Kenjou-Hakata-ori

 （献上博多織）
2003/7/10 Ogawa Kisaburo 2003/7/10

56
Shuri-no-orimono

（首里の織物）
1998/6/8 Miyahira Hatsuko 1998/6/8

57
Bashou-fu （芭蕉布）

2000/6/6 Taira Toshiko 2000/6/6

Tajima Hiroshi Tajima Hiroshi 1999/6/21

Moriguchi Kunihiko 2007/9/6

Futatsuka Osao 2010/9/6

59
Edo-komon （江戸小紋）

1978/4/26 Komiya Yasutaka 1978/4/26

60
Mokuhanzuri Sarasa

（木版摺更紗）
2008/9/11 Suzuta Shigeto 2008/9/11

61 Bingata （紅型） 1996/5/10 Tamanaha Yuko 1996/5/10

62
Sishu （刺繍）

1997/6/6 Fukuda Kiju 1997/6/6

Lacquerwork Murose Kazumi 2008/9/11

（漆芸） Nakano Koichi 2010/9/6

64 Raden （螺鈿） 1999/6/21 Kitamura Ken'ichi Kitamura Shosai 1999/6/21

65 Chinkin （沈金） 1999/6/21 Mae Fumio 1999/6/21

Isoi Masami 1985/4/13

Ota Hitoshi 1994/6/27

Onishi Isao 2002/7/8

Komori Kunihiro Komori Kunie 2006/9/15

Masumura Kiichiro 2008/9/11

52

58

63

66

67

Makie （蒔絵）
1955/2/15

Kinma （蒟醤）
1985/4/13

Kyusitsu （髹漆）
1974/4/20

Kitamura Takeshi

Tsumugi-ori （紬織）
1990/4/25

Yuzen （友禅）
1955/5/12
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Category Name of Property
Date of

Designition
Holders Name Other Name

Date of

Recognition

Metalwork Saito Akira 1993/4/15

（金工） Ozawa Yukimasa Ozawa Komin 2005/8/30

Nakagawa Mamoru 2004/9/2

Katsura Takeshi Katsura Morihito 2008/9/11

Okuyama Kizo Okuyama Hoseki 1995/5/31

Taguchi Toshichika 2006/9/15

Tamagawa Norio 2010/9/6

71
Dora （銅鑼）

2002/7/8 Uozumi Yasuhiko
Uozumi Iraku the

third
2002/7/8

72 Nihontou （日本刀） 1955/5/12 Amata Seiichi Amata Akitsugu 1997/6/6

Wood and

Bamboo
Kawagita Ryozo 1994/6/27

（木竹工） Osaka Hiromichi 1997/6/6

Nakagawa Kiyotsugu 2001/7/12

Murayama Akira 2003/7/10

Haisoto Tatsuo 2012/10/4

Katsushiro Ichiji Katsushiro Soho 2005/8/30

Fujinuma Noboru 2012/10/4

75 Doll-making Ishou-ningyou （衣裳人形） 1986/4/28 Imai Nobuko Akiyama Nobuko 1996/5/10

76 （人形）
Touso-ningyou （桐塑人形）

2002/7/8 Hayashi Komao 2002/7/8

77
Paper-

making

Echizen-housho （越前奉書）
2000/6/6 Iwano Ichibe

Iwano Ichibe the

Ninth
2000/6/6

78 （手漉和紙） Najio-ganbishi （名塩雁皮紙） 2002/7/8 Tanino Takenobu Tanino Takenobu 2002/7/8

79
Tosa-tengujoushi

（土佐典具帖紙）
2001/7/12 Hamada Sajio 2001/7/12

Moku-kougei （木工芸）

1984/4/9

Chiku-kougei （竹工芸）
1982/4/20

68

69

70

73

74

Chukin （鋳金）
1993/4/15

Choukin （彫金）
1978/4/26

Tankin （鍛金）
1995/5/31



Annex. B-3  1. Important Intangible Cultural Properties

(b) Holders (Collective Recognition) ／ Holding Groups
  (i) Performing Arts (Holders (Collective Recognition))

Name Name of Group or Institution
Date of

Designation

1 Gagaku （雅楽） Music Department of the Imperial Household Agency 1955/5/12

2
Ningo Joruri Bunraku

（人形浄瑠璃文楽）
Ningyo Joruri Bunraku Theatre 1955/5/12

3 Nohgaku （能楽） Japan Nohgaku Association 1957/12/4

4 Kabuki （歌舞伎） Organization for the Preservation of Kabuki 1965/4/20

5 Kumiodori （組踊） Traditional Kumiodori Preservation Society 1972/5/15

6 Gidayubushi （義太夫節） Gidayubushi Preservation Society 1980/4/21

7 Tokiwazubushi（常磐津節） Tokiwazubushi Preservation Society 1981/4/20

8 Icchubushi （一中節） Icchubushi Preservation Society 1993/4/15

9 Katobushi （河東節） Katobushi Preservation Society 1993/4/15

10 Miyazonobushi（宮薗節） Miyazonobushi Preservation Society 1993/4/15

11 Ogiebushi （荻江節） Ogiebushi Preservation Society 1993/4/15

12 Ryukyu Buyou （琉球舞踊） Ryukyu Buyou Preservation Society 2009/9/2

 (ii) Craft Techniques (Holding Groups)

Name Name of Group or Institution
Date of

Designation

13
Kakiemon (Nigoshide)

（柿右衛門）
Association for the Preservation of Kakiemon Porcelain Techniques 1971/4/23

14 Iro-Nabeshima（色鍋島）
Association for the Preservation of Imaemon Iro-Nabeshima Porcelain

Techniques
1976/4/30

15 Onta-yaki（小鹿田焼） Association for the Preservation of Onta-yaki Pottery Techniques 1995/5/31

16 Yuki-tsumugi（結城紬） Association for the Preservation of Honba Yuki-tsumugi Weaving Techniques 1956/4/24

17
Ojiya-chijimi, Echigo-jofu

（小千谷縮・越後上布）
Association for the conservation of techniques for Echigo-jofu, Ojiya-chijimi-fu 1955/5/12

18 Kurume-kasuri （久留米絣）
Association for the Preservation of techniques for Important Intangible Cultural

Property Kurume-kasuri Dyeing
1957/4/25

19
Kijoka no Bashoufu

（喜如嘉の芭蕉布）
Association for the Preservation of Bashoufu of Kijoka 1974/4/20

20 Miyako-joufu（宮古上布） Holding Group for Miyako-joufu 1978/4/26

21 Ise-katagami（伊勢型紙） Association for the Preservation of Ise-katagami making Techniques 1993/4/15

22
Kumejima-tsumugi（久米島
紬）

Holding Group for Kumejima Tsumugi 2004/9/2

23 Wajima-nuri（輪島塗） Association for the Preservation of Wajima-nuri Laquer Techniques 1977/4/25

24 Hosokawa-shi（細川紙） Hosokawa-shi Craftsmen's Association 1978/4/26

25 Hon-minoshi（本美濃紙） Association for the Preservation of Hon-minoshi Papermaking 1969/4/15

26 Sekishu-Banshi（石州半紙） Sekishu-Banshi Craftsmen’s Association 1969/4/15
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2. Important Intangible Folk Cultural Properties

Prefecture Name Category Subcategory Location
Protection Association

(specified holders)

Date of

Designation

1 Hokkaido Traditional Ainu Dance

folk

performing

arts

others

Hokkaido Association for the

Preservation of Traditional

Ainu Dance

1984/1/21

（アイヌ古式舞踊）
Sapporo Upopo  Preservation

Association
Chitose Association for

Preservation and Transference

of Traditional Ainu Culture
Asahikawa  Chikappuni

Preservation Association for the

Ainu People's Culture
Shiraoi Preservation

Association for People's
Mukawa Association for

Preservation and Transference

of Traditional Ainu Culture
Biratori Preservation

Association for Ainu Culture
Monbetsu Preservation

Association for Utari Culture
Niikappu Preservation

Association for People's
Shizunai Preservation

Association for People's
Mitsuishi Preservation

Association for People's
Urakawa Preservation

Association for Utari Culture
Samani Preservation

Association for People's
Obihiro Preservation

Association for Kamuitou
Kushiro Preservation

Association for Harutori

Traditional Ainu Dances
Teshikaga-cho Kussharo Kotan

Preservation Association for

Ainu Culture
Akan Preservation Association

for Ainu People's Culture
Shiranuka Preservation

Association for Ainu Culture

2 Aomori
Enburi dance of Hachinohe

 （八戸のえんぶり）

folk

performing
dengaku

Hachinohe City; Sannohe-

gun

Hachinohe Regional Federation

of Enburi Associations
1979/2/3

3
Nebuta festival of Aomori

（青森のねぶた）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Aomori City

Aomori Association for the

Preservation of the Nebuta

Festival

1980/1/28

4
Neputa festival of Hirosaki

（弘前のねぷた）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Hirosaki City

Hirosaki Association for the

Preservation of Neputa
1980/1/28

5
Tohai Gyoji of Mt. Iwaki

（岩木山の登拝行事）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)

Aomori City; Hirosaki City;

Kuroishi City; Goshogawara

City; Higashi Tsugaru -gun;

Nishi Tugaru -gun; Tsugaru

City; Nakatsugaru -gun;

Minami Tsugaru -gun;

Hirakawa City and

Kitatsugaru -gun

Association for the Preservation

of Mountain Pilgrimages
1984/1/21

6
Noh-Mai dance of Shimokita

（下北の能舞）

folk

performing
kagura

Shimokita -gun; Mutsu City

and Kamikita -gun

Shimokita Federation for the

Preservation of Noh-Mai
1989/3/20

Higashidoori-mura Federation

for the Preservation of

Hometown Performing Arts,

Noh-Mai Division
Mutsu City Association for the

Preservation of Noh-Mai

Fukushima City,

Matsukawa-machi,

Kanezawa
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Prefecture Name Category Subcategory Location
Protection Association

(specified holders)

Date of

Designation
Yokohama-cho Association for

the Preservation of Hometown

Performing Arts, Noh-Mai

Division

7

Tohai Gyoji of Mt.

Izumiyama （泉山の登拝行
事）

manners and

customs

rites of

passage

Sannohe-gun, Sannohe-

machi, Izumiyama

Association for the Preservation

of Izumiyama no Nanasaiji-

Hatsumairi

1997/12/15

8

Sansha Taisai festival of

Hachinohe with Dashi float

（八戸三社大祭の山車行
事）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Hachinohe City

Association for the Preservation

of the Hachinohe Sansha Taisai

Festival Parade of Floats

2004/2/6

9

Techniques from the

Tsugaru Straits and

Surrounding Area for

Making Japanese Boats

（津軽海峡及び周辺地域に
おける和船製作技術）

folk

techniques

production&l

ivelihood

Area surrounding Tsugaru

Straits

Association for the Preservation

of Techniques from the Tsugaru

Straits and Surrounding Area

for Making Japanese Boats

2006/3/15

10 Iwate
Hayachine Kagura

（早池峰神楽）

folk

performing
kagura Hanamaki City

Association for the Preservation

of Hayachine Kagura
1976/5/4

Association for the Preservation

of Otsugunai Kagura
Association for the Preservation

of Take Kagura

11
Ennen of Motsuji Temple

（毛越寺の延年）

folk

performing

ennen&okon

ai

Nishiiwai-gun, Hiraizumi-

cho, Aza Osawa

Association for the Preservation

of Motsuji Ennen no Mai
1977/5/17

12

Dainenbutsu Kenbai dance

of Nagai

（永井の大念仏剣舞）

folk

performing

arts

furyu Morioka City, Nagai
Association for the Preservation

of Nagai Dainenbutsu Kenbai
1980/1/28

13
Taue Odori of Yamaya

（山屋の田植踊）

folk

performing
dengaku

Shiwa-gun, Shiwa-cho,

Yamaya

Association for the Preservation

of Yamaya Taue Odori
1981/1/21

14

Matsuriba Gyoji of Murone

Shrine's festival（室根神社
祭のマツリバ行事）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)

Ichinoseki City; Ofunato

City; Miyagi Prefecture,

Kesennuma City

Association for the Preservation

of the Murone Shrine Festival
1985/1/12

15
Onikenbai

（鬼剣舞）

folk

performing
furyu Kitakami City; Oshu City

Federation for the Preservation

of Onikenbai
1993/12/13

Association for the Preservation

of Iwasaki Onikenbai
Association for the Preservation

of Nameshida Onikenbai
Association for the Preservation

of Honokisawa Nenbutsu
Association for the Preservation

of Kawanishi Nenbutsu Kenbai

16
Visiting god Suneka of

Yoshihama （吉浜のスネカ）

manners and

customs
annual events

Ofunato City, Sanriku-cho,

Yoshihama

Association for the Preservation

of Yoshihama Suneka
2004/2/6

17
Kuromori Kagura

（黒森神楽）

folk

performing
kagura Miyako City

Association for the Preservation

of Kuromori Kagura
2006/3/15

18 Miyagi 
Taue Odori of Akiu

（秋保の田植踊）

folk

performing
dengaku

Sendai City, Taihaku-ku,

Akiu-machi

Association for the Preservation

of Akiu no Taue Odori
1976/5/4

Association for the Preservation

of Yumoto no Taue Odori
Association for the Preservation

of Nagafukuro no Taue Odori
Association for the Preservation

of Baba no Taue Odori

19
Ennen of Obasama

（小迫の延年）

folk

performing

ennen&okon

ai

Kurihara City, Tsukumo

Aza Obasama

Association for the Preservation

of Obasama Ennen
1979/2/3

20
Ogatsu Houin Kagura

（雄勝法印神楽）

folk

performing
kagura Ishinomaki City

Association for the Preservation

of Ogatsuhouin Kagura
1996/12/20

21
Oyamagake of Hata

（羽田のお山がけ）

manners and

customs

rites of

passage

Kesennuma City, Aza

Akaiwahata

Hata Shrine Representatives

Association
2000/12/27

22
Mizukaburi ritual of

Yonekawa

manners and

customs
annual events Tome City

Association for the Preservation

of Yonekawa no Mizukaburi
2000/12/27
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23
Enzunowari of Tsukihama

（月浜のえんずのわり）

manners and

customs
annual events Higashimatsushima City

Association for the Preservation

of Enzunowari
2006/3/15

24 Akita
Dainichido Bugaku

（大日堂舞楽）

folk

performing

torai-

gei&butai-gei
Kazuno City, Hachimantai

Association for the Preservation

of Dainichido Bugaku
1976/5/4

25

Shimotsuki Kagura of Mt.

Horohasan （保呂羽山の霜
月神楽）

folk

performing

arts

kagura Yokote City, Yazawagi

Association for the Preservation

of Horohasan Shimotsuki

Kagura

1977/5/17

26
Visiting god Namahage of

Oga （男鹿のナマハゲ）

manners and

customs
annual events Oga City

Association for the Preservation

of the Oga no Namahage
1978/5/22

27
Akita no Kanto

（秋田の竿灯）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Akita City Akita City Kanto Association 1980/1/28

28

Bon Odori dance of

Nishimonai （西馬音内の盆
踊）

folk

performing

arts

furyu
Ogachi -gun, Ugo-machi,

Nishimonai

Association for the Preservation

of Nishimonai Bon Odori
1981/1/21

29
Kamakura Gyoji of Rokugo

（六郷のカマクラ行事）

manners and

customs
annual events Senboku -gun, Misato-cho

Association for the Preservation

of the Rokugo-machi Kamakura
1982/1/14

30
Tug-of-war in Kariwano（刈
和野の大綱引き）

manners and

customs

entertainment

&competition
Daisen City, Kariwano

Association for the Preservation

of the Kariwano Otsunahiki
1984/1/19

festivals

(beliefs)

Katagami City: Oga City,

Funakoshi
Tokoyasaka Shrine Association 1986/1/14

Funakoshi-cho Federation

32
Yama Gyoji in Kakunodate

Festival（角館祭りのやま行

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Senboku City

Association for the Preservation

of the Kakunodate Festival
1991/2/21

33

Hikiyama Gyoji of

Tsuchisaki Shinmeishasai

（土崎神明社祭の曳山行
事）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Akita City

Tsuchisaki Shinmeisha

Association
1997/12/15

34
Bon Odori dance of

Kemanai （毛馬内の盆踊）

folk

performing
furyu

Kazuno City, Towada,

Kemanai

Association for the Preservation

of Kemanai Bon Odori
1998/12/16

annual events Nikaho City, Yokooka
Association for the Preservation

of Yokooka Sae no Kami
1998/12/16

Association for the Preservation

of Omori  Sae no Kami

36 Nekko Bangaku（根子番楽）
folk

performing
kagura Kitaakita City, Nekko

Association for the Preservation

of Nekko Bangaku
2004/2/6

37

Choukurairo Mai dance of

Kotaki（小滝のチョウクライロ
舞）

folk

performing

arts

ennen&okon

ai
Nikaho City, Kotaki

Association for the Preservation

of Mt. Choukai Kotaki Bugaku
2004/2/6

Association for the Preservation

of Oedarami Techniques

Association for the Preservation

of Kakunodate Itaya Work

Techniques

39
Honkai Shishi-mai Bangaku

（本海獅子舞番楽）

folk

performing

arts

kagura
Yurihonjo City, Chokai-

machi

Association for the

Transmission of Honkai Shishi-

mai Bangaku (Kamimomoyake-

kouchu, Shimomomoyake-

Kouchu, Kamihitane-kouchu,

Nakahitane-kouchu,

Maenosawa-kouchu,

Shimohitane-kouchu, Sarukura-

kouchu, Kouya-kouchu, Nikai-

kouchu, Amaike-kouchu,

Yakiyama-kouchu, Hirane-

kouchu, Sagenabe-kouchu)

2011/3/9

40 Yamagata
Kurokawa Noh

（黒川能）

folk

performing

torai-gei&

butai-gei
Tsuruoka City

Association for the Preservation

of Kurokawa Noh
1976/5/4

41
Sugisawahiyama

（杉沢比山）

folk

performing
kagura

Akumi -gun, Yuza-machi,

Sugisawa

Association for the Preservation

of Sugisawahiyama
1978/5/22

42
Hayashike Bugaku

（林家舞楽）

folk

performing

arts

torai-gei&

butai-gei

Sagae City, Oaza Jionji;

Nishimurayama -gun,

Kahokucho, Yachi

Association for the Preservation

of Yachi Bugaku
1981/1/21

production&

livelihood

folk

techniques

31

35

38

Techniques from Akita for

making Itaya minnow（秋田
のイタヤ箕製作技術）

2009/3/11

Tounin Gyoji of Tokoyasaka

Shrine（東湖八坂神社のトウ
ニン（統人）行事）

manners and

customs

Koshougatsu Gyoji of

Kamigo（上郷の小正月行
事）

manners and

customs

Taihei Kurosawa, Akita

City/

Kumoshikari, Kakunodate

Town
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43
Koshogatsu Gyoji of Yuza

（遊佐の小正月行事）

manners and

customs
annual events

Akumi -gun, Yuza-machi,

Mega; Taki no Ura; Torizaki

Association for the Preservation

of Yuza Amahage
1999/12/21

44

Yatai Gyoji of Shinjo

Festival

（新庄まつりの山車行事）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Shinjo City

Association for the Preservation

of Shinjo Festival Floats
2009/3/11

45 Fukushima

Chigo Dengaku, Furyu of

Gohoden （御宝殿の稚児田
楽・風流）

folk

performing

arts

dengaku
Iwaki City, Nishiki-machi,

Gohoden

Association for the Preservation

of Gohoden Kumano Shrine

Dengaku

1976/5/4

46
Soma Nomaoi

（相馬野馬追）

manners and

customs

entertainment

&competition

Soma City, Minami Soma

City, Soma -gun, Shinchi-

machi; Iitatemura; Futaba -

gun, Namie-machi;

Katsuraomura; Futaba-

machi; Okuma-machi

Association for the Preservation

of the Soma Nomaoi
1978/5/22

47
Hayamagomori of Kanezawa

（金沢の羽山ごもり）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)

Fukushima City,

Matsukawa-machi,

Association for the Preservation

of Hayamagomori
1980/1/28

48

Otoya Gyoji of Tajima Gion

Festival （田島祇園祭のおと
うや行事）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)

Minami Aizu -gun, Minami

Aizu-machi

Association for the Preservation

of the Tajima Gion Festival

Otoya Event

1981/1/21

49

Shichifukujin and Taue

Odori dance of Isihi

（石井の七福神と田植踊）

folk

performing

arts

dengaku

Nihonmatsu City, Suzuishi

Azuma-cho; Nishiki-machi;

Kita Toromi

 Association for the

Preservation of Ishii

Performing Arts

1995/12/26

50
Hata Matsuri Kohata

（木幡の幡祭り）

manners and

customs

rites of

passage
Nihonmatsu City, Kohata

Association for the Preservation

of the Kohata Hata Festival
2004/2/6

51

Otaue of Tsutsukowake

Shrine

（都々古別神社の御田植）

folk

performing

arts

dengaku
Higashi Shirakawa -gun,

Tanagura-machi, Yatsuki

Association for the Preservation

of  Yatsuki Tsutsukowake

Shrine Otaue

2004/2/6

52
Sainokami of Mishima

（三島のサイノカミ）

manners and

customs
annual events

Onuma-gun, Mishima-

machi

Association for the Preservation

of Mishima Annual Events
2008/3/13

Ibaraki
Tsunabi

（綱火）

folk

performing

torai-

gei&butai-gei
Tsukuba Mirai City

Federation for the Preservation

of Tsunabi
1976/5/4

Takaoka-ryu Tsunabi

Preservation Group
Association for the Preservation

of Obari Matsushita-ryu

54
Hitachi Furyumono

（日立風流物）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Hitachi City, Miyata-cho

Association for the Preservation

of Hitachi Hometown

Performing Arts

1977/5/17

55 Tochigi
Yama-age Gyoji of

Karasuyama（烏山の山あげ

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Nasu Karasuyama City

Association for the Preservation

of Karasuyama Yama-age
1979/2/3

56
Genpuku ceremony of

Kawamata （川俣の元服式）

manners and

customs

rites of

passage
Nikko City, Oaza Kawamata Kawamata Local Council 1987/1/8

57
Gohanshiki of Hokkoji

（発光路の強飯式）

manners and

customs
annual events

Kanuma City, Kamikasuo

Aza, Hokkoji

Hokkoji Myoken Shrine Youth

Society
1996/12/20

58

Yatai Gyoji of Kanuma

Imamiya Shrine Festival

（鹿沼今宮神社祭の屋台行
事）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Kanuma City

Association for the Preservation

of the Kanuma Imamiya

Festival

2003/2/20

59 Gunma
Toro doll of Annaka

Nakajuku（安中中宿の燈篭

folk

performing

torai-

gei&butai-gei
Annaka City, Nakajuku

Association for the Preservation

of Nakajuku Itoayatsuri
1977/5/17

60
Ocha-ko of Joshu Shirakubo

（上州白久保のお茶講）

manners and

customs

social life

(knowledge

of folk

Agatsuma -gun, Nakanojo-

machi, Oaza Gotanda aza

Shirakubo

Association for the Preservation

of Shirokubo Ocha-ko
1990/3/29

61
Saruoi Matsuri of Katashina

（片品の猿追い祭）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)

Tone -gun, Katashina Mura,

Oaza Hanasaku

Association for the Preservation

of the Saru-Oi Festival
2000/12/27

62

Harukuwa Matsuri of

Higoshi Shinmeigu （樋越神
明宮の春鍬祭）

manners and

customs

production&l

ivelihood

Sawa -gun, Tamamura-

machi, Higoshi

Association for the Preservation

of the Shinmeigu Harukuwa

Festival

2002/2/12

63 Saitama
Washinomiya Saibara

Kagura

folk

performing
kagura Kuki City

Association for the Preservation

of Saibara Kagura
1976/5/4

53
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64

Yatai-Gyoji and Kagura

 in Chichibu Festival （秩父
祭の屋台行事と神楽）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Chichibu City

The Committee for the

Preservation of the Chichibu

Festival

1979/2/3

65
Hyakuhatto of Inomata （猪
俣の百八燈）

manners and

customs
annual events

Kodama -gun, Misato-

machi, Oaza Inomata

Association for the Preservation

of Inomata Hyakuhatto
1987/1/8

66

Dashi Gyoji in Kawagoe

Hikawa Festival  （川越氷川
祭の山車行事）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Kawagoe City

Association for the Preservation

of Kawagoe Hikawa Festival

Parade of Floats

2005/2/21

Koshiki Dohyo Iri of

Iwatsuki

（岩槻の古式土俵入り）

manners and

customs

rites of

passage
Saitama City

Association for the Preservation

of Kagiage Children's Sumo

Entering the Ring Ceremony

2005/2/21

Association for the Preservation

of Sasakubo Koshiki Children's

Entering the Ring Ceremony

68
Tamashiki Jinjya Kagura

（玉敷神社神楽）

folk

performing
kagura Kazo City

Association for the Preservation

of Tamashiki Jinjya Kagura
2008/3/13

69

Technique from Konosu for

making Akamono （鴻巣の
赤物製作技術）

folk

techniques

production&l

ivelihood
Konosu City

Association for the Preservation

of Konosu no Akamono
2011/3/9

70 Chiba
Kiraigo

（鬼来迎）

folk

performing

torai-

gei&butai-gei

Sanbu -gun,

Yokoshibahikari-machi,

Association for the Preservation

of Kiraigo
1976/5/4

71

Omachi Gyoji of Shiramazu

（白間津のオオマチ（大祭）
行事）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)

Minamiboso City, Chikura-

cho, Shiramazu
Shiramazu-ku 1992/3/11

72
Dashi Gyoji of Sawara （佐
原の山車行事）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Katori City

Association for the Preservation

and Transmission of the Sawara

Festival of Floats

2004/2/6

73
Satoimo Festival of Monai

（茂名の里芋祭）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Tateyama City, Mona Mona-ku 2005/2/21

74

Techniques for making

Kazusa-style well （上総掘り
の技術）

folk

techniques

production&l

ivelihood
Kazusa Region

Association for the Study and

Transmission of Kazusa-bori

Techniques

2006/3/15

75

Techniques from Kizumi for

making Fuji-minnow（木積
の藤箕製作技術）

folk

techniques

production&l

ivelihood
Sosa City, Kizumi

Association for the Preservation

of Kizumi-mi Works
2009/3/11

76 Tokyo
Ta-asobi of Itabashi

（板橋の田遊び）

folk

performing
dengaku Itabashi-ku

Federation for the Preservation

of Itabashi Ta-asobi
1976/5/4

Association for the Preservation

of Tokumaru Ta-asobi
Association for the Preservation

of Shimoakatsuka Ta-asobi

77
Kashima Odori dance of

Ogouchi （小河内の鹿島踊）

folk

performing

arts

furyu
Nishi Tama -gun, Okutama-

machi

Association of Preservation

Groups for Ogouchi Hometown

Performing Arts

1980/1/28

78
Edo no Sato Kagura

（江戸の里神楽）

folk

performing

arts

kagura Tokyo-to

The Taneo Wakayama Group,

The Mamiya Group, The

Gennosuke Matsumoto Group,

The Yorinobu Yamamoto

1994/12/13

79

Katsuo Tsuri Gyoji of

Kouzushima Island （神津島
のかつお釣り行事）

manners and

customs

production&l

ivelihood
Kouzushima-mura

Association for the Preservation

of the Monoiminanomikoto

Shrine Katsuo Tsuri

1999/12/21

O-odori dance of Niijima

Island （新島の大踊）

folk

performing
furyu

Niijima-mura, Honson,

Wakagou

Association for the Preservation

of Niijima O-odori
2005/2/21

Association for the Preservation

of Wakagou O-odori

81

Hou-ou no Mai dance of

Shimohirai （下平井の鳳凰
の舞）

folk

performing

arts

furyu
Nishi Tama -gun, Hinode-

machi

Association for the Preservation

of Hou-ou no Mai
2006/3/15

82 Kanagawa
Chakkirako

（チャッキラコ）

folk

performing
furyu Miura City, Misaki-machi

Association for the Preservation

of Chakkirako
1976/5/4

Puppet show of Sagami （相
模人形芝居）

folk

performing

torai-

gei&butai-gei
Atsugi City, Odawara City

Sagami Ningyo Shibai

Federation
1980/1/28

Hayashi-za, Hase-za,

Shimonaka-za

67

80

83
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84
Omine Iri of Yamakita （山
北のお峰入り）

folk

performing
furyu

Ashigarakami -gun,

Yamakita-machi,

Association for the Preservation

of Omine-iri
1981/1/21

85
Funa-Matsuri of Kibune

Shrine （貴船神社の船祭り）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)

Ashigarashimo -gun,

Manazuru-machi

Association for the Preservation

of Kibune-Matsuri
1996/12/20

86
Sagicho of Oiso （大磯の左
義長）

manners and

customs
annual events Naka -gun, Oiso-machi

Association for the Preservation

of Oiso-machi Sagicho
1997/12/15

87
Oshoro Nagashi of Mito（三
戸のオショロ流し）

manners and

customs
annual events Miura City, Hatsuse-machi

Association for the Preservation

of Mito Oshoro Nagashi
2011/3/9

88 Niigata
Ayakomai

（綾子舞）

folk

performing

arts

furyu Kashiwazaki City, Onadani

Association for thePresevation

and Promotion of Kashiwazaki

City Ayakomai

1976/5/4

folk

performing

torai-

gei&butai-gei
Sado City

Association for the Preservation

of Sado Ningyo Shibai
1977/5/17

Association for the Promotion

of Sado Bun-ya Ningyo
Association for the Preservation

of Niibo-mura Ningyo

90

Toro Oshi and Bugaku of

Yahiko Shrine

（弥彦神社燈篭おしと舞楽）

folk

performing

arts

torai-

gei&butai-gei

Nishikanbara -gun Yahiko-

mura

Association for the Preservation

of Yahiko Shrine Toro Oshi

and Bugaku Ritual

1978/5/22

91
Customs of bull-fight （牛の
角突きの習俗）

manners and

customs

entertainment

&competition

Nagaoka City, Uonuma

City, Ojiya City

Association for the Preservation

of Nijumura Hometown Ushino

Tsunotsuki Shuzoku

1978/5/22

92
Kuruma Daue of Sado Island

（佐渡の車田植）

manners and

customs

production&l

ivelihood
Sado City, Kitaushima

Association for the Preservation

of Sado Kuruma Daue
1979/2/3

Bugaku of Itoigawa and

Nou （糸魚川・能生の舞楽）

folk

performing

torai-

gei&butai-gei

Itoigawa City, Oaza

Ichinomiya, Itoigawa City

Amatsu Shrine Bugaku

Association
1980/1/28

Hakusan Shrine Association for

the Preservation of Cultural

Properties

94
Ennen of Nechiyamadera

Shrine

folk

performing

ennen&okon

ai

Itoigawa City Oaza,

Yamadera
Hiyoshi Shrine Association 1980/1/28

95
Take-no-Karakai of Oumi

（青海の竹のからかい）

manners and

customs
annual events Itoigawa City, Aza Oumi

Association for the Preservation

of Oumi Take no Karakai
1987/12/28

96
Dai no Saka

（大の阪）

folk

performing
furyu Uonuma City Dai no Saka Association 1998/12/16

manners and

customs
annual events

Murakami City, Nakahama,

Sugitaira, Ganjiki

Association for the Preservation

of the Nakahama Botamochi
1999/12/21

Association for the Preservation

of the Sugitaira Botamochi
Association for the Preservation

of the Ganjiki Botamochi

98

Techniques from Ogi for

making Tarai boat （小木の
たらい舟製作技術）

folk

techniques

production&l

ivelihood
Sado City

Association for the Preservation

of Techniques for making Ogi

Taraibune

2007/3/7

99 Toyama 

Mikurumayama,the Float

Ceremoy of the Takaoka

Mikurumayama Festival（高
岡御車山祭の御車山行
事）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Takaoka City

Association for the Preservation

of Takaoka Mikurumayama

Floats

1979/2/3

Ecchu no Chigomai

（越中の稚児舞）

folk

performing

arts

torai-

gei&butai-gei

Imizu City, Kamochubu;

Kurobe City, Akebi;

Toyama City, Nakanomyou

Association for the Preservation

of Kamo Shrine's Shinji Ritual

(Chigomai Section)

1982/1/14

Association for the Preservation

of Akebi Chigomai
Association for the Preservation

of Kumano Shrine Chigomai

101
Tatemon Gyoji of Uozu

（魚津のタテモン行事）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Uozu City

Association for the Preservation

of Uozu Tatemon
1997/12/15

102

Nebuta Nagashi of

Namerikawa （滑川のネブタ
流し）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Namerikawa City

Nakagawara, Tokiwa-cho Ward

1, Ward 2, Ward 3
1999/12/21

103

Hikiyama Gyoji of Johana

Shinmeigu Festival （城端神
明宮祭の曳山行事）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Nanto City

Association for the Preservation

of Johana Hikiyama Festival
2002/2/12

93

97

100

89

Puppet show of Sado Island

(Bun-ya Ningyo, Sekkyo

Ningyo, Noroma Ningyo)

（佐渡の人形芝居（文弥人
形、説経人形、のろま人
形））

Botamochi Festival of

Sanpoku （山北のボタモチ
祭り）
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104

Techuniques from Ecchu

Fukuoka for making Suge-

hut（越中福岡の菅笠製作技
術）

folk

techniques

food,

clothing and

housing

Takaoka City, Fukuoka-

machi

Association for the Preservation

of Techniques from Ecchu

Fukuoka for making Sugegasa

2009/3/11

105
Sainokami of Muramachi（邑
町のサイノカミ）

manners and

customs
annual events

Simoniikawa-gun, Nyuzen-

machi

Association for the Presevation

of Sainokami Matsuri
2010/3/11

106

Techuniques from Ronden

Kumanashi for making Fuji-

winnow （論田・熊無の藤箕
製作技術）

folk

techniques

production&l

ivelihood
Himi City

Association for the Preservation

of Ronden Kumanashi Fujimi-

Making Technique

2013/3/12

107 Ishikawa
Aenokoto ritual of Oku-noto

（奥能登のあえのこと）

manners and

customs
annual events

Suzu City; Wajima City;

Hosu -gun, Noto-cho,

Anamizu-machi

Association for the Preservation

of Okunoto Aenokoto
1976/5/4

Oguchi no Dekumawashi

（尾口のでくまわし）

folk

performing

torai-

gei&butai-gei
Hakusan City

Association for the Preservation

of Fukase Dekumawashi
1977/5/17

Association for the Preservation

of Oguchi-mura Higashi

Futakuchi -ku Bunya Ningyo
manners and

customs
annual events

Wajima City, Hosu -gun,

Noto-cho

Association for the Preservation

of  Noto Amamehagi
1979/2/3

Association for the Preservation

of Uchiuramachi Amamehagi
Association for the Preservation

of Monzen-machi Amamehagi
Association for the Preservation

of Wajima-shi Mensamanento

110

Wakubata Gyoji of

Kumakabuto Hatsuka

Festival （熊甲二十日祭の
枠旗行事）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Nanao City

Okumakabuto Festival

Association
1981/1/21

111

Hikiyama Gyoji of Seihaku

Festival

（青柏祭の曳山行事）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Nanao City

Association for the Preservation

of Seihaku Festival Dekayama
1983/1/11

112

Custom of Cormorant

Festival in Keta （気多の鵜
祭の習俗）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)

Hakui City, Jike-machi;

Nanao City, Unoura-machi

Keta Shrine, Unoura-machi

Town Association
2000/12/27

113

Techniques from Noto for

manufuctuaing salt in

Agehama-style （能登の揚浜
式製塩の技術）

folk

techniques

production&l

ivelihood
Suzu City, Shimizu-machi

Association for the Preservation

of Noto Agehama Salt-Making

Technique

2008/3/13

114 Fukui
Dengaku, Noh Mai of Mizu-

umi （水海の田楽・能舞）

folk

performing
dengaku

Imadate -gun, Ikeda-cho,

Mizu-umi

Association for the Preservation

of Mizu-umi Dengaku Noh Mai
1976/5/4

115
Mutsuki Ritual

（睦月神事）

folk

performing
dengaku Fukui City, Omori-cho

Kamo Shrine Mutsuki Shinji

Association
1978/5/22

116
Tug-of war in Tsuruga

Nishi-machi （敦賀西町の綱

manners and

customs

entertainment

&competition

Tsuruga City, Aioicho,

Nishi-machi-dori

Association for the Preservation

of Ebisu Daikoku Tsunahiki
1986/1/14

117
Echizen Manzai

（越前万歳）

folk

performing

katarimono&

shukufuku-
Echizen City, Ajimano-cho

Association for the Preservation

of Echizen Manzai
1995/12/26

118
Hotoke no Mai of Itosaki（糸
崎の仏舞）

folk

performing

torai-

gei&butai-gei
Fukui City, Itosaki-cho

Association for the Preservation

of Hotoke no Mai
2004/2/6

119 Yamanashi
Tenzushi Mai

（天津司舞）

folk

performing

torai-

gei&butai-gei
Kofu City, Kose-machi

Association for the Preservation

of Tenzushi-Mai
1976/5/4

120
Dainenbutsu of Mushono

（無生野の大念仏）

folk

performing
furyu Uenohara City, Mushono

Association for the Preservation

of Mushono Dainenbutsu
1995/12/26

121
Fire Festival of Yoshida （吉
田の火祭）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)

Fujiyoshida City,

Kamiyoshida

Association for the Preservation

of Yoshida no Himatsuri
2012/3/8

122 Nagano Snow Festival　（雪祭）
folk

performing
others

Shimoina -gun, Anan-cho,

Niino

Association for the Preservation

of Izu Shrine Snow Festival
1977/5/17

Shimotsuki Kagura of

Tenryumura （天竜村の霜月
神楽）

folk

performing

arts

kagura

Shimoina -gun,

Tenryumura, Oaza

Kamihara, Aza Sakabe, Aza

Sakabe Omori Suwa Shrine

Association
1978/5/22

Association for the Preservation

of Mukaigata Okiyome Festival

Ikedai Shrine Association

123

108

109

Visiting god Amamehagi of

Noto （能登のアマメハギ）
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124
Shimotsuki Matsuri  of

Toyama （遠山の霜月祭）

folk

performing

arts

kagura Iida City

Association for the Preservation

of the Minami Shinano-mura

Toyama Shimotsuki Festival

1979/2/3

Ono Shrine Association

Sanjo Shrine Association

Association for the Preservation

of the Yaegochi Sho Hachiman

Shrine Toyama Shimotsuki

Jo Shrine Association

Atago Shrine Association

Association for the Preservation

of the Wada Suwa Shrine

Toyama Shimotsuki Festival

Jitsugetsu Shrine Association

Inari Shrine Association

Association for the Preservation

of Kizawa Hachiman Shrine

Toyama Shimotsuki Festival

Shiroyama Shrine Association

Okumano Shrine Association

Usa Hachiman Shrine

Toyama Tenmangu Shrine

Association
Association for the Preservation

of Kamimura Toyama

Shimotsuki Festival
Association for the Preservation

of Kamimura Toyama

Shimotsuki Festival,
Association for the Preservation

of Kamimura Toyama

Shimotsuki Festival, Nakasato
Association for the Preservation

of Kamimura Toyama

Shimotsuki Festival, Hodoya
Association for the Preservation

of Kamimura Toyama

Shimotsuki Festival, Shimokuri

125
Shinji Geino of Amenomiya

（雨宮の神事芸能）

folk

performing

arts

others Chikuma City, Amenomiya

Association for the Preservation

of Amenomiya-za Hiyoshi

Shrine Goshinji

1981/1/21

126

Dosojin Matsuri of Nozawa

Hot Spring（野沢温泉の道
祖神祭り）

manners and

customs
annual events

Shimotakai -gun, Nozawa

Onsen Mura
Cooperation/Nozawagumi 1993/12/13

127
Bon Odori of Niino （新野の
盆踊）

folk

performing
furyu

Shimoina -gun, Anancho,

Niino

Niino Kogen Bon Odori

Association
1998/12/16

128
Odori Nenbutsu of Atobe（跡
部の踊り念仏）

folk

performing
furyu Saku City, Atobe

Association for the Preservation

of Atobe Odori Nenbutsu
2000/12/27

129
Hashiramatsu Gyoji of

Kosuge （小菅の柱松行事）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Iiyama City

Association for the Preservation

of Kosuge Hashiramatsu
2011/3/9

130 Gifu
Noh, Kyogen of Nogo （能郷
の能・狂言）

folk

performing

torai-

gei&butai-gei
Motosu City, Nogo

Association for the Preservation

of Noh and Kyogen
1976/5/4

131
Ennen of Nagataki

（長滝の延年）

folk

performing

ennen&okon

ai
Gujo City, Nagataki

Association for the Preservation

of Nagataki Ennen
1977/5/17

Yatai Gyoji of Takayama

Festival

（高山祭の屋台行事）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Takayama City

Association for the Preservation

of Hie Shrine Sanno Festival
1979/2/3

Association for the Preservation

of Hachiman Shrine Hachiman

Festival

133
Shinji Geino of Nangu （雨
宮の神事芸能）

folk

performing
others

Fuwa -gun, Tarui-cho,

Miyashiro

Association for the Preservation

of Nangu Shrine Shinji Geino
1979/2/3

132
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134

Okoshi Daiko, Yatai Gyoji

of Furukawa Festival （古川
祭の起し太鼓・屋台行事）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Hida City

Association for the Preservation

of Furukawa Festival
1980/1/28

135
Tanokami Matsuri of Gero

（下呂の田の神祭）

folk

performing
dengaku Gero City, Mori

Association for the Preservation

of Gero Tanokami Festival
1981/1/21

136
Ningyo Joruri of Makuwa

（真桑人形浄瑠璃）

folk

performing

torai-

gei&butai-gei

Motosu City, Kamimakuwa,

Aza Hongo

Association for the Preservation

of Makuwa Bunraku
1984/1/21

137
Gujo Odori dance

（郡上踊）

folk

performing
furyu Gujo City

Association for the Preservation

of Gujo Odori
1996/12/20

138

Techniques from Enako for

making Bandori （江名子バ
ンドリの製作技術）

folk

techniques

food,

clothing and

housing

Takayama City, Enako-

machi

Association for the Preservation

of Enako Bandori
2007/3/7

139 Shizuoka
Dengaku of Nishiure

（西浦の田楽）

folk

performing

arts

dengaku

Hamamatsu City, Tenryu-

ku, Misakubo-cho,

Okuryoke, Nishiure

Association for the Preservation

of Nishiure Dengaku
1976/5/4

140
Ta-asobi of Fujimori （藤守
の田遊び）

folk

performing
dengaku Yaizu City,  Fujimori

Association for the Preservation

of Fujimori no Ta-asobi
1977/5/17

Bugaku Totoumimori-machi

（遠江森町の舞楽）

folk

performing

torai-

gei&butai-gei

Shuchi -gun, Mori-machi,

Ichinomiya, Iida;

Association for the Preservation

of Oguni Shrine Ancient
1982/1/14

Association for the Preservation

of Yamana Shrine Tenno
Association for the Preservation

of Amenomiya Shrine Junidan

Bugaku

142
Bon Odori dance of

Tokuyama （徳山の盆踊）

folk

performing

arts

furyu
Haibara -gun,

Kawanehoncho, Tokuyama

Association for the Preservation

of Tokuyama Classical

Performing Arts

1987/12/28

folk

performing

ennen&okon

ai

Association for the Trasmission

of Terano Traditions
1994/12/13

Association for the Preservation

of Kawana Hiyondori
Association for the Preservation

of Futokoroyama Okunai

144
Bon Odori dance of Utogi

（有東木の盆踊）

folk

performing
furyu

Shizuoka City, Aoi-

ku,Utogi

Association for the Preservation

of Utogi Performing Arts
1999/12/21

145

Ofune  Gyoji of Oe-

hachiman Shrine （大江八幡
神社の御船行事）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Makinohara City, Oe Oe Shrine Association 1999/12/21

146

Mitsuke Tenjin Hadaka

Matsuri

（見付天神裸祭）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Iwata City

Association for the Preservation

of Mitsuke Tenjin Hadaka

Matsuri

2000/12/27

147
Ta-asobi of Hirugaya

（蛭ヶ谷の田遊び）

folk

performing
dengaku Makinohara City, Hirugaya

Association for the Preservation

of Hirugaya no Taasobi
2012/3/8

148 Aichi
Hana Matsuri

（花祭）

folk

performing
kagura

Kitashitara -gun, Toei-cho,

Toyone-mura, and Shitara-

Association for the Preservation

of Kitashitara Hanamatsuri
1976/5/4

Association for the Preservation

of Futto Hanamatsuri
Association for the Preservation

of Shimoawashiro Hanamatsuri

Association for the Preservation

of Kobayashi Hanamatsuri
Association for the Preservation

of Nakashitara Hanamatsuri
Association for the Preservation

of Tsuki Hanamatsuri
Association for the Preservation

of Fukawa Hanamatsuri
Association for the Preservation

of Ashikome Hanamatsuri
Association for the Preservation

of Misono Hanamatsuri
Association for the Preservation

of Higashisonome Hanamatsuri
Association for the Preservation

of Kouchi Hanamatsuri

141

143

Hamamatsu City, Kita-ku,

Inasa-cho, Shibukawa

Terano; Hamamatsu City,

Kita-ku, Inasa-cho, Kawana;

Hamamatsu City, Tenryu-

ku, Futokoroyama

Hiyondori and Okunai of

Totoumi （遠江のひよんどり
とおくない）
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Association for the Preservation

of Nakazaike Hanamatsuri
Association for the Preservation

of Misawa Hanamatsuri
Association for the Preservation

of Makuro Hanamatsuri
Association for the Preservation

of Sakauba Hanamatsuri
Association for the Preservation

of Kamikurogawa Hanamatsuri
Association for the Preservation

of Shimokurogawa
Association for the Preservation

of Tsugu Hanamatsuri

149
Dengaku of Mikawa

（三河の田楽）

folk

performing

arts

dengaku

Kitashitara -gun, Shitara-

cho,  Damine, Shinshiro

City, Kadoya Aza, Horaiji,

and Nanasato Isshiki Aza

Kurosawa

Federation for the Preservation

of Mikawasan Dengaku
1978/5/22

Association for the Preservation

of Damine Dengaku
Association for the Preservation

of Houraiji Dengaku
Association for the Preservation

of Kurosawa Dengaku

150

Danjiribune Gyoji of Owari

Tsushima Tenno Sai （尾張
津島天王祭の車楽舟行事）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Tsushima City, Aisai City

Owari Tsushima Tenno Matsuri

Association,Ichieguruma

Association

1980/1/28

151

Oni Matsuri of Toyohashi

Shinmeisha （豊橋神明社の
鬼祭）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Toyohashi City

Association for the Preservation

of the Toyohashi Oni Festival
1980/1/28

Dashi-Bunraku and Karakuri

of Chiryu （知立の山車文楽
とからくり）

folk

performing

arts

torai-

gei&butai-gei
Chiryu City

Association for the Preservation

of Chiryu Dashi Bunraku
1990/3/29

Association for the Preservation

of Chiryu Karakuri

Mikawa Manzai

（三河万歳）

folk

performing

katarimono&

shukufuku-

Anjo City, Nishio City,

Nukata -gun Kota-cho

Federation for the Preservation

of Mikawa Manzai
1995/12/26

Association for the Preservation

of Anjo Mikawa Manzai
Association for the Preservation

of Nishio City Mikawa Manzai
Association for the Preservation

of Kota-cho Mikawa Manzai

154
Owari Manzai

（尾張万歳）

folk

performing

katarimono&

shukufuku-
Chita City

Association for the Preservation

of Owari Manzai
1996/12/20

155

Yonenbutsu and Bon Odori

dance of Ayado

（綾渡の夜念仏と盆踊）

folk

performing

arts

furyu Toyota City, Ayado-cho

Association for the Preservation

of Ayado Yo-nenbutsu and

Bon-Odori

1997/12/15

156
Fire Festival of Toba（鳥羽
の火祭り）

manners and

customs
annual events Hazu -gun, Hazu-cho, Toba Toba -ku 2004/2/6

157

Yama Gyoji of Inuyama

Festival

（犬山祭の車山行事）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Inuyama City

Association for the Preservation

of the Inuyama Festival
2006/3/15

158

Dashi Gyoji of Kamezaki

Shiohi Matsuri （亀崎潮干祭
の山車行事）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Handa City

Association for the Preservation

of the Kamezaki Shiohi Festival
2006/3/15

159

Danjiribunegyoji and

Miyoshinagashi of

Sunarimatsuri （須成祭の車
楽船行事と神葭流し）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)

Ama-gun, Kanie-cho,

Sunari

Cultural Properties Protection

Committee of Sunari
2012/3/8

153

152
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160 Mie
Okashira Shinji

（御頭神事）

folk

performing
kagura

Ise City, Misono-cho,

Takabuku
Takabuku -ku 1977/5/17

161
Puppet show of Anori（安乗
の人形芝居）

folk

performing

torai-

gei&butai-gei
Shima City, Ago-cho, Anori

Association for the Preservation

of Anori Ningyo Shibai
1980/1/28

162
Ise Dai-Kagura

（伊勢太神楽）

folk

performing
kagura Kuwana City, Tayu Ise Dai Kagura Kosha 1981/1/21

manners and

customs
annual events

Toba City, Matsuo-cho,

Kochi-cho
Matsuo Jige 1987/12/28

Kochi Jige

164
Omita of Isobe

（磯部の御神田）

folk

performing
dengaku Shima City, Isobe-cho Isobe no Omita Association 1990/3/29

165

Whaling Ships Festival at

Toridejinja Shrine

（鳥出神社の鯨船行事）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Yokkaichi City, Tomida

Federation for the Preservation

of Tomida Kuzira-bune
1997/12/15

166

Danjiri Gyoji in Ueno Tenjin

Festival （上野天神祭のダン
ジリ行事）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Iga City

Association for the Preservation

of Ueno Arts and Culture
2002/2/12

167

Saisha Gyoji in Kuwana

Ishidori Matsuri（桑名石取
祭の祭車行事）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Kuwana City

Association for the Preservation

of the Kuwana Ishidori Festival
2007/3/7

168 Shiga

 Hikiyama Gyoji of

Nagahama Hikiyama

Festival （長浜曳山祭の曳
山行事）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Nagahama City

Nagahama Hikiyama Culture

Association
1979/2/3

169

Imo Kurabe Festival of Omi

Nakayama（近江中山の芋競
べ祭り）

manners and

customs

production&l

ivelihood

Gamo -gun, Hino-cho, Oaza

Nakayama

Association for the Preservation

of the Imo Kurabe Festival
1991/2/21

170
Zuiki Festival of Mikami（三
上のずいき祭）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Yasu City

Association for the Preservation

of the Zuiki Festival
2005/2/21

171 Kyoto
Mibu Kyogen

（壬生狂言）

folk

performing

torai-

gei&butai-gei

Kyoto City, Nakagyo-ku,

Bukkoji Bojo Agaru
Mibu Dainenbutsu Association 1976/5/4

172

Yamahoko, the Float

Ceremony of the Kyoto Gion

Festival

（京都祇園祭の山鉾行事）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Kyoto City

Foundation for Gion Festival

Preservation Associations
1979/2/3

173
Rokusai Nenbutsu of Kyoto

（京都の六斎念仏）

folk

performing

arts

furyu Kyoto City

Federation of Groups for the

Preservation of Kyoto Rokusai

Nenbutsu

1983/1/11

Association for the Preservation

of Umezu Rokusai
Association for the Preservation

of Kisshoin Rokusai
Association for the Preservation

of Kuya Nenbutsu Kori
Association for the Preservation

of Kuze Rokusai
Association for the Preservation

of Koyamago Rousai
Association for the Preservation

of Sain Rokusai Nenbutsu
Association for the Preservation

of Saihoji Rokusai Nenbutsu
Association for the Preservation

of Sagano Rokusai Nenbutsu

Senbon Rokusai Association

Kyoto-Chudoji Rokusai

Association
Mibu Rokusai Nenbutsu

Association
Kamitoba Hashigami Kane

Association
Association for the Preservation

of Rokuharamitsuji Kuya

Nenbutsu Dance

Bon Matsuri Gyoji of

Shimakamo Gogo （志摩加
茂五郷の盆祭行事）

163
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Enkakuji Rokusai Nenbutsu

Association
Association for the Preservation

of Katsura Rokusai Nenbutsu

174
Saga Dainenbutsu Kyogen

（嵯峨大念仏狂言）

folk

performing

torai-

gei&butai-gei

Kyoto City, Ukyo-ku, Saga

Shakado Fujinoki-cho

Association for the Preservation

of Saga Dainenbutsu Kyogen
1986/1/14

175

Miyaza Gyoji of

Wakidenomiya （涌出宮の宮
座行事）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)

Kizugawa City, Yamashiro-

cho, Hirao, Kabata

Association for the Preservation

of the Wakidenomiya Miyaza

Event

1986/1/14

176
Yasuraibana

（やすらい花）

folk

performing
furyu Kyoto City, Kita ku

Federation of Groups for the

Preservation of Yasurai Dance
1987/1/8

Imamiya Yasurai Association

Association for the Preservation

of Kamigamo Yasurai Dance
Association for the Preservation

of Kawakami Yasurai Dance

Association for the Preservation

of Genbu Yasurai Dance

177
Hanagasa Odori dance of

Kuta （久多の花笠踊）

folk

performing
furyu Kyoto City, Sakyo-ku, Kuta

Association for the Preservation

of Kuta Hanagasa Dance
1997/12/15

178
Onda of Tawara

（田原の御田）

folk

performing
dengaku

Nantan City, Hiyoshi-cho,

Tawara

Association for the Preservation

of Taji Shrine Folk Performing
2000/12/27

179
 Hotokemai of Matsuno'o-

dera Temple （松尾寺の仏

folk

performing

torai-

gei&butai-gei
Maizuru City

Association for the Preservation

of Matsuno'o-dera Hotokemai
2004/2/6

180
Saeki Dourou

（佐伯灯籠）

folk

performing

torai-

gei&butai-gei
Kameoka City

Association for the Presevation

of Saeki Dourou
2009/3/11

181 Osaka
Bugaku of Shoryoe

（聖霊会の舞楽）

folk

performing

torai-

gei&butai-gei

Osaka City, Tennoji-ku,

Shitennoji
Tennoji Bugaku Association 1976/5/4

182

Otaue of Sumiyoshi

（住吉の御田植）

folk

performing

arts

dengaku
Osaka City, Sumiyoshi-ku,

Sumiyoshi

Association for the Preservation

of the Otaue Ritual
1979/2/3

183 Hyogo
Awaji Ningyo Joruri

（淡路人形浄瑠璃）

folk

performing

torai-

gei&butai-gei
Minami Awaji City Awaji Ningyo Association 1976/5/4

184

Kamikamogawa Sumiyoshi

Jinja Shinji Mai（上鴨川住
吉神社神事舞）

folk

performing

arts

others Kato City, Kamikamogawa
Association for the Preservation

of Sumiyoshi Shrine Shinji Mai
1977/5/17

185

Shobu Tug-of-war in Tajima

Kutani（但馬久谷の菖蒲綱
引き）

manners and

customs

entertainment

&competition

Mikata -gun, Shin Onsen-

cho, Kutani

Association for the Preservation

of Kutani Shobu Tsuna
1989/3/20

186
Okina Mai of Kuruma-

Otoshi Shrine（車大歳神社

folk

performing

torai-

gei&butai-gei

Kobe city, Suma-ku,

Kuruma

Association for the Preservation

of Kuruma Otoshi Shrine Okina
2000/12/27

187
Onie of Tokoji Temple（東光
寺の鬼会）

manners and

customs
annual events Kasai City

Association for the Preservation

of Tokoji Tsuina Ritual and Ta
2006/3/15

188

Furyu O-odori Ko-odori

dance of Ama （阿万の風流
大踊小踊）

folk

performing

arts

furyu
Minamiawaji City,

Amakami-machi

Association for the Preservation

of Ama Furyu O-odori
2011/3/9

189
Funamatsuri of Sakoshi （坂
越の船祭）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Ako City, Sakoshi

Association for the Preservation

of Sakoshi no Funatogyosai
2012/3/8

190 Nara
Daimokutate

（題目立）

folk

performing

katarimono&

shukufuku-
Nara City

Association for the Preservation

of Daimokutate
1976/5/4

191

Shinji Geino of Kasuga

Wakamiya On-Matsuri （春
日若宮おん祭の神事芸能）

folk

performing

arts

others Nara City, Kasugano-cho

Association for the Preservation

of Kasuga Wakamiya On

Matsuri

1979/2/3

O-odori of Totsukawa（十津
川の大踊）

folk

performing
furyu

Yoshino -gun, Totsukawa-

mura

Association for the Preservation

of Ohara Odori
1989/3/20

Association for the Preservation

of Musashi Odori
Association for the Preservation

of Nishikawa Odori

193
Onihashiri of Dadado

（陀々堂の鬼はしり）

manners and

customs
annual events Gojo City

Association for the Preservation

of Nenbutsuji Oni Hashiri
1995/12/26

194

Okina Mai of Narazuhiko

Shrine（奈良豆比古神社の
翁舞）

folk

performing

arts

torai-

gei&butai-gei
Nara City, Narazaka-cho

Narazuhiko Shrine Okina

Association
2000/12/27

192
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195

Techniques fromYoshino for

making Tarumaru （吉野の
樽丸製作技術）

folk

techniques

production&l

ivelihood
Yoshino-gun

Association for the Preservation

of Techniques for making

Yoshino Tarumaru

2008/3/13

196
Otsuna of Ettsumi Onishi

（江包・大西の御綱）

manners and

customs
annual events

Sakurai City, Ettsumi

Sakurai City, Onishi

Association for the Preservation

of Ettsumi Onishi no Otsuna
2012/3/8

197 Wakayama 
Nachi no Dengaku

（那智の田楽）

folk

performing
dengaku

Higashi Muro -gun, Nachi

Katsuura-cho

Association for the Preservation

of Nachi Dengaku
1976/5/4

198
Hanazono no Ondamai

（花園の御田舞）

folk

performing

arts

dengaku
Ito -gun, Katsuragi-cho,

Hanazono Yanase

Association for the Preservation

of Hanazono Hometown

Classical Performing Arts

1981/1/21

199
Suginohara no Ondamai

（杉野原の御田舞）

folk

performing
dengaku

Arida -gun, Aridagawa-cho,

Suginohara

Association for the Preservation

of Suginohara Ondanomai
1987/12/28

Mifune Gyoji of Kochi

Festival （河内祭の御舟行
事）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)

Higashi Muro -gun,

Kushimoto-cho, Higashi

Muro -gun, Kozagawa-cho

Association for the Preservation

of the Kozagawa Kochi Festival
1999/12/21

Association for the Preservation

of Koza Shishimai

201

Omo-ko and Dotoshiki of

Ao （粟生のおも講と堂徒
式）

manners and

customs

social life

(knowledge

of folk

Arida -gun, Aridagawa-cho
Association for the Preservation

of Aono Omoko and Dotoshiki
2005/2/21

202 Tottori
Shobu Tug-of-war of Inaba

（因幡の菖蒲綱引き）

manners and

customs

entertainment

&competition

Tottori City, Ketaka-cho,

Hogi, Mizushiri; Tottori

City, Aoya-cho, Aoya;

Iwami-gun, Iwami-cho,

Association for the Preservation

of Hogi Shobu Tsuna
1987/1/8

Association for the Preservation

of Mizushiri Shobu Tsuna
Federation of Groups for the

Preservation of the Aoya Shobu

Tsuna
Association for the Preservation

of Obaneo Shobu Tsuna

203
Sakenotsu no Tondou

（酒津のトンドウ）

manners and

customs
annual events

Tottori City, Ketaka-cho,

Sakenotsu

Association for the Preservation

of Sakenotsu Tondou Festival
2007/3/7

204
Misasa no Jinsho (Tug- of-

war)（三朝のジンショ）

manners and

customs

entertainment

&competition

Touhaku-gun, Misasa-cho,

Misasa

Association for the Preservation

of Misasa-ku Jinsho
2009/3/11

205 Shimane
Sada Shin Noh

（佐陀神能）

folk

performing
kagura Matsue City, Kashima-cho

Association for the Preservation

of Sada Shin Noh
1976/5/4

206
Oki Kokubunji Rengee Mai

（隠岐国分寺蓮華会舞）

folk

performing

ennen&okon

ai

Oki-gun, Okinoshima-cho,

Ikeda

Association for the Preservation

of Okikokubunji Rengee Mai
1977/5/17

207
Omoto Kagura

（大元神楽）

folk

performing
kagura

Ochi-gun; Hamada City;

Gotsu City

Association for the Preservation

of Ochi-gun Omoto Kagura
1979/2/3

Dengaku and Niwa-no-Mai

of Oki Island （隠岐の田楽と
庭の舞）

folk

performing

arts

dengaku
Oki-gun, Nishinoshima-cho,

Mita and Urago

Association for the Preservation

of Oki no Dengaku and Niwa

no Mai

1992/3/11

Association for the Preservation

of Mita Hachimangu Dengaku
Association for the Preservation

of Hiyoshi Shrine Niwa no Mai

(Urago)

209

 Sagi Mai of Tsuwano

Yasaka Shrine （津和野弥栄
神社の鷺舞）

folk

performing

arts

furyu
Kanoashi-gun, Tsuwano-

cho, Ushiroda

Association for the Preservation

of Yasaka Shrine Sagi Mai
1994/12/13

210
Guro of Isotake

（五十猛のグロ）

manners and

customs
annual events Oda City, Isotake-cho, Oura

Association for the Preservation

of Oura Guro
2005/2/21

211
Odochi Kagura

（大土地神楽）

folk

performing
kagura

Izumo City, Taisha-cho,

Kizukinishi

Association for the Preservation

of Odochi Kagura, Kagura
2005/2/21

212 Okayama
Shiraishi Odori

（白石踊）

folk

performing
furyu Kasaoka City, Shiraishijima Shiraishi Odori Association 1976/5/4

213
Bicchu Kagura

（備中神楽）

folk

performing

arts

kagura

Takahashi City; Niimi City;

Oda-gun; Ibara City;

Maniwa City; Kaga-gun,

Kibichuo-cho; Soja City

 Nariwa Association for the

Preservation of Bicchu Kagura
1979/2/3

214
Omiya Odori

（大宮踊）

folk

performing
furyu Maniwa City

Association for the Preservation

of Omiya Odori
1997/12/15

215 Hiroshima
Mibu no Hana Taue

（壬生の花田植）

manners and

customs

production&l

ivelihood

Yamagata-gun, Kita

Hiroshima-cho

Association for the Preservation

of Mibu no Hana Taue
1976/5/4

208

200
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216
Hiba Kojin Kagura

（比婆荒神神楽）

folk

performing
kagura Shobara City

Association for the Preservation

of Hiba Kojin Kagura
1979/2/3

Aki no Hayashida

（安芸のはやし田）

folk

performing

arts

dengaku

Yamagata-gun, Kita

Hiroshima-cho,  Shinjo;

Akitakata City, Harada

Federation for the Preservation

of Aki no Hayashida
1997/12/15

Association for the Preservation

of Shinjo Hometown
Association for the Preservation

of Harada Hayashida

218
Daisen Kuyo Taue of

Shiohara （塩原の大山供養

folk

performing
dengaku Shobara City

Association for the Preservation

of Onuka Region Performing
2002/2/12

219 Yamaguchi
Iwakuni Yukaba no Kanmai

（岩国行波の神舞）

folk

performing
kagura Iwakuni City, Yukaba

Association for the Preservation

of Iwakuni Yukaba no Kanmai
1979/2/3

manners and

customs
annual events

Iwakuni City, Sonakamura,

Yamada, Ochiai

Association for the Preservation

of So Hashiramatsu Event
1989/3/20

Association for the Preservation

of Nakamura Hashiramatsu

Association for the Preservation

of Yamada Hashiramatsu
Association for the Preservation

of Ochiai Hashiramatsu

221
Mitsukuri Kagura

（三作神楽）

folk

performing
kagura Shunan City, Oaza Natsukiri

Association for the Preservation

of Mitsukuri Kagura
2000/12/27

222
Shinmei Matsuri of Atsuki

（阿月の神明祭）

manners and

customs
annual events Yanai City, Oaza Atsuki

Association for the Recognition

of Shinmei Festival
2009/3/11

223
Toitoi of Jifuku （地福のトイ
トイ）

manners and

customs
annual events

Yamaguchi City, Ato

Jifukukami, Ato

Association for the Preservation

of Jifuku Toitoi
2012/3/8

224 Tokushima
Jindai Odori of Nishiiya （西
祖谷の神代踊）

folk

performing
furyu Miyoshi City

Association for the Preservation

of Jindai Odori
1976/5/4

225
Awa Ningyo Joruri

（阿波人形浄瑠璃）

folk

performing

arts

torai-

gei&butai-gei

Tokushima City; Naruto

City; Anan City; Katsuura-

gun, Katsuuracho; Myozai-

gun, Kamiyama-cho; Naka-

gun, Naka-cho; Itano-gun,

Matsushige-cho

Association for the Promotion

of Awa Ningyo Joruri

(Foundation)

1999/12/21

226 Kagawa
Ayako Odori

（綾子踊）

folk

performing
furyu

Nakatado-gun, Manno-cho,

Sabumi

Association for the Preservation

of Sabumi Ayako Odori
1976/5/4

227
Nenbutsu Odori of

Takinomiya （滝宮の念仏

folk

performing
furyu Ayauta-gun, Ayagawa-cho

Association for the Preservation

of Takinomiya Nenbutsu Odori
1977/5/17

228 Ehime
Iyo Kagura

（伊予神楽）

folk

performing
kagura Uwajima City

Iyo Kagura Kannagi

Association
1981/1/21

229 Kochi
Onda Matsuri of Kiragawa

（吉良川の御田祭）

folk

performing
dengaku Muroto City, Kiragawa-cho

Association for the Preservation

of Onda Matsuri
1977/5/17

230
Kagura in Tosa

（土佐の神楽）

folk

performing
kagura

Association for the Preservation

of Izanagi-ryu Go-kito
1980/1/28

 Association for the

Preservation of Iwahara,
Association for the Preservation

of Honkawa Kagura
Association for the Preservation

of Yasui Kagura

Association for the Preservation

of Ikegawa Kagura
Association for the Preservation

of Tanokawa Iwato Kagura
Association for the Preservation

of Yusuhara-cho TsunoYama
Association for the Preservation

of Tsunoyama Koshiki Kagura
Association for the Preservation

of Hata Kagura

231 Fukuoka
Kouwaka Mai

（幸若舞）

folk

performing

katarimono&

shukufuku-

Miyama City, Setaka-machi,

Oe
Kouwakamai Association 1976/5/4

232

Toro Ningyo doll of

Yamefukushima （八女福島
の燈篭人形）

folk

performing

arts

torai-

gei&butai-gei
Yame City

Association for the Preservation

of Cultural Properties,

Fukushima Toro Ningyo

1977/5/17

217

220

Kami City; Nagaoka-gun

Otoyo-cho; Agawa-gun,

Ino-cho; Agawa-gun,

Niyodogawa-cho; Takaoka-

gun, Yusuhara-cho, Tsuno-

cho, Shimanto-cho

Hashiramatsu Gyoji of Suo

So

（周防祖生の柱松行事）
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233

Hakata Gion Yamakasa

Gyoji

（博多祇園山笠行事）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Fukuoka City, Hakata-ku

Gion Yamakasa Promotion

Association
1979/2/3

234

Kugutsu-no-Mai and Sumo

of Hachiman Kohyo Shrine

（八幡古表神社の傀儡子の
舞と相撲）

folk

performing

arts

torai-

gei&butai-gei

Chikujo-gun, Yoshitomi-

machi, Oaza Koinumaru

Association for the Preservation

of Kuwashionomai
1983/1/11

235
Tobata Gion Oyamakasa

Gyoji（戸畑祇園大山笠行

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Kitakyushu City, Tobata-ku

Association for the Promotion

of Tobata Gion Oyamakasa
1980/1/28

236

Oniyo of Daizenji Temple's

Tamataregu  （大善寺玉垂宮
の鬼夜）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Kurume City, Daizenji

Association for the Preservation

of Daizenji Tamataregu Oniya
1994/12/13

237
Muko Oshi in Kasuga

（春日の婿押し）

manners and

customs

rites of

passage
Kasuga City, Kasuga Kasuga Sanki Association 1995/12/26

238
Matsue of Tokakuji Temple

（等覚寺の松会）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)

Miyako-gun, Kanda-machi,

Oaza Yamaguchi

Association for the Preservation

of Tokakuji Matsue
1998/12/16

239 Saga
Takeo no Araodori

（武雄の荒踊）

folk

performing
furyu Takeo City

Association for the Preservation

of Koze Araodori
1977/5/17

Association for the Preservation

of Nakano Araodori
Association for the Preservation

of Utode Araodori

240

Hikiyama Gyoji of Karatsu

Kunchi （唐津くんちの曳山
行事）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Karatsu City

Karatsu Hikiyama Executive

Committee
1980/1/28

241

Takezaki Kanzeonji Shujo-e

Oni Matsuri（竹崎観世音寺
修正会鬼祭）

folk

performing

arts

others
Fujitsu-gun, Tara-cho, Oaza

Oura, Aza Takezaki

Association for the Preservation

of Takezaki Kanzeonji Shujo-e

Oni Festival

1985/1/12

242
Dengaku of Shirahige Shrine

（白鬚神社の田楽）

folk

performing
dengaku

Saga City, Kuboizumi-

machi, Oaza Kawakubo

Association for the Preservation

of Shirahige Shrine Dengaku
2000/12/27

243
Mishima no Kasedori

（見島のカセドリ）

manners and

customs
annual events Saga City, Hasuike-machi

Association for the Preservation

of Kasedori
2003/2/20

244
Tug-of-war in Yobuko（呼子
の大綱引き）

manners and

customs

entertainment

&competition
Karatsu City

Association for the Promotion

of Yobuko Otsunahiki
2013/3/12

245 Nagasaki
Nagasaki Kunchi Dedicatory

Dance（長崎くんちの奉納
踊）

folk

performing

arts

others Nagasaki City

Association for the Promotion

of Nagasaki's Traditional

Performing Arts

1979/2/3

246

Hetomato Gyoji of

Shimosakiyama （下崎山の
ヘトマト行事）

manners and

customs
annual events

Goto City, Shimosakiyama-

cho

Shimosakiyama-cho

Association
1987/1/8

247
Iki Kagura

（壱岐神楽）

folk

performing
kagura Iki City

Association for the Preservation

of Iki Kagura
1987/1/8

248
Hirado Kagura

（平戸神楽）

folk

performing
kagura Hirado City

Association for the Promotion

of Hirado Kagura
1987/1/8

249
Jangara of Hirado

（平戸のジャンガラ）

folk

performing
furyu Hirado City

Association for the Promotion

of Hirado City Jangara
1997/12/15

250 Kumamoto
Noko Saiji of Aso

（阿蘇の農耕祭事）

manners and

customs

production&l

ivelihood
Aso City

Association for the Preservation

of the Aso Noko Festival
1982/1/14

251
Matsubayashi of Kikuchi

（菊池の松囃子）

folk

performing

torai-

gei&butai-gei
Kikuchi City, Oaza Waifu

Association for the Preservation

of On-Matsubayashi O-Noh
1998/12/16

252

Shinko Gyoji of Yatsushiro

Myokensai（八代妙見祭の
神幸行事）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)
Yatsushiro City

Association for the Preservation

of Yatsushiro Myoken Sai
2011/3/9

253
Kuma Kagura

（球磨神楽）

folk

performing

arts

kagura

Hitoyoshi City; Kuma-gun,

Nishiki-machi; Kuma-gun,

Asagiri-cho; Kuma-gun,

Taragi-cho; Kuma-gun,

Yunomae-machi; Kuma-

gun, Mizukami-mura;

Kuma-gun, Sagara-mura;

Kuma-gun, Itsuki-mura;

Kuma-gun, Yamae-mura;

Kuma-gun, Kuma-mura

Association for the Preservation

of Kuma Kagura
2013/3/12

Oita
Shujo Oni-e

（修正鬼会）

folk

performing
others

Association for the Preservation

of Nagaiwaya Shujo Oni-e
1977/5/17

254

Bungotakada City, Oaza

Nagaiwaya; Kunisaki City,

Kunisaki-machi, Oaza

Iwadoji, Oaza Jobutsu
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Association for the Preservation

of Iwadoji Shujo Oni-e
Association for the Preservation

of Jobutsuji Shujo Oni-e

255

Kugutsu-no-Mai and Sumo

of Kohyo Shrine （古要神社
の傀儡子の舞と相撲）

folk

performing

arts

torai-

gei&butai-gei
Nakatsu City, Oaza Idoda

Association for the Preservation

of Kohyo Kugutsu
1983/1/11

256
Hikiyama Gyoji of Hita Gion

（日田祗園の曳山行事）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)

Hita City, Kuma area,

Takeda area, Mameda area

Association for the Promotion

of the Hita Gion Parade of
1996/12/20

257
Yoshihirogaku

（吉弘楽）

folk

performing
furyu

Kunisaki City, Musashi-

machi, Oaza Yoshihiro

Association for the Preservation

of Yoshihirogaku
1996/12/20

258

Techniques from Beppu

Myoban Hot Spring for

making Yunohana （別府明
礬温泉の湯の花製造技術）

folk

techniques

production&l

ivelihood
Beppu City

Association for the Preservation

of Techniques for making

Myoban Onsen Yu no Hana

2006/3/15

259
Ondake Kagura

（御嶽神楽）

folk

performing
kagura

Bungo Ono City, Kiyokawa-

machi

Association for the Preservation

of Ondake Kagura
2007/3/7

260 Miyazaki
Mera Kagura

（米良神楽）

folk

performing
kagura Saito-shi, Oaza Shiromi

Association for the Preservation

of Shiromi Kagura
1977/5/17

Takachiho no Yokagura

（高千穂の夜神楽）

folk

performing
kagura

Nishi Usuki-gun,

Takachiho-cho

Association for the Preservation

of Takachiho Area Kagura
1978/5/22

Association for the Preservation

of Iwato Area Kagura
Association for the Preservation

of Tabaru Area Kagura
Association for the Preservation

of Kamino Area Kagura

262
Gokase no Araodori

（五ケ瀬の荒踊）

folk

performing
furyu

Nishiusuki-gun, Gokase-

cho, Oaza Sankasho

Association for the Preservation

of Araodori
1987/1/8

263
Shiiba Kagura

（椎葉神楽）

folk

performing
kagura

Higashi Usuki-gun, Shiiba-

son

Association for the Preservation

of Shiiba Kagura
1991/2/21

264

Bunya Ningyo doll of

Yamanokuchi （山之口の文
弥人形）

folk

performing

arts

torai-

gei&butai-gei
Miyakonojo City

Association for the Preservation

of Yamanokuchi Fumoto Bunya

Bushi Ningyo Joruri

1995/12/26

Kanme of Takaharu （高原の
神舞）

folk

performing
kagura

Nishimorokata-gun,

Takaharu-cho

Association for the Preservation

of Sano Kagura
2010/3/11

Association for the Preservation

of Haraigawa Kagura

266 Kagoshima
Shodon Shibaya

（諸鈍芝居）

folk

performing

torai-

gei&butai-gei

Oshima-gun,Setouchi-cho,

Shodon

Association for the Preservation

of Shodon Shibaya
1976/5/4

267
manners and

customs
annual events Satsumasendai City

Association for the Preservation

of Koshikijima Toshidon
1977/5/17

Association for the Preservation

of Teuchi Minato Toshidon
Association for the Preservation

of Teuchi Fumoto Toshidon
Association for the Preservation

of Teuchi Motomachi Toshidon
Association for the Preservation

of Katanoura Toshidon

Association for the Preservation

of Aose Toshidon
Association for the Preservation

of Sesenoura Toshidon

268
Tanabata Odori dance of

Ichiki （市来の七夕踊）

folk

performing
furyu

Ichiki Kushikino City,

Osato

Association for the Preservation

of Tanabata Odori
1981/1/21

manners and

customs
annual events

Association for the Preservation

of Makurazaki City Jugoya
1981/1/21

Association for the Preservation

of Chiran-cho Jugoya Event
Association for the Preservation

of Bonotsu-cho Jugoya Event

270
Arasetsu Gyoji of Akina （秋
名のアラセツ行事）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)

Oshima-gun, Tatsugo-cho,

Akina

Association for the Preservation

of Akina Hirase Mankai
1985/1/12

271
Jugoya Odori dance of

Yoron （与論の十五夜踊）

folk

performing

torai-

gei&butai-gei

Oshima-gun, Yoron-cho,

Aza Gusuku

Association for the Preservation

of Yoron Jugoya Odori
1993/12/13

Visiting god Toshidon of

Koshikijima Island （甑島の
トシドン）

Jugoya Gyoji of Minami

Satsuma （南薩摩の十五夜
行事）

Makurazaki City, Minami

Kyushu City, Minami

Satsuma City

261

265

269

254

Bungotakada City, Oaza

Nagaiwaya; Kunisaki City,

Kunisaki-machi, Oaza

Iwadoji, Oaza Jobutsu
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Prefecture Name Category Subcategory Location
Protection Association

(specified holders)

Date of

Designation

272

Togo Bunya Bushi Ningyo

Joruri（東郷文弥節人形浄
瑠璃）

folk

performing

arts

torai-

gei&butai-gei
Satsumasendai City

Association for the Preservation

of Togo Bunya Bushi Ningyo

Joruri

2008/3/13

273 Okinawa
Honen Festival of Tarama

（多良間の豊年祭）

folk

performing
others Miyako-gun, Tarama-son

Association for the Preservation

of Tarama-son Folk Performing
1976/5/4

274
Tandoru Ritual of Taketomi

Island （竹富島の種子取）

folk

performing
others

Yaeyama-gun, Taketomi-

cho, Aza Taketomi

Association for the Preservation

of Taketomi Folk Performing
1977/5/17

275
Shinugu of Ada

（安田のシヌグ）

folk

performing
others

Kunigami-gun, Kunigami-

son, Aza Ada

Association for the Preservation

of Ada Ancient Cultural
1978/5/22

276 others
Yaeyama-gun, Yonaguni-

cho

Association for the Preservation

of Yonaguni Folk Performing
1985/1/12

Association for the Preservation

of Higashi Area Performing
Association for the Preservation

of Nishi Area Performing Arts
Association for the Preservation

of Shimanaka Area Performing

Association for the Preservation

of Higawa Area Performing
Association for the Preservation

of Kubura Area Performing

277
Shichi of Iriomote-jima

Island

folk

performing
others

Yaeyama-gun, Taketomi-

cho, Aza Iriomote, Sonai;

Association for the Preservation

of Iriomote Folk Performing
1991/2/21

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)

Hirara Shimajiri Self-governing

Association
1993/12/13

Ueno Nobaru Association

279
Ungami of Shioyawan

（塩屋湾のウンガミ）

manners and

customs

festivals

(beliefs)

Kunigami-gun, Ogimi-son,

Aza Taminato; Yako;

Shioya; Shirahama

Taminato-ku, Yako-ku, Shioya-

ku, Shirahama-ku
1997/12/15

280
Mura-odori of Iejima Island

（伊江島の村踊）

folk

performing
others Kunigami-gun, Ie-son

Association for the Preservation

of Ie-son Folk Performing Arts
1998/12/16

281

Sora, Shichii, Tanandoru -

no-Geino of Kohamajima

Island （小浜島の盆、結願
祭、種子取祭の芸能）

folk

performing

arts

others
Yaeyama-gun, Taketomi-

cho, Kohama

Association for the Preservation

of Kohama Folk Performing

Arts

2007/3/7

Miyakojima-City, Aza

Shimajiri; Miyakojima-City,

Aza Nobaru

Saiji-no-Geino of

Yonagunijima Island

（与那国島の祭事の芸能）

folk

performing

arts

Paantou of Miyakojima

Island

（宮古島のパーントゥ）

278
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3. Selected Conservation Techniques

  (a) Holders

Name of Technique 
Date of

Selection
Name of Holder Other Name

Date of

Recognition

1 Woodworking Techniques for Structures （建造物木工） 1976/5/4 Matsuura Shoji 1990/6/21

2 Cypress Bark Roofing and Wooden Shingle Roofing（檜皮葺･柿葺） 1976/5/4 Onishi Yasuo 2001/7/12

1976/5/4 Yamada Zenichi Yamada Raizen 1999/6/21

Yawata Takemasa Yawata Takumi 2004/9/2

4

Production of Nohgaku Ootuzumi 〔Kawa〕(head of drums for

Nohgaku theater

（能楽大鼓（革）製作）

1976/5/4 Kimura Yukihiko 1976/5/4

5 Making Dye from Ryukyu-Ai （琉球藍製造） 1977/5/11 Inoha Seisho 1977/5/11

1977/5/11 Kihara Akira 1986/4/28

Watanabe

Katsuhiko
2002/7/8

7
Production of Handmade Paper for Mountings (Udagami )

（表具用手漉和紙（宇陀紙）製作）
1978/5/9

Fukunishi

Hiroyuki
1978/5/9

8
Production and Restoration of Noh-kan  (flutes for Nohgaku theater)

（能管製作修理）
1978/5/9 Hayashi Hoju 1978/5/9

9
Production of Hogakki Ito (the strings for Japanese traditional

stringed instruments) （邦楽器糸製作）
1979/4/21 Ozasa Hiroyuki 1979/4/21

10
Production of Paulownia Boxes for Storing Works of Fine Arts and

Crafts
1980/4/21 Maeda Yuichi Maeda Yusai 1980/4/21

11 Thatching（茅葺） 1980/4/21 Sumida Ryuzo 2002/7/8

12 Kiku-Jutsu (Kinsei-Kiku) （規矩術（近世規矩）） 1993/3/3 Mochida Takeo 1993/3/3

13 Restoration of Lacquerware （漆工品修理） 1994/6/27 Kitamura Kenichi Kitamura Shosai 1994/6/27

1994/6/27
Yamamoto

Kiyokazu
1994/6/27

Teramoto Mitsuo 2003/7/10

15 Production of Charcoal for Polishing （研炭製造） 1994/6/27 Higashi Asataro 1994/6/27

1995/5/31 Takada Mitsuo 1995/5/31

Yamagishi Mitsuo 1996/5/10

17
Production and Restoration of Nohgaku Kotuzumi  (drums for

Nohgaku theater) （能楽小鼓（胴･革）製作修理）
1995/5/31 Suzuki Masayuki 1995/5/31

18 Production of Ubai  Mordant for Safflower Dye （烏梅製造） 1995/5/31
Nakanishi

Yoshihisa
2011/9/5

19 Production of Tools for Collecting Lacquer Sap（漆掻き用具製作） 1995/5/31
Nakahata

Fumitoshi
1995/5/31

20  Indigo Dyeing （本藍染） 1996/5/10 Mori Yoshio 1996/5/10

21 Restoration of Woodwork （木工品修理） 1997/6/6 Sakurai Hiroshi 1997/6/6

22
Production of Pounding Brushes for Mounting （表具用打刷毛製
作）

1998/6/8 Fujii Genjiro 1998/6/8

23 Restoration of Armour（甲冑修理） 1998/6/8 Ozawa Masami 1998/6/8

24 Production of Brushes for Lacquerwork（漆刷毛製作） 1998/6/8 Izumi Seiji
Izumi Seikichi

the Nineth
1998/6/8

25 Production of Karakami Paper（唐紙製作） 1999/6/21 Senda Kenkichi 1999/6/21

26 Production of Joinery  （建具製作） 1999/6/21 Suzuki Tadashi 1999/6/21

Yane-gawarabuki(Hon-kawarabuki)  （屋根瓦葺（本瓦葺））

Production of Fixtures for Mounting（表装建具製作）

14

16

Production and Restoration of Gagaku Wind Instruments

（雅楽管楽器製作修理）

Production of Steel for Japanese Swords (Tatara-buki )

（玉鋼製造（たたら吹き））

3

6
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Name of Technique 
Date of

Selection
Name of Holder Other Name

Date of

Recognition

27 Production of Cast Metalwork for Architecture（鋳物製作） 1999/6/21 Otani Shuichi 1999/6/21

28 Production of Shuttles（杼製作） 1999/6/21 Hasegawa Junichi 1999/6/21

29
Production of Paper Filters for Japanese Lacquer (Yoshino-gami )

（漆濾紙（吉野紙）製作）
1999/6/21 Konbu Takao 1999/6/21

30 Sakan   Plastering (Kyo Kabe ) （左官（古式京壁） ） 2001/7/12 Sato Haruo 2001/7/12

31 Forging of Metal Parts for Architecture（金具鍛冶） 2002/7/8 Yokoyama Yoshio 2002/7/8

32
Bunraku Ningyo Katura, Tokoyama (wig making and hairdressing of

puppets for Bunraku puppet theater) （文楽人形鬘・床山）
2002/7/8 Nagoshi Shoji 2002/7/8

33 Production of Hemp for "Kurume-kasuri"（粗苧製造） 2003/7/10 Yawata Masakado 2003/7/10

Production of Manual Looms（手機製作） 2003/7/10
Nishimura

Taneichi
2003/7/10

Oshiro Yoshimasa 2008/9/11

35
Kabuki Tokoyama (hairdressing of actor’s wigｓ for of Kabuki

theater)
2003/7/10 Kamoji Toshikazu 2003/7/10

Production of Brushes for Mountings （表具用刷毛製作） 2004/9/2 Nishimura Kazuki 2004/9/2

Tanaka Shigemi 2010/9/6

37 Production of Tatami （畳製作） 2004/9/2 Nakamura Yuzo 2004/9/2

38
Production of Gold Embossed Wallpaper (Kinkara-kami) （金唐紙製
作）

2005/8/30 Ueda Takashi 2005/8/30

39 Slate Shingle Roofing （石盤葺） 2005/8/30 Sasaki Shinpei 2005/8/30

40
Production and Restoration of Biwa  (Japanese stringed instrument)

（琵琶製作修理）
2006/9/15 Ishida Katsuo

Ishida Fushiki

the Fourth
2006/9/15

41
Production of Handmade Paper for Mountings (Hoshushi )

 （表具用手漉和紙（補修紙）製作）
2007/9/6 Ebuchi Eikan 2007/9/6

42
Production of Kodaigire Cloth for Mountings (Kinran  etc.)

（表具用古代裂（金襴等）製作）
2007/9/6 Hirose Kenji 2007/9/6

43
Keppatu (Hairdo Techniques for Okinawan Traditional Performance)

（結髪（沖縄伝統芸能））
2008/9/11

Kohagura

Sukenori
Konami Norio 2008/9/11

44
Production of Handmade Paper for Mountings (Misugami)

（表具用手漉和紙(美栖紙）製作）
2009/9/2 Uekubo Ryoji 2009/9/2

45
Conservation Techniques for Stone Walls as Cultural Property

（文化財石垣保存技術）
2009/9/2 Awata Junji 2012/10/4

46 Production of Brushes for Makie （蒔絵筆製作） 2010/9/6 Murata Shigeyuki 2010/9/6

47 Production of Wooden Shingle (Yaneita) （屋根板製作） 2011/9/5
Kuriyama

Mitsuhiro
2011/9/5

34

36
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(b) Preservation Organizations

Name of Technique (Date of Selection)
Date of

Selection

Date of

Designation

1 Restoration Techniques for Wooden Statues（木造彫刻修理） 1976/5/4 1976/5/4

2 Architectural conservation（建造物修理） 1976/5/4 1976/5/4

Woodworking Techniques for Structures（建造物木工） 1976/5/4 1976/5/4

2009/9/2

4 Cypress Bark Roofing and Wooden Shingle Roofing（檜皮葺･柿葺） 1976/5/4 1976/5/4

5 Thatching（茅葺） 1980/4/21 1980/4/21

1976/5/4 1976/5/4

1996/5/10

7 Production of Tools for Handcrafted Paper （手漉和紙用具製作） 1976/5/4 1976/5/4

8 Production of Steel for Japanese Swords (Tamahagane ) （玉鋼製造） 1977/5/11 1977/5/11

9 Production of Ryukyu Indigo（琉球藍製造） 1977/5/11 2002/7/8

10 Wood Print Techniques for Ukiyoe （浮世絵木版画技術） 1978/5/9 1978/5/9

11 Production of Awa Indigo（阿波藍製造） 1978/5/9 1978/5/9

12 Traditional Colouring for Architecture（建造物彩色） 1979/4/21 1979/4/21

13
Cultivation and Production of Dye (Beni, Shikon )

（植物染料（紅･紫根）生産･製造）
1979/4/21 1979/4/21

14
Cultivation of Karamushi (Ramie) and Extracting Fibre

（からむし（苧麻）生産・苧引き）
1991/11/16 1991/11/16

15
Production of Hogakki Gensi (silk thread for the strings of Japanese

stringed instruments) （邦楽器原糸製造）
1991/11/16 1991/11/16

16 Restoration Techniques for Mounting（装潢修理技術） 1995/5/31 1995/5/31

17
Production of Kabuki Kodougu (props for Kabuki theater)

（歌舞伎小道具製作）
1996/5/10 1996/5/10

18
Production and Restoration of Floats for Festivals（祭屋台等製作修
理）

2002/7/8 2002/7/8

19
Conservation Techniques for Historic Gardens（文化財庭園保存技
術）

2002/7/8 2002/7/8

20 Sakan Plastering (Nihon Kabe )（左官（日本壁）） 2002/7/8 2002/7/8

21
Production and Restoration of Kabuki Ishou (costumes for Kabuki

theater)
2002/7/8 2002/7/8

22
Production of Kabuki Oodougu 〔Haikeiga 〕（sets backdrops) for

Kabuki theater）（歌舞伎大道具（背景画））
2002/7/8 2002/7/8

23 Cultivation and Thread making of Ramie（苧麻糸手績み） 2003/7/10 2003/7/10

24 Decoration for Traditional Architecture（建造物装飾） 2007/9/6 2007/9/6

25 Yane-gawarabuki(Hon-kawarabuki)  （屋根瓦葺（本瓦葺） 1994/6/27 2007/9/6

26 Production of Joinery（建具製作） 1999/6/21 2008/9/11

27 Production of Tatami  （畳製作） 2004/9/2 2008/9/11

28
Conservation Techniques for Stone Walls as Cultural Property

（文化財石垣保存技術）
2009/9/2 2009/9/2

29
Production and Restoration of Costumes and Props for Kumiodori

（組踊道具・衣装製作修理）
2009/9/2 2009/9/2

Association for the Conservation of

Tatami for Cultural Properties

Nikko Cultural Assets Association for

the Preservation of Shrines and Temples

Japanese Association for Conservation

of Architectural Monuments (JACAM)
Japanese Association for the

Conservation of Techniques for
National Association for Conservation

of Roofing Techniques for Temples and
National Association for Conservation

of Roofing Techniques for Temples and

National Associaton for Conservation of

Tools for Handcraft Papermaking
The Society for Preservation of

Japanese Art Swords
Association for The Conservation of

Ryukyu Indigo Manufacturing
Association for Conservation of

Techniques for Ukiyoe Woodblock
Association for Preservation of

Producing   Techniques of Awa Indigo

Association for the Conservation of

Stone Walls as Cultural Property

Association for the Conservation of

Techniques for the Production and

Restoration of Kumiodori Costumes and

Props

Japan Art Association of Shrines and

Temple Buildings

Japan Association for Conservation of

Folk Craft Techniques

Showa Village Association for

Conservation of Karamushi

Kinomoto-cho Association for the

Conservation of Production of Hogakki
The Association for Conservation of

National Treasures
Association for the Conservation of

Production Techniques for Kabuki
Society of Artisans for Production and

Restoration of Floats for Festivals
Japanese Society of Artisans for

Conservation of Historic Gardens
National Cultural Property Wall

Technical Preservation Meeting
Association for Conservation of

Techniques for Production and

Association for the Conservation of

Techniques for the Production of

Kabuki Oodougu (Haikeiga)

Miyako Association for the

Conservation of Buunmi

Japan Association for the Preservation

of Traditional Techniques in Kawara
Japanese Association for the

Conservation of Traditional Joinery

Production and Refinement of Urushi (Lacquer)  （日本産漆生産･精
製）

Japan Association for Urushi Cultural

Heritage
Association for Conservation of

Lacquer Collecting Techniques

Name of Group or Institution

Bijyutsuin

Japanese Association for Conservation

of Architectural Monuments (JACAM)

3

6
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	T. Sada Shin Noh, sacred dancing at Sada shrine, Shimane（佐陀神能）
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